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ABSTRACT 
Disasters are defined as a 'crisis event ln which the demands being placed on a 
human system, by ihe event, exceed the systems capacity to respond' (Bolin, 
1989, p. 62). In the llterature the negafive consequences of disasters are focused 
at the individual level and fall lo take Into account the context In which Individuals 
live and where the disaster oeeurred. Few studies utilize residents within a 
disaster community to define the factors that are relevant to their disaster 
experience especially In Australian setllngs. Thls present studies view of disasters 
places the Individual within an ecological system to understand their disaster 
experience and lhe disaster experience of the community. In viewing the disaster 
experience the present study seek!! lo Identify the stress and growth outcomes as 
a more holistic account of the disaster experience. The present study utll!zes 
residents from a Western Australian disaster community lo identify the salient 
factors related to the disaster experience. The research questions addressed by 
the current study are (1) Whal factors are Important in understanding the 
experience of community members living wltll the tllreat of natural seasonal 
disasters in Western Australia? (2) Wllat Is !he relationship between the 
community, individual and disaster experience varlables In different communities In 
Western Australia? (3) What Is the best predictor of posttraumatlc stress? (4) 
What Is tile best predictor of posttraumalic growth? (5) Wllat variables differentiate 
lligh and low stress groups? (6) What variables differentiate h!gh and low growtll 
groups? (7) Wllat are Ille community and indMdual factors tllat mediate tile 
disaster experience In communities In Western Australia? Specifically a} which 
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community variables act as antecedents of the lndlvldual variables; b} which 
Individual variables Impact the posttraumatlc stress and posttraumallc growth 
associated with disasters. 
In order to address these key questions the first study alms to determine what 
factors are Important In understanding the experience of community members 
llving with the threat of natural seasonal bushtires through thematically analysing 
15 resident Interviews from the community of Darlington, Perth, Western Australia. 
Results Indicated that self-efficacy, coping style, social networks, sense of 
community and community competence were salient factors, which were Included 
in the second study. In addition to the factors Identified In stage one, factors 
Identified Jn the literature, as relevant to the disaster experience (poslll'aumatlc 
stress and posttraumalic growth), were included through the use of scales In a 
survey, which was completed by four communities In the Northwest of Auslralla. In 
order to understand the results, data was analysed using different statistical 
methods such as correlations, regression analysis, and discriminate function 
analys!s. The results provided a comprehensive view of the relationships between 
these multiple factors and their lmporlance to the disaster experience variables. 
Path analysis ordered the Importance of the variables within each community to the 
disaster experience of each community. To further h!ghl!ght the contexts of each 
individual community a combined path model was produced. The present study 
provides contributlons to theory In that It comprehenslvely links the community 
context, (sense of community and community competence) to the lndlv!dual 
context (self efficacy, cop!ng style and social networks). Resilience of the 
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community Is mediated by the resilience of the Individuals in relation to the disaster 
experience (slress and growth). Results Indicate lhe relative Importance of self-
efficacy to the experience of stress and growth In disasters and that different styles 
of coping are inextricably linked lo each other. Contributions lo practice Indicate 
that for emergency management organizations there Is no universal method of 
practice, Local com mu nm es need to be understood in terms of their contexts to 
effectively develop and implement prevention programs. Melhodologlcal 
considerations for future studies are addressed. First, response rates of 
participants need to be addressed, however as there Is little psychological research 
on these communities and this present study provides a basis for future research. 
Second, the cross-sectlonal nature of this study could be strengthened through 
longitudinal studies of these communities and the strength of the current research 
rs the multilevel, muttifactorial approach taken. Future studies need to determine 
what other variable/s, not Included In thls study, are Important to the disaster 
experience of these communrnes. Lastly this research provides evidence for the 
Important contribution of the social sciences and In particular community 
psychology to the disaster arena. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
"During the last cyclone and flood I had a phone call from a 
bureaucrat from Western Power In Perth who asked "Is your house 
surrounded by water''? "Yes" I replied, "the water Is two and a half 
feet deep llke most of the properties around here''. "Weir' he said "we 
are going to cut the power'', "what for" I asked, "all the houses are one 
foot above the water and the power switches are another four feet 
above that". "It doesn't matter It could be dangerous" he replled, and 
that was It off went the power. We being experienced with cyclones 
and floods had lafd In stock of frozen food and other perlshablea so 
we would be S&lf-sufflclent and not be a problem to an~.;:,e, Needless 
to say that we lost all the food, couldn't pump water for showers or for 
the toilet although we did have plenty of drinking water. So the result 
was we plodded around In the bush to find a high spot for a toilet and 
washed In the muddy floodwater, all because some stupid person 600 
mlles away." 
(Comment by• 54 year old min who lived In the Carnarvon for all hi• Ufe.) 
This paragraph was returned In a letter attached to the data collected for the 
present thesis. The descriptl-on hlghllghls some of the feelings a resident 
experiences when they are faced with events over Which they have no control. 
This description emphasizes the reality that people In rural and remote areas of 
Austral/a often have to deal with decisions that are made a great distance away by 
people that have little Idea of the actual nature of the issues that the resident has to 
deal with. However this response indicates the ability of this resident to IJ'epare 
and respond to events over which they have no control - a natural disaster. 
The Australian Context 
Australia Is a diverse continent of7.7 mill/on square hectares of land 
surrounded by 25 OOOkm of coasHlne (www.ema.gov.au). There are many varied 
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physical environments; cities, snowfields, tropical wetlands, deserts and, possibly 
the one Australia Is most we!I known for, the Ou!back. Australia has long been 
regarded as, and continues to be, a destination for many migrants and refugees 
worldw!de with currenlly 52% of Australla population growth coming from overseas 
migration. Presently 23% (4.-6 mi!Hon) of the Australia's population (19.6 mllllon) 
are overseas born (www.abs.gov.au/3.4.12 Migration Australia). As one of the 
most urbanized countries in the world, Australia has 70% of Its population Hvlng In 
capital cities and 83% of Australians live 50kms or less from the coast 
(www.abs.gov.aufausstats). 
On balance, around 30% of Australians live In rural and remote areas of 
Australia, of which 10% Hve In remote areas. The classJflcaHon most commonly 
used Is that of the Rural, Remote and Metropolitan Classlllcatlon (RRMA) scale 
(see Table 1.1 ), which was developed in 1994 by the Commonwealth Deparbnents 
of Human Services and Health (DHSH), and Primary Industries and Energy 
(DPIE). This classlflcatlon system Is based only on the size of the population In 
each town or location. 
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Table 1.1 
structure of Rural, Remote end Metropolllan (RRMA) c/asslflcatlon 
ZONE CATEGORY POPULATION (%) 
Metropolltlin Capital CIHes 63 
ARU 
other Metropolltan centres (urban centres 7 
~100 000) 
Rural Zone Large rural centres (urban centres 
population 25 000 • 99 000) 
6 
Remote 
Zone 
Small rural centres (urban centres 7 
population 10 000 • 24 999) 
Other rural areas (urban centres 14 
population< 10 000) 
Remote centres (urban centres population 
li: 5 000) 
Other remote areas (urban centres 2 
population :S 5 000) 
Adapted from Weffare, 2002, p. 216 
Over the past forty years, the hlstorical view of Australians being a nation of 
farmers and miners has changed. During 1910-191111 is reported that 
approximately 52 % of lhe population were employed in fanning and mining, at the 
present time only 16% of the population remains employed In these Industries 
{www.abs.gov.au/Year Book Australia 20021 Labour Special Article· A century of 
change In the Australian labour market). For those Australians Hvlng In the rural 
and remote regions of Australia changes In the landscape have also Included 
changes In the availability of resources and services like banks, police stations, 
schools, health services (Gray & Lawrence, 2001 ). When you compare the 
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characteristics and conditions for people that live In rural and regional Australia, to 
their urban dwelling counterparts, there are real differences In terms of Income 
levels, education levels, literacy levels, life e11:pectancy and access to health 
services (hospitals and General Practitioner consultations) as oulllned below 
(Welfare, 2002). 
Population characterlsttcs, In the rural and remote areas, differ to the 
metropolttan areas. In regard to the Indigenous population comprises 40% of the 
population compared with the metropolitan areas (the Indigenous constitutes about 
1% of the total population). The proportion of children lo adults In rural and remote 
populatlons Is also greater. Children comprise 10% of the population In rural and 
remote communities compared to 7% In the metropolitan areas. Remote 
communities have fewer older people (over 60 year olds), 3% for remote and 5 % 
for metropolitan areas (www.abs.qov.au/ausstatsfcensus 2001 ). 
With regard to other socio-demographic characteristics on average, 
household Incomes, education and literacy levels are all lower ln Iha rural and 
remote communllies. Conslslenliy rural and remote people have a lower life 
e11:pectancy than their metropolitan counterparts. Currently life e11:pectancy rates 
for rural and remote males are 74 years (78 years for metropolitan males) and 80 
years for rural and remote females (83 years for metropolitan females). In terms of 
the four major causes for deaths (cancers, cardiovascular disease, respiratory 
disease and Injury) all are greater for rural and remote males and females with 
cardiovascular disease and injury being significantly greater for males and 
respiratory disease being significantly greater for females (Welfare, 2002). 
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Many of these health Issues relate to the availability of heallh services in 
rural and remote areas. The choice and variety of commodities ls more Hmlted In 
these regions and the price of many commodltles is reportedly 10·23% higher In 
rural and remote areas. There are fewer number of GP consultations (50% less In 
some remote locations), fewer GP's work ln remote locations (only 15.4 % of GP's 
are servicing 30% of the population), fewer specialists, fewer hospitals, lower 
levels of access lo hospitals, which all Influence access lo health services 
(Welfare, 2002). The disadvantage for rural and remote communities raised by 
many of these Issues Is In part due to the sheer Isolation and distance from 
reglonal locations. This clearly indicates why many suggest why rurality or 
remoteness Is considered a health risk factor (Worley, 2004). These contextual 
factors are Important when lhfnklng about or researching Issues relevant to rural 
and remote communities as they Impact on the level of health of Individuals and 
commun!tres. In terms of the present study rural and remote communities are 
central to the Australian disaster experience as these communities experience 
disasters (natural and seasonal) more frequently/severely than Australla's 
metropolitan areas (Blong, 2003). 
Natural Disasters In the Australian Context 
On average Australla endures approximately ten disaster events every year. 
Many of these occur In Iha rural and remote areas of Australia (Blong, 2003). In 
terms of definition Emergency Management Australia defines a 'disaster' as a 
serious disruption to community life which lhreatens or causes death or Injury in 
s 
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that community andfor damage to property which la beyond Iha day-to-day 
capacity of the prescribed statutory authorities and which requires special 
moblllzatlon and organization of resources other than those normally available to 
those authorities (Koob, 1998, p. 42). A 'serious disruptlon' is recorded as a 
disaster when a single event, I.e. a cyclone that hits different communities Is the 
same event, exceeds A$10 million In costs. 
Within Australia the costs associated with natural disaster events are quite 
small compared to other parts of the world. However ln terms of annual cost to 
Australians the figure is A$1.25 blllion dollars a year wllh over 6000 Injuries and 
around 500-550 deaths reordered the pest two to three decades (Australia, 2001). 
It Is Important to note that these figures do not Include drought, which Is also a 
significant cost to the Australian economy. Since 1980 there has been a significant 
Increase In the amount of disasters recorded in Auslralla. Potential reasons for this 
are suggested to be 1} the actual Increase in the number of disasters In Australia; 
2) better reporting and recording of events, and 3} a larger and more concentrated 
populatlon, especially In coastal regions (Australia, 2001). 
There are a number of organizations responsible for the administration and 
support of natural disasters in Australla. Emergency Management Australia (EMA) 
is the main administrative organization al the federal level. At the Stat.i levels 
there are a number of organizations (police, state emergency services, Fire 
authorities, marine services, ambulance etc) that are responsible for the response, 
recovery and mitigation. These responslblllHes vary from state to state depending 
upon the leglslation avallable. However the Federal and Stale levels coordinate 
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when the needs arise. Disasters are more often dealt with at the local level until 
such a time where extra ordinary resources ara needed I.e. air transport, food etc. 
State authorities are called If assistance at the local level Is exhausted or not 
adequate. Federal assistance Is generally Jn terms of administration and support 
of resources needed to deal with the event Itself (www.ema.gov.au/menu). 
Underp!nnlng the structural characteristics of disaster management In 
Auslralla are the disaster policy and research perspectives that have developed at 
the lntemallonal level over the past few decades. During the late 1970's and early 
19BO's there was a distinct change Jn the direction of disaster policy and research. 
Tradlllonally the focus was on understanding the hazard with a view to reducing 
the likely occurrence of the hazard. However, In 1979 lhe United Nations adopted 
a definition of risk, which changed the way in which studies examined disasters 
(Foumlerd'Albe, 1986). The focus moved from not only understanding the hazards 
but also Incorporating an understanding of what elements were al risk and trying to 
understand vulnerabllity. This new definition stated that Risk Is determined by the 
Interaction of the hazard, the elements at risk, and vulnerability, which Is 
represented by the following formula 
Risk (Total) - Hazard*Elements at Risk•Vulnerab!llty. 
• Hazard ls Identified under four categories: geological (i.e., 
earthquakes), meteorologlcal (I.e., cyclones), anthropogenic, and 
blofog!cal. 
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• Elements at Risk are Identified as people (residents), structures 
(buildings), eco systems (flora, fauna and landforms) and Iha 
economy (business). 
• Vylnerablllty Identifies Individuals, communities, structures and 
nations as areas that may be vulnerable (Bucldeton, 2002). 
This 'Comprehensive Approach' moved toward including the hazard, and 
the Impacts of lhe hazard (Buclde, Marsh & Smale, 2003) therefore adopting the 
notions of mll!galion (prevention, preparedness), response, and recovery as central 
to the development of emergency and disaster arrangements (Crondstedt, 2002), 
Besides being more comprehensive, as Indicated the adoption of these additional 
notions provides avenues for a more whollstlc and systemic approach to the 
disaster arena. In addition the emergency management bodies, In Australia and In 
the United States, have also adopted several other overarching approaches. The 
All Hazards App:'Jach indicates that the same set of management arrangements 
are used for all type of emergencies, disasters or Issues of civil defence. The All 
Agencies Approach Indicates that an active partnership occurs between all levels 
of government, statutory authorities, and voluntary and community organizations 
where needed !n regard to all type of emergencies, disasters or issues of civil 
defence. Finally the Prepared Community approach requires that arrangements 
are made at the local levels which result in an alert, active and Involved 
community, with respect to prevention, preparedness, response and recovery, In 
regard to all type of emergencies, disasters or Jss•ies of civil defence 
(www.ema.gov.aufmenu). 
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The benefit of the adoption of these policies Is that It challenges the way In 
which emergency service organizations think about their role In disaster 
management. The tradition of a hazard management (response focus) approach Is 
significantly different from the comprehensive approach now adopted, Paton 
(1997) argues that many of the traditional services assumed that their 
organlza!Jons response focus I.e., deallng with the physical and economic Issues 
arising from a disaster event, would In tum resolve the social, psychologlcal and 
community issues that arose from the same event fn both the Immediate aftermath 
and the longer term. The shift ln focus of the hazard management poUclos and 
adoption of Iha comprehensive approach Indicates that social, psychological and 
community Issues that result from an event may not be adequately addressed by 
focusing only on the resultant physical and economic issues Immediate after an 
event. 
Within Australia the potential for !his shift has been seen In the adoption of 
the risk management paradigm, which has resulted In the development oflhe 
Standard of Risk Management 4360:1995. This standard has challenged 
emergency organizations from dellvering a response-based service to adopting a 
more community-centred focus (Crondstedt, 2002). Saller (1998, p. 11) indicates 
this shift In table 1.2 
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Table 1.2 
Shift from lnlems/ Agency to Community-centred focus 
FROM TO 
Hazards 
Reactive 
Single Agencies 
Science Driven 
Response Management 
Planning For Communities 
Communicating To Comm uni Iles 
Vulnerab\lUy 
Proactive 
Partnerships 
Mulll-Dlscipllnary approach 
Risk Management 
Planning with Communities 
CommunlcaUng with Communities 
In order to fully realise this shift emergency organizations need to 
undertake strategies that Involve working with other professions and communities. 
Many authors (e.g. Buckle et al., 2003; Paton, 1997; Saller, 1998; Schnelder, 
2002) argue that lo deal with a mulll-faceted Issue Ilka disasters a collaborative 
effort ls need In understanding the very nature of the disaster experience In order 
to Identify practlcal problems and solutions. 
For many rural and remote communities in Australia the experience of a 
disaster event ls another factor of living where they do. However In tenns of the 
disaster literature there is an abundance of studies about the consequences of a 
disaster for Individuals, groups and communities. The results are varied, for 
example they include disaster stress, Issues with coping and disruptions to social 
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support networks. What ls clear Is that disaster studies are usually about the 
resultant negative consequences for Individuals groups and communities (Padgett, 
2002). 
One of the shortcomings of the disaster literature Is the lack Information and 
research within Australlan disaster communltles. Although research has generally 
followed after each large disaster (I.e., Cyclone Tracey in Darwin, NewcasUe 
Earthquake In New South Wales) this research tends to be response and recovery 
focused. Communl6es in rural and reglonal Australia that deal seasonally with 
disasters may offer an allematlve Insight Into the disaster experience for Australian 
communllies. 
$1gnlflcance of Stydy 
The adoption of many pollcies wltllln the Australian emergency 
management area requires the! communities are alert, active and Involved In the 
prevention, preparedness, response and recovery of disasters. At the present time 
there are few studies within Iha Austral!an disaster llterature that are aimed at 
understanding the psychological, social, and community variables relevant to the 
disaster experience. This thesis attempts to understand the disaster experience 
for communities facing natural disasters In Australia. First by seeking to Identify 
the Individual and community variables relevant to residents of an Australian 
disaster community and then second, to uUllze these variables and variables In the 
disaster literature to develop an understanding of their Importance and role In 
different Australian disaster communities. 
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With the mandate requiring Federal and State organizations to work 
collaboratively (Salter, 1998) with commun!Hes to mitigate potentral natural hazard 
threats, lhe social sciences, and In particular community psychology, Is well placed 
to provide to these egencles an understanding oftha dynamics at the Individual 
and community level of analysls. Theoretically this study seeks to understand the 
experience of Australian communities facing natural seasonal disasters utilizing an 
ecological framework. PracUcally, this study alms to obtain Information about 
Australian disaster communities to aid communmes, community development 
workers and emergency management organizations In formulating solutions to 
mitigate the threats through enabling communlUes to become resilient. 
Structure of the Current Thesis 
An ecological approach has bean adopted to study the disaster experience 
of communiUes In Westem Australia. In doing so It Is Important to Identify the 
factors that mediate the experience of natural disasters In the literature and in a 
disaster community and explore these factors in more depth. 
Therefore Chapter 2 presents an overview of the disaster literature to 
Identify the consequences of disasters, at the Individual and community level. The 
Hterature provides examples of Iha response and recovery focus of disaster studies 
across different types of disaster events. The term disaster Is defined and the 
sallent factors In relation to disaster sludles are Identified and dlsC1.1ssed. 
Chapter 3 provides Iha theoretical framework for the present study. 
Systems theory and the ecological framework that underpins the current study Is 
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ouUlned. Chapter 4 presents research rel£ited lo disaster vulnerability and 
reslllence, which brings togelher the links between the disaster literature and 
ecologlcal theory. The research questions that the present study addresses are 
presented. 
The first stage of the current study Is presented In Chapter 5, which uses lhe 
suburb of Darlington as a case study. Th!s qualltatlve study was designed lo 
detenn!ne the factors that are Important lo a community that has experienced, and 
faces, natural seasonal disasters. 
Chapter 6 describes the second stage, where the factors JdenUfled In the 
literature and the factors ldenllfled In the first stage ere utilized In a quantltatlve 
study seeking to determine the relevance of the factors in four different disaster 
communities in the Northwest AustraHa. Chapter 7 presents the results of the 
second stage. This chapter also discusses the results for research questions two 
lo six which scaffolds the presentation of the analyses (Path analysis) associated 
with the final research question. 
Finally Chapter 8 presents a discussion of the path models presented Jn 
chapter 7. This chapter then discusses the results in relation to the themes In the 
literature, and outlines melhodologlcal Issues that should be considered In future 
research. Finally the contributions of the present study are ou!Hned. 
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CHAPTER2 
Psychological Consequences of Disasters: Response and 
Recovery 
"These things are natural phenomenons and there Is not much you can do 
about them, you have to learn to live with them. If you can't, better go 
somewhere else to llve." 
(Cornman! from a 52 year old man who has llvad in thfl Klml)e;rteyfor all hla Ille) 
Alms of This Chapter 
This chapter opens with defining the meaning of the term disaster In order to 
Illustrate the complexity of descrlb!ng lhe term and to direct the reader to the 
definition adopted by this thesis. This is followed by a discussion of the 
psychological consequences erlslng from natural disasters especially for lhe 
Individual, the group and the community. The discussion Is centered on Illustrating 
the different levels of analysis within disaster studies. Within the Individual level 
the concepts of stress, coping and self-efficacy are defined and discussed In terms 
of the!r use and measurement. At the group level a review of lhe socio-
demographic characterlstlcs utilized In disaster studies Is undertaken highlighting 
the adult centric gender-neulfal view of disaster researcli. The consequences for 
communities are hlghllghted through research In social support and social 
networks, sense of community and community competence. Finally a summary of 
the main Issues relating lo the psycho!oglcal consequences of disasters for 
indlvlduals, groups and commun!Ues is presented. 
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The M91nrna pf 011191,r 
There are four main elements that have been used to define a disaster 
AleKSnder (1997). First, the number of deaths from the event, second, the value of 
the damage and loss associated with the event, third, the Impact on the socfal 
system from the event, aOO fl nally, georfiyslcal definitions, for example, a 
combination of the magnitude, frequency and spatral patterns of the geophysical 
event. In addition, a further consistent theme In the disaster Uterature is that 
disasters are perceived to be negative, and render social contexts/communities 
incapable of coping with them {van den Eynde & Veno, 1999). For example Bolin 
(1989, p.62) defines a disaster as a 'crisis event Jn which the demands being 
placed on a human system by the event exceed the systems capacity lo respond'. 
Jn the past there has been a general understanding that there ere two 
categories of disasters, those that are person made or technological and those that 
are natural. Person made or technological disasters refer to those that have some 
human cause, for example, airplane crashes, war, terrorism, hostage situations or 
gun massacres etc. Disasters that evolve through cyclones, hurricanes, 
volcanoes, storms bushfires etc are deemed 'acts of god' and therefore are termed 
natural disasters (Ursano, McCaughey, & Fullerton, 1994). Recently, with the 
Increase in Iha number cl studies examining different aspects of disasters, there is 
a blurring of the Hnes between what is termed a technological or natural disaster. 
The line between natural and technologlcal disasters has become less clear 
as researchers start lo look toward the root cause of the disaster. Some natural 
disasters, like earthquakes, are a natural event, however JI ls often the placement 
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of the village, which is subsequenHy badly damaged thal has essentla11y resulted In 
the earthquake being called a disaster. In many cases the trigger for an event may 
be some natural phenomenon however decisions that have been made about 
where human populations are bull! and how they are butlt, Is an Important 
backdrop on which this natural phenomenon lakes place (Blalkle, Cannon, Davis & 
Wisner, 1994).1n summary, Susman, O'Keefe and Wisner (1983, p.264) have 
defined disasters 'as the interface between an extreme physical event and a 
vulnerable human population~. Whal Is evident Is that the events we call disasters. 
vary greatly, are complex, defy all boundaries and, have many consequences 
(Kanlasty & Norris, 1999). 
Over the past few decades there have been many events that have been 
deemed disasters. With regard to person made or technological disasters, some of 
the most well known have centred on nuclear plants. In the United States In 1979 
a reactor at a nuclear power faclllty overheated and went Into meltdown causing 
the evacuation of hundreds of thousands of people. The Three Mile Island disaster 
has been heralded as America's worst nuclear accident (Gifford, 1987). Possibly 
the worlds largest nuclear disaster is that of Chernobyl in 1986 in the former USSR 
(now Ukraine) where more than 30 people were killed Immediately and 135,000 
people needed lo be evacuated {www.chemobyl.com.uk). 
One of the main Issues emerging from a human made disaster Is the issue 
of control. As we become more and more technologlcall~· advanced we have a 
heightened sense of control over our environment. We regulate how we bu lid and 
structure nuclear power plants, dams, apartment bull dings, towers etc but what 
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becomes evident Is that during an event or when something malfunctions we have 
little or no control over the fault and resulting aftennath. This renders people 
looking le place blame for the disaster as II ls perceived that someone had control 
in the first place and lost II (Baum, Fleming & Singer, 1983). 
In contrast, natural disasters refer to events over which we have little 
control, for example earlhquakes, hurricanes, cyclones, floods, and volcanic 
erupllons. Many incidents recorded m history and reviewed In the literature 
indicate that each continent has been affected by natural disasters such as the 
Annen!an earthquake In 1988 that killed 25 000 people, a cyclone in Bangladesh In 
1991 that killed 145 000 people, and a flood In the m!d west of the United States of 
America In 1993 that killed 5?. people. In reflecting on the study of nal1Jral 
disasters Alexander (1997) reviewed a list of 68 natural disasters that have 
occurred world wide between 1977-1997, many of which still impact on 
communities today. Although natural disasters are widespread it Is the complexity 
of the situation, which affects how we can come to understand, cope and mlllgate 
disasters (Alexander). 
Contemporary views question the systemic failure of our ability to examine 
communllles that are prone to disasters. For example, the four causes of the 
Chernobyl disaster have been reporled as the organizations In control of the plant 
not having a safety culture where they were able to rectify problems that had been 
identified, a design fault In the reactor which, when other mechanisms were put ln 
place, was rectifiable, a vlolatlon in procedures, which was the result of a 
communications breakdown between those running safety checks and those In 
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charge of the reactor (www.chemobyl.com.uk). However, In a detailed review 16 
years after the disaster, the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) Indicates that there 
were many problems, which lnduded a range of local and national authorities and 
their Inability lo cope with Chernobyl. The NEA clearly recognises the polllicaf, 
social and economic conditions of the context prior to the Chernobyl incident, 
during and In the resulllng aftermath. This Issue of context supports Hewitt (1983) 
and Quaranle11J (1985) who argued that disasters have been understood only In 
terms of the Immediate event or Incident without taking into consideration the social 
conditions present at the time of the disaster. This maans that the context in which 
the disaster occurs needs to be considered and Is of paramount Importance. 
A further contextual variable Is the costs associated with disasters. The cost 
of natural disasters Is often inversely related to the number of lives lost. Therefore 
community of disaster researchers are very quickly seeing the link between the 
variables of poverty and Impending disasters. The consistent finding Is that the 
largest death toll from natural disasters occurs more often In nations that are 
stricken with poverty (Alexander, 1997). When you overlay just some of the Issues 
being presented It Is very easy to conclude that there are multlple causes or 
sources of a disaster. However the area of disaster research that attracts the most 
attention Is the disaster Impact and the consequences of the disaster. 
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Disaster Consaguancu 
The consequences of disasters relevant to thls thesis are those that focus 
on the outcomes for people, namely the psychologlcal and social effects of being 
Involved In a disaster. There are a number of dlsclpllne areas that have 
contributed to the development of understanding the Impact of a disaster on people 
such as anthropology, sociology and psychology. These d!sclpllnes have different 
perspectives and use different methodologies to describe and understand the 
consequences of the disaster for Individuals and communities. However, a number 
of fundamental concepts have emerged in studying the Impacts of disasters, 
namely, the Impact on the lndivfduals, and how lndlvlduels cope (e.g., Carr et al., 
1995), levels of anxiety and depression (e.g., Bowler & Mergler, Huel & Cone 
1994), manifestations of stress (e.g., Bolin & Kienow, 1983; Powell & Penick, 1983; 
Bravo, Rublo-Stlpec, Canino, Woodbury, 1990; Freedy, Saladln, Kiipatrick, 
Resnick, & Saunders, 1994; Giiiard & Paton, 1999; Galea et al., 2002), disaster 
effects on social support (e.g., Solomon, Smith, Robins & Fischbach, 1987; 
Hultaker, 1983; Kanlasty & Norris, 1993), lo the Impacts on Iha family and 
community, how communities cope after a disaster (Eranen & llebklnd, 1993), 
sense of community (Bachrach & Zaulra, 1993, Paton, 1994), and community 
competence (e.g., Cook, 1983; Armour, 1993; Buckland & Rahman, 1999). These 
impacts have an affect on indivlduals, groups and communities and will be 
described ln detail In the following sections. 
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Consequences for lndlvld11at1 
Stress 
The most researched concept Is the area of disaster stress (Ursa no el al., 
1994), which has been defined as 'a response with characteristic feelings, 
behaviors and coping mechanisms following a catastrophic event' (Hardin, 
Carbaugh, Weinrich, Pesut & Carbaugh, 1992). Within this llterature thera are 
many psychological studies with a clinical focus, describing and understanding a 
person's response to disaster (Kanlasty & Norris, 1999). Most studies were 
focused on adults between 18-60 years of age, however, some studies have 
specifically studied adults over the age of 60 years (Norris & Murrell, 1988), a few 
have studied ch!ldren's stress responses (Aplekar & Boore, 1990; Miine, 1977b; 
Ollendick & Hoffman, 1982; Ronan, 1997b) and some have examined adolescents' 
stress responses (Hardin et al., 1992). Despite the focus on the middle adult age 
group, a review of existing studies Indicates that children, adolescents and the 
elderly are more at risk of develop!ng stress upon the impact of a disaster (Gist, 
Lubin & Redburn, 1998). 
A number of studies have tried to ascertain the stress response of different 
categories of Individuals In the disaster situation. Different categories Include direct 
disaster victims and those not directly Involved (Carr el al .. 1996) people that stay 
to 'clean up' and those that are relocated to then return later (Miine 1977a, 1977b), 
response volunteers (Armstrong el al., 1996), and emergency workers, i.e., 
firefighters (McFariane, 1993), nurses (Waters, Selander & Stuart, 1992), medical 
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workers (Freedy, Shaw, Farrell & Masters, 1992), and emergency managers 
(Paton & Flin, 1999). AU of these Individuals have had varying degrees of stress 
responses to different disaster events. The group that has consistently been 
reported to have had the greater stress response are those directly Involved in the 
disaster. Within this category of' disaster victims' those that have not been 
Involved In the 'clean up' or the resolution to the disaster, report higher levels of 
stress than those vlcUms that have helped with the 'clean up' operation (Milne, 
1977a, 1977b). Victims that have lost more, In terms of their resources (I.e., 
housing, clothing), are also more likely to report greater stress (Freedy et al., 
1994). Therefore the degree of Involvement of an Individual could be seen as a 
key factor related to the stress response. 
The types of short-term stress responses experienced by victims are 
demorallzatlon. discontentment, and disconnectedness (Crabbs & Heffron, 1981), 
irritablllty, fatigue, and loss of concentration (Annstron9 et al., 1995) and 
posttraumatic stress disorder (Waters et al .. 1992; McFarJane, 1995). ln the long 
tem1 the stress responses that are reported ere mainly depression and anxiety 
(Bowler et al., 1994), psychic numbing (Crabbs & Heffron, 1981 ), posttraumatlc 
stress disorder (McFarlane, 1995) and past temporal orientation (Holman & Silver, 
1998). 
This literature on stress responses for Individuals indicates that there are a 
range of socio-demographic characteristics that are associated with higher post 
disaster stress. Soma researchers have utilised this lnfom1alion to develop 
lntervantlons for particular groups. For example Ronan and Johnston, (1999) 
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developed a video based Intervention which educated chlldren about volcanoes, 
safety, and psychological reactions lo eruptions in an attempt lo normallze the 
experience to alleviate the likelihood of developing greater slress responses to 
such an event. Other studies have uUllzed scales to predict those Individuals that 
are likely lo need clinical support for posttraumatic stress following a disaster. For 
example Koopman, Classen a:;d Speigel (1994) utll!zed a number of different self-
report scales to measure stress within the first few days after Iha firestorm and 
then again 7.9 months later. From this they determined Iha! the single biggest 
predictor of posttraumatrc stress for 149 victims of the Oakland firestorm in 1991 
was the presence of dissociative symptoms lmmedfately after the fire. 
An important area underpinning our understanding of the stress response Is 
the measurement of disaster stress. The range of measurement techniques 
described in lhe literature indicates that there Is no agreed upon method of 
measuring disaster stress. Measurements used Include Interviews, scales, 
checklists, Inventories and phys!ological measures. In some cases the 
measurement of stress Involves qua!llative Interviews that have been developed 
specifically for the study at hand {Eyre, 1998) fn others, a mental health interview 
that identifies posttraumatic stress has been adapted to the disaster situation has 
been utilized. The Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) {Bravo et al., 1990; 
Solomon et al., 1987) has been utilised In a number of studies (In different 
languages) to determine a number (34) of DSM-IV diagnoses, within disaster 
events. However, in terms of disaster sltuallons the schedule has been adapted to 
include quesllons about disaster exposure, attributions of blame and exposure and 
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response of significant others. The use of the DIS requires specialist training in 
order lo make diagnoses based on the information gained and therefore ls often 
used lo determine a treatment program for dlsastervlctlms. 
The necessity to have specialist training In administering and Interpreting 
psychological tools Is not uncommon and Is also required for use of some stress 
measurement Instruments. For example the Posttraumalic Diagnostic Scale 
(PTDS), developed by Foa, Cashman, Jaycox, and Perry (1997) Is a clinfcal 
assessment tool to screen for PTSD, Physlologlcal measures (blood pressure, 
pulse, and cortisol level) have also been utilised to measure stress associated wlth 
disastrous events (Bowler et al., 1994). Self report scales are possibly the most 
utilised scales in the assessment of disaster stress such as the Impact of Events 
scale (IES and IES-R) which provides an Indication of the stress associated with an 
event, but can be utilised again within a short period of lime. Therefore the use of 
self-report scales Is more prolific because of the ease of administration. 
The Uterature related to disaster stress has covered many areas from how 
stress develops, Its measurement, and who Is more susceptible to the effects of a 
stressful event. Other concepts In the disaster literature that have also been 
studied Include how people cope after a disaster event. 
Coping 
Research aimed at understanding coping has generally focused on the 
strategies that people use to manage In any given disaster (Hallman & 
Wandersman, 1992). Studies report three broad ways in which people cope, by 
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avoiding the issue (avoldant coping), by focusing on the emotions evoked (emotion · 
IXlplng) or by focusing on the task to problem solve (task focused IXlplng). The 
Indication Is that different coping strategies are related to different outcomes (Baum 
et al., 1983; Pearlln & Schooler, 1976). 
The Identification of different coping mechanisms has become Jncreaslngly 
Important to the area of post disaster Interventions in order to focus programs 
specifically to obtain better coping outcomes (Baum et al., 1983), For example, 
Ronan and Johnston (1999) developed a video-based Intervention program to aid 
chlldren to cope with volcanic eruptions. The objective of the intervention was to 
normalize fears by discussing volcanic erupllons and In turn reduce self reported 
PTSD symptoms and Increase coping strategies. This Intervention was successful 
In that It did increase the active coping ability of the chlldren following a volcanic 
eruption. 
However, some lntervenllons, which have been and still are standard 
practice, are being challenged on the basis that they may be doing more harm than 
good (Regehr & Hill, 2000). One of the most frequently used interventions after 
any disaster event Is the practice of debriefing. There are many different types of 
psychological debriefing models such as Crifical Incident Stress Debriefing 
(Mitchell, 1983) and Crillcal Incident Debriefing (Regehr & Hill). Most are based on 
the premise of crisis Intervention where an opporlunlty ls given for those that have 
experienced a common crisis to share their responses lo extreme circumstances 
(Litz, Gray, Bryant & Adler, 2002). Questions are being raised about debriefing 
models where emotions are targeted soon after a critical event as It ls thought that 
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this may be ha1TTifu1 lo the recovery efforts of Individuals (Moran, 1998). Further to 
lhls the concern lhat critical Incident debriefing Is of any benent at all and may 
actually have a negative impact (Redburn, 1992), Gisi and Woodell (1998) 
suggest that In some cases harm is the result of the use of debriefing, In other 
words It Is Iatrogenic. 
Research on cop!ng has also focused mainly on adulls (e.g., Carr et at 
1995; Bachrach & Zaulla, 1985) although there are a few examples of attempts to 
undersland the coping mechanisms of adolescents (Hardin et al., 1992), children 
(Ronan & Johnston, 1999), and disaster workers (Holaday, Warren-Miiiar, Smith & 
Yost, 1995). From these studies It has been ascertained that the greater the 
physlcal Impact and the younger lhe person the more likely negative coping 
strategies (avoldant) wlll be utilised (Bolln & Stanford, 1998). 
Coping has been measured in various ways such as using scales and self· 
report methods. For example the Ways of Coping Inventory Is a 68 Item self report 
checkllst that classifies the respondent into either the emoUon focused coping 
category or the problem focused category (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). Due to the 
ease with which adults are able to complete these measurement techniques II is 
not surprising that more research Is carried out on adults therefore giving us an 
adult-centric view of coping and coplng·strategles. 
Alongslde stress and coping, olher concepts such as self-efficacy are 
Important to understanding lhe Impact of disasters on Individuals. 
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Self-Efficacy 
The concept of self-efficacy was developed by a number of authors most 
notably Bandura (1977, 1986) who proposed that self-efficacy Is the mediator 
between knowleage and action and Is defined as •people's Judgments of their 
capablllties to organize and execute courses of ac6on required to attain designated 
types of performances' (Bandura, 1986, p. 391). Self-efficacy taps Into a person's 
appraisal of ttielr ability lo act in a given situation regardless of the skill repertoire 
they may have (Gist & Mitchell, 1992; Rutter, 1985), and is regarded as an 
important motivational construct (Gisi & Mltchell, 1992). Thought to relate closely 
to ttie construct of hardiness (Kobasa, 1979) and self rel!ance (Pearlln & Schooler, 
1978), Bachrach and Zaulra (1985) argue that self-efficacy may be related to well-
being. Self-efficacy is also seen as related to the type of coping style used by 
indMduals. For example, It is argued that Individuals who ere likely to utilize a task 
focused coping style have a degree of confidence in their ability to perform in a 
given slluatlon than Individuals that utilize an emotional or evoident coping style 
(Bachrach & Zautra). Further to this It ls recognized that Individuals that are more 
attached to their place or community are more llkely lo develop self-efficacy, which 
Is important In guiding actions (Twigger-Ross & Uzzell, 1996). 
Self-efficacy has been seen as a moderator and protective attribute and has 
often been studied In contexts that are considered stressful (Cicchetti & Garmezy, 
1993). In coping withe community stressor, such as a hazardous waste treatment 
facility, which residents Interpreted as a threat to thelrwell·belng, the residents of a 
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small rural community who reported increased levels of self efficacy were more 
likely to become involved In mobllizing aclion against the placement of the 
treatment faclllty (Bachrach & Zautra, 1985). In this sludy self-efficacy was 
measured through the use of Pearlin and Schooler's (1978) seven-ltem mastery 
scale, Self-efficacy has also been Implicated In a community under threat of 
volcanic eruption In New Zealand. Increased self-efficacy was related to the use of 
a problem-focused coping style and to lower stress scores for the residents of the 
community (Mlllar, Paton, & Johnston, 1999). Self-efficacy is seen as Important to 
disasters as it ls likely that increasing efficacy provides people with a sense of 
control In their life, which facilitates coping, at a time where control may be at its 
lowest (Bandura, 2002). 
In tenns of the measurement of self-efficacy scales have been mafnly 
utilized. Traditionally the typical scale format required participants to Indicate If 
they were able to perform (a task) at a level and how confident they were Jn the 
rating they provided (Wood & Locke, 1987). More recently Maurer and Pierce 
(1998) have argued that measuring self efficacy using a liker! scale results In 
simllar empirical evidence to that suggested by Wood and Locke. 
At the individual level much of the disaster research has been adult centric 
and has focused on slress, coping and self-efficacy. These concepts are clearly 
Important to our understanding of the disaster Impact, however more recently the 
concept of posttraumatlc growth has emerged as an Important addition to 
understanding the response to adverse events like disasters. 
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PosttraumaUc Growth 
Whilst posttraumatic stress studies have provided much Insight Into the 
consequences for people facing adversity, Cordova, Cunning hem, Carlson and 
Andryowskl (2001) argue that research that focuses only on the negative (stress) 
does not provide a full appreciation of what Is taking place In adverse situations. In 
their education matched sample study of 70 breast cancer survivors, the incidence 
of life appreciation, relaUng lo others and spiritual change was significantly hlgher 
than the tr healthy education matched counterparts. These breast cancer survivors 
Indicated higher levels of posttraumatic growth. McMiiian {1999) concurs with this 
argument that many Individuals not only survive but also benefit from adversity. 
Although there are numerous studies citing benefits from adversity, for 
example, women suffering from AIDS (Dunbar, Mueller, Medina & Wolf, 1998), 
survivors of a ferry disaster {Stephen, Yule, & Wllllams, 1994), combat forces In 
Vietnam (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1998), and sexual assault survivors (Frazier, 
Conlon & Glaser, 2001), the concept that has recently emerged conceptually and 
empirically in the literature, is posttraumatlc growth (PTG). 
Therefore, posllraumatlc growth has been likened lo other concepts Le .. 
perceived benents (McMiiian, 1999), stress related growth (Park, Cohen & Murch, 
1996) and thriving (O'Leary & lckovics, 1995). PTG, grounded Jn existential theory, 
and is the reevaluation of ones life In the aftermath of adversity (Cordova el al., 
2001). In this vein posttraumatlc growth Is thought of as the enllthesls of 
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posttraumallc stress, end Importantly the greater the adversity faced the grealer 
the reported growth {Tedeschi, Park & Calhoun, 1998). 
A meta analytic review of 39 studies about positive changes following 
trauma and adversity carried out by Linley and Joseph (2004) indicates that there 
are a number of different predictors of pcslHve growth, these Include personality 
variables such as self-efficacy, coping strategies, social support and psychological 
distress. 
The most comprehensive model of PTG has been developed by Tedeschi 
and Calhoun (1996). In their functional descriptive model, PTG is described as a 
significant beneficial change In cognitive and emolional life that may have 
behavioral !mplicalions (Tedeschi, Park & Calhoun, 1998, p3). With regard to the 
measurement of PTG both qualitative and quanlllalive techniques have emerged. 
Qualitative approaches utilized Include Interviews, documents and observations. 
For example McMiiian, Smith and Fisher (1997) interviewed 195 people across 
three different types of disasters, a tornado, a mass kilHng and a plane crash. The 
participants ware Interviewed between 4-6 weeks after, and then again at 3 years, 
post event to determine perceived benefit and mental health adjustment. The 
measurements uWized were interviews for determining perceived benefits of the 
tornado, and lhe Diagnostic Interview Schedule- Disaster Supplement (DIS/OS) 
was utilized to assess mental health and satisfaction with friends and family. In 
terms of the type of disaster that reported the most benefit the participants In the 
tornado were first, followed by people involved In Iha mass killing, and plane crash 
participants. The authors suggest that these results indicate that factors relevant 
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to the community context were important In shepJng these results. In particular, the 
Indications ara, the size of the community, (the smaller the community the more 
perceived benefit), and the response to the d!sasterfrom the coiporate sector In 
terms of resource aid (the more resources evellable the greater the perceived 
benefit). The type of disaster may also Invoke more social out-pouring to those 
involved, as the needs may be recourse based, for example clothes and shelter, 
rather than providing emotional support. Finally the authors note that growth 
appears to Increase over time (McMiiian et al., 1997). This concurs with other 
researchers that argue that even though PTG can be detected within two weeks of 
an event It takes years to see Its full expression (Schaefer & Moos, 1992). 
Recently Tedeschi and Calhoun (1996) developed a quantitative measure to 
ascertain an Individual's posttraumatlc growth based on the different ways growth 
is manifested for different !ndlvlduals, for example, perception of self (survivor vs. 
victim, self reliance and vulnerability), Interpersonal relationships (self disclosure, 
emotional expressiveness, compassion and giving to others), and philosophy of life 
(priorities, appreciation of life, sense of meaning, spiritual development and 
wisdom). The Posttraumatlc Growth Index (PTGI) contains 21 Items within 5 
subscales measuring relating lo others, new possibil!tles, personal strength, 
spiritual change and appreciation of life. Psychometric properties Include an 
internal reliability of .90 (Cronbach Alpha) (Cohen, Hettler & Pane, 1998). Whilst 
the PTGI index has been used, It Is generally utilized with individuals In Individual 
trauma situations i.e., those with diagnosis of cancers or heart altaci(s, experiences 
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of Incest, and assaults, where as little work has been carried out with groups or 
communlUes !hat have experienced adversity (Tedeschi et al., 1998). 
Con119uences for Groups 
The Impacts of disasters are most often reported, for age groups and 
gender (males and females). The age groups most affected by a disaster event 
are chlldren and the elderly. Children's responses lo a disaster have been 
characterized In two ways: namely, Jntrapsychlc and extrapsychlc. lntrapsych!c 
refers to their developmental stage, general and mental health and their 
vulnerability. The types of behaviors reported for children Include emotional and 
behavioral disturbances {Crabbs & Heffron, 1981), irritability and sleep problems 
{Ollendick & Hoffman, 1982), ne1Vousness, restlessness and school problems 
{Milne, 1977b). More recently the consequences for chlldren have been related to 
the developmental level of the child as there are differences In the way In which 
children respond to disaster events depending on their developmental level. A 
child that Is able to cognltivelywork through the disaster events will be better able 
to cope with the impact of the disaster (Aptekar & Boore, 1990). 
The second way chlldren's responses have been characterized is 
extrapsychlc where the difference lays in the abll!ty of the community lo help, the 
different custodial arrangements of the child, I.e., liv!ng with which parent and 
reaction of significant others, i.e., reaction of mother or father. However neither of 
these distinctions (intrapsychlc or extra psychic) has produced clear Interventions 
for children at any level (Aptekar & Boore, 1990). 
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This may be Illustrated by an example. A series of investlgatlons In New 
Zealand Indicated that whlle children with asthma are more psychologically 
vulnerable to the effects of a disaster than children without asthma, neither group 
of children rate as having c11nlcally significant levels of post traumatic 
symptomatology (Ronan, 1gg1a, 1997b). One implication of this finding Is that a 
pre-existing health condlUon may Interact with future disaster events to Increase 
stress responses. The second Implication brings Into question the reported rates of 
clinically significant levels of stress of children in disaster sltuaUons. As Indicated 
earlier children are reportedly at risk of clinically significant levels of stress from 
disasters yet Rona n's study does not support children having cllnlce11y significant 
levels of stress after a volcano eruption. 
In many disaster studies the elderly have also been cast as a vulnerable 
group In the wake of disasters. However when this Is examined further there are 
variables other than ege which are important. It would seem that prior experience 
with disasters benefits this age group. Those elderly lndivlduals that have 
experienced previous disasters seem to be 'inoculated' In some way to the effects 
of the disaster. This does not mean that they are Immune to the effects but they 
are able to cope better than those that have not previously experienced these 
situations (Norris & Murrell, 1986). 
This may also exp!aln why the elderly have a greater congruency between 
their expectations of support, post disaster, and actual support received (Kanlasty, 
Norris & Murrell, 1990). In terms of emotional coping the elderly are able to deal 
with the consequences of the disaster impact, but they may lake longer to recover 
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economically (Bolin & Kienow, 1983). Economic recovery Is a different Issue to 
emotional recovery, and few studies have Investigated these differences. 
With regard to gender, although most studies provide demographic 
Information about their participant groups, most Indicate there Is no gender effect. 
However, for children It Is different, and girls and boys express distress differently. 
The reporting of symptoms are different, for example, girls are more likely to show 
stress symptoms like anxiety or depression where as boys exhibit behavioral 
symptoms like reckless behavior or sleep disturbances (Vemberg, 1999). Even 
though there Is reporting of the gender breakdown In most disaster studies, few 
studies have used a gendered lens when examining a disaster (Enerson, 1998). 
When considering the Impact of disaster events on different sociodemographic 
groups (white, African American, male, famale, younger, middle-aged and older) 
Norris (1992) found that young people (18-39 years) showed the highest rates of 
stress and African American males were the most vulnerable. Whllst this study 
Included events other than natural and teehnologlcal disasters the findings are still 
Indicative. 
Another way ln which groups of people have been defined and studied in 
relation to disasters has been to look at religious groups and their ability lo cope. 
Studies suggest that rellg!oslty does mediate the coping ability of peopie (Smith, 
Pargament, Brant & Oliver, 2000), however depending on the type of rellg!ous 
denomination held, there Is a difference in the level of disaster stress reported. For 
example in a study looking at the role of rel!glous differences fo11ow!ng a Hurricane 
In the Fijian Islands, religious beliefs were found to be helpful ln coping by Fijian 
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Chrlsllans (89%), Fijian Hindus (76%) and Fijian Muslims (63%) (Glllarc & Paton, 
1999). 
With regard to the measurement aspects of groups, those scales that 
measure adults rarely target one particular gender or age group. Generally a 
gender breakdown Js undertaken during the course of the research, which 
hlghllghls that little consideration is given to the gender bias/neutrality of the 
methods and measurement techniques utlllzed (Enerson, 1998). Wlthln the last 
decade studies have started to look specifically at the older age group however 
they still utilize Iha same methodology for all adults (Buckle, Marsii & Smale, 2000; 
Kanlasty. et al. 1990). Studies that have Involved children often use reports from 
parents and teachers (Miine, 19nb) whilst some also Involve self report measures 
from children such as the Children's Depression Inventory (CDI) and the Slate-
Trall Anxiety Inventory for Children (STAIC) (Ronan, 1997a, 1997b). 
Whilst various groups are affected by disasters, Interventions are often 
aimed at the Individual level. Once the focus turns outward from the Individual 
attention Is focused on the broader community. 
Consegyances for Communities 
The consequences for communltles, where disasters lake place, are 
dependent somewhat on the event that has taken place. Often there are physical 
consequences for the community, In that some part of the built or natural 
environment is affected, which then directs the community activities to a greater or 
lesser extent. A cyclone that devastates most of a small town may have a much 
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greater Impact on that local community than a cyclone that hits a small part of a 
suburb within a large metropolitan city. The Important concepts In determining the 
consequences for communlfies are the Intensity and magnitude of the disaster 
(Wenger, 1978). 
This discussion focuses on the impact of a disaster on a community's social 
system, as this area of research Is relevant to the current thesis. There Is a doub!e 
impact from a disaster on a community's social system as there are consequences 
In terms of the lnlUal events followed by the social disruptions which often conUnue 
longer than the Impact from the event itself (Horowitz, Sllnson & Field, 1991). 
Social Support and Social Netwotks 
Social support refers to a transaction between one person and another, 
which may be about providing information, an appraisal, showing emotions or by 
a!dlng the person (Murphy, 1987). A social network refers to how many people a 
person accesses and the type of relationship they may have to each othAr, for 
example, the amount (size) and structure (family, friends, neighbours) of people 
around an Individual. Social support and social networks bridge the gap between 
the individual and the community's social structure. These concepts have 
conslstenlly been shown to buffer the stress associated with lhe disaster aftermath 
(see for example Fleming, Baum, Gisriel & Gatchel, 1982: Kania sty & Norris, 1993: 
Padgett, 2002). These networks are Important systems that transport resources, 
such as Instrumental support, to and from Individuals and therefore do become 
constrained by other social processes. Disasters Interrupt social processes 
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specifically In tenns of networks being able to provide soclal support (Miine, 1977a, 
1g11b; Wellman, 1981 ). 
Social support Is the social connection that lndMduals have to their 
community. Social support has been Identified as Important In protecting and 
buffering JndMduals from hannful physlcal and psychological consequences 
(Cassel, 1974). rt Is suggested that when personal losses andfor community 
destruction (physical) increases then there Is a greeter Ukelihood of social support 
networks being eroded. This was h!ghllghted during the Cyclone Tracy disaster 
experienced In Darwin, In the Northern Territory, In 1975. As the community 
destruction was so complete (80% of the he uses were destroyed) It was 
determined that lhe best way to deal with the population was lo relocate the 
women and children while the men remained to recover and rebuild the local 
communities. The physical relocation of a large proportion of the population 
eroded the normal social support sb'uctures for many Individuals. As a result, the 
women and children reported higher levels of emotional disturbance, 
psychosomatic disturbances and many relationship problems and ihe men 
reported better adjustment {Miine, 1977a). 
Importantly for victims of flood disasters Iha amount of social support they 
expect lo receive Is related to the amount of support they actually receive 
(Kanfasty, el al. 1990). However as the authors point out expectations of support is 
about three times higher than actual support received. In regard to Iha sources of 
support, kin (family) sources provide more support than non-kin sources. Further 
to this, where there are reslrlcUons In terms of potential social network size (I.e., 
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rural communities) less support Is also received. Therefore the role of social 
support networks during and after a disaster seems to be Important to an 
Individual's ability lo recover rrom the effects of the disaster. 
There Is some research to suggest that disasters don't always erode social 
support networks, they can in fact mobll!za them. For example, Padgett (2002) 
argues that a shared disaster experience provides a cushion through shared 
meanings and understandings In contrast to a professional support relationship, 
which is devoid of context and could be stigmatizing. II ls argued that social 
support and social networks are critical In providing a link between indlvlduar and 
community wellbeing (Orford, 1992). The context of community provides the place 
for social organizations lo develop (Schumaker & Brownell, 1984). Understanding 
a person's attachment to community (sense of community) Is Important to the 
social support networks individuals create In disaster communltles. 
Sense of Community 
More recently researchers have Identified that an indlvldual's sense of 
belonging and attachment lo their community Is important to every age group 
within a community In terms of psychological wellbeing, workplace satisfaction, 
political participation, crime prevention, community resilience, community 
participation, and community development (Chavis & Wandersman, 1990; 
Davidson & Cotter. 1989; Rich, Edelstein, Hallman & Wandersman, 1995; Perkins, 
Florin, Rich, Wandersman & Chavis, 1990; Pooley, Pike, Drew & Breen 2002: 
Sonn & Fisher, 1998). The operalione1izalion of the attachment and belonging to 
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community has been through lhe development of the concept of psychological 
sense of community or sense of community (SoC). 
ln 1974 Sarason argu&d that lndlv!duals who have an emotional 
Interconnectedness to the colfecllve created healthy communities and that to 
understand this we needed lo define and measure a parson's SoC. One of the 
most developed and researched models of sense of SoC, by McMllllan and Chavis 
(1986) argues that there are four components of SoC: namely membership; 
Influence; integration and fulfilment of needs; and a shared emotional connection. 
Membership encompasses shared history, emollonal safety, common 
symbols and personal lnveslment. Influence accounts for the two way process 
where an individual has Influence within the collecllve and the collective has 
Influence over the Individual. Integration and fulfilment of needs reflects that an 
Individual's needs and community needs can both be met al the same lime thus 
the fulfilment of belonging lo Iha collecllve is realised. Flnall~·. shared emotional 
connection characterises the bond that develops between members of the 
collective through imporlanl, salient events (McMlllian & Chavis, 1986). 
Soc has been tested In various settings Including small neighbourhoods, 
mids!ze communilles, larga cities, organisations and schools (Brodsky, 1996; 
Pooley el al., 2002; Pretty, Andrews, & Collett, 1994: and Pretty, Conroy, Dugay, 
Fowler, & Williams, 1996). In regard to disaster community's SoC has been 
directly related lo a community's Involvement In the placement of a hazardous 
waste facility (Bachrach & Zaulra, 1965), farm!ng communities Involvement In the 
Australian sal!nity crisis (Bishop, Paton, Syme & Nancarrow, 2000), and in 
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assessing the long-term impact of disasters, communities and mental health 
(Paton, 1994). 
In regard to the measurement of sense of community there ls some debate 
in the literature about the value of utilising qualitative methods to dete1TI1ine SoC or 
whether to utilise quantitative methods such as a scale {Bess, Fisher, Soon, & 
Bishop, 2002). To date few measurements of SoC have developed from a well 
articulated model of sense of community (Chlpuer et al., 1999). The Sense of 
Community Index (SCI) is a measure of sense of community that was developed 
from McMiiian and Chavls's (1986) model of SoC (cited earlier), and Is the one of 
the most utilised and validated scales for sense of community {Chavis & Pretty, 
1999; Chlpuer el el., 1999). The SCI is a 12-ltem scale, that was presented in the 
appendix of Perkins et al. (1990) but based on the article by McMillan end Chevis 
(1986), describes the 'block' as the referent group for measurement scale. The 
Items were responded to in a true/false format however some researchers (Nasar 
& Julian, 1995) have ut!llsed a five-point (strongly agree to strongly disagree) likert 
response format. The internal consistency of the scale has bean reported to 
range from .71 • .8 (Chlpuer et al., 1999). 
The concept of sense of community has greatly increased our 
understanding of what community means to people and how it becomes a resource 
for people, par1!cular1y In times of stress. However, people's attachment to 
community may be Integral to how the community operates or works, essentially 
how competent JI Is. 
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Community Competence 
The concept of community compelence has been addressed by different 
disaster studies In diverse ways. In describing community competence lscoe 
(1974) argues that a competent community Is one that utilizes, develops or 
otherwise obtains resources, Including human resources In the community (p. 608). 
Therefore Goeppinger, Lassiter and Wlloox (1982) argue lhatcommunlty 
competence Is seen as an Indicator of the health of a oommunity. In terms of 
understanding the concept of community competence, Cottrell {1976) argued that a 
competent community oonslsts of several oomponents (1) the community Is able to 
collaborate effectively ln Identifying needs and Issues; (2) the community can 
achieve a working consensus; (3) the community can agree on ways to lmpleme"nt 
agreed upon goals: and (4) the communtty can carry this out collaboratively and 
effectively (p. 197). A compelent community Is thought to have a constituency that 
has a commitment to the community; Is aware of their own and others ldentllles 
and positions; cen clearly artlculate views on community matters; can hear what 
others are saying; can accommodate to differing views; has a wllllngness to be 
involved; can manage community relallons; and, has interaction and decision· 
making processes (Armour, 1993). 
Sann and Fisher (1998) In their exp!orallon of oppressed or nondomlnant 
communities argued that communities that are able to provide resources, both 
social and psychological and that are organized are competent communmes which 
have the capacity to cope with adversity. Cook (1983) also argued that 
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communities wllh a higher level of competence or capacity can respond better to 
environmental threats. Residents that felt threatened by a proposed hazardous 
waste treatment plant, and were more attached lo their community, utlllzed 
processes In their community (attendance al community meetings, rallies, and 
petitions) to harness support against the plant being established. In concert with 
this Buckland and Rahman (1999) argue that a community that has hlgh social 
capital (similar to sense of community, see Perkins & Long, 2002; Pooley, Cohen & 
Pike, 2005) underscores a community that is soundly structured and able to 
respond to a disaster more effectively. In !heir study of the aftermath of Red River 
flood in Canada in 1997, Buckland and Rahman (1999) found that of the three 
communities studied the community that was better resourced and organized and 
had greater lntemal capacity (community competence), was better placed lo cope 
with the flood. These arguments Indicate the Importance of a competent 
community in coping with disasters. 
Community competence has been measured by using qualitative interviews 
and scales. Many studies utlllze only qualltative data collecting techniques, for 
example In-depth Interviews lo ascertain the relationship between community 
organizing and community competence (Denham, Quinn, & Gamble, 1998), others 
utilized quantitative scales, for example Goeppinger and Bagllonl (1985) developed 
a 22 item likert scale to assist practitioners and researchers in studying the 
concept. A project set up lo evaluate the Interface between program evaluation and 
empowerment ln the Mississippi region of Iha United States, ulillzed both 
qualitative and quantitative methods to determine the shift in community 
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competence over a one year period (Eng & Parker, 1994), In addition to CottreU's 
eight dimensions of community competence, Eng and Parker Included a 
measurement of social support. Baseline data was gatherad from stakeholders In 
the project communities and repeated one year after Implementation of a health 
promotion program utilizing the same questions. What resulted was an 
understanding of the Issues associated with Jmplementlng a heallh program in 
different communities. The project !earn was able to clearly trace the processi:s 
that were significant to each community In the adoption and running of the heallh 
program. These authors, Eng and Parker (1994), also argued that when II is 
imporlant to understand/evaluate at the community level of analysis, then 
community competence is important to the understanding of hearth and healU, 
behaviors. 
Summary and Concl1,1slons 
The consequences of a disaster for individuals, groups and communities are 
varied, for example they include disaster stress, Issues with coping and disruptions 
lo social support networks. This review has illustrated the many consequences of 
disasters by describing sal!ent concepts identified in the literature with regard to the 
Individual, group or community level. 
At the Individual level disasters are argued to be traumatic with extreme 
emotional and psychopathologlcal reactions becoming dysfunctional in that they 
are persistent and continue for a long time after the event. Al the lndMdual level 
the concepts of stress and coping are pervasive and most studies refer to either or 
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both of these concepts. The concept of self-efficacy has received less focus at the 
lndlvldual level and this in Itself Is Interesting. Self-efficacy may ba an Important 
link for studies that go beyond the Individual level of analysis as Bandura (2002) 
argues that efficacy Is important to adaptation and change, which starts to bring 
Into focus the context of Individuals. 
Disaster studies tend to focus at one level (Individual, group or community) 
where a number of concepts will be examined In terms of how they relate to the 
disaster experience. For example studies that utilize stress and coping as 
concepts lo understand the dls~ster impacts. Relatively few studies (i.e., Bachrach 
& Zautra, 1985) have Included a number of variables to understand disaster 
events. Fu1ure s1·udles could benefit from looking at a more comprehensive and 
Integrated approach, Iha! Is look at the relationships between a number of lhese 
variables. 
Disaster studies are usually about the resultant negative consequences for 
Individuals groups and communmes. Few studies recognize that most 'victims' of 
disaster go on to survive and some even thrive (Padgett, 2002). QuarantelU 
(1965) argues and cites the work of Tyhurst as the author primarily responsible for 
providing the original figures of what proportions (10-25%) of a disaster community 
would be psycho-pathologically impacted. Even though there Is no basis to the 
figures Tyhursl produced, they are often used by researchers and clinicians. This 
'individual trauma' perspecUve is perpetuated by belief systems based on folk 
wisdom and the mass media. Society has developed common stereotypes for 
reaclions to extreme stress, which aided by the mental health area, wolks from a 
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deficit model. An alternate view, known as the social sponge approach, suggests 
that the impacts on the community may be poslUve rather than negative and 
relatively short term rather than lor1g term, as is commonly perpetuated Quarantelli 
(1985). 
The articulation of the consequences for groups has also been through a 
narrow lens In that our understanding of groups Is based around socio-
demographic characterlslics. Whilst this starts to 'widen' the view, from the 
individual focus, there Is little understanding of what Is happening at a deeper level. 
A broader research focus, which Includes community concepts, enhances the 
Importance of the conteld and understanding the consequences al all levels. 
Further to this by Including both lndivlcilal and community level vartables the 
relative understanding of each can be understood (Bachrach & Zautra, 1985) and 
may provide avenues to enhance the resiliency of individuals and communities In 
the future. In addition to this argument. understanding the social mechanisms for 
disaster recovery Is a welcome and much needed addition to the economic and 
technological focus that has prevailed (Paton, 1994). 
The disciplil'llls of Anthropology and Sociology explore a broad and 
expansive view of disaster communities n order to understand the broad 
ramifications or a disaster event but, do not however, tend to include the individual 
variables that the discipline of psychology alms to understand, namely soclal 
(socla1 support, social networks) and psychologlcal vartablos (i.e., stress, coping, 
self-efficacy). What many theorists and researchers are keen to argue is that 
studies that are vital In understanding disasters need to take Into account the 
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psychological variables through to variables that relate to lhe broader community 
context (Smith, Smolt, & Placek, 1990; Wandersman & Nation, 1998). This type of 
study would require utilizing variables al different ecolo9!cal levels to determine 
what factors are associated with disaster communities. For this reason the next 
chapter wlll explore systems theory and ecological frameworks, which can be used 
as a vehicle lo aid the present study In determining what factors mediate the 
disaster experience In Western Australian communllles. 
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CHAPTER3 
Systems Framework 
"Community proce11es are not necessarlly related to natural disasters In 
Kununurra. Preseures are remoteness with state, no governance relating to 
Northern Australia and subject to other state/territory Influences. 
Community not welt connected to state even though many services are 
dsllvered by the government." 
(Comment from • 41-50 y11r old mile who hH rentltd In Kununurr• for S y11rs) 
Alms ofThls Chapter 
This chapter Jn1tlally presents a brief overview of the origins of the systemic 
approach through describing the relevance of the ecologlcal framework lo human 
communities. This is followed by a discussion of how psychology has developed 
and utllized sys!ems theories to understal'K:f the Interactions between Jndlviduals 
and their environment. Finally the importance of system's theory is exp!orecl Jn 
relation lo understanding communities that face natural disasters. This chapter 
provides an interpretive framework to understand the different ways that systems 
theory has developed and ultimately how It can be applied lo understanding Jiving 
systems such as disaster communities. 
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It is self evident the! people do not exist ln Isolation. Our understanding and 
examination of Iha lnleracllons of Individuals In relation to others, and the 
environment, has been through the development of systems theories, Systems 
Impact on lndlvldual at every level socially, economlcally, politically and 
psychologlca!ly. In order lo examine how Iha psychological and social 
consequences of disasters relate lo lhe broader community an understanding of 
Iha ideas and knowledge that have been generated by ecological and systems 
theories Is warranted. Systemic theories have developed under the auspice of 
ecological models, which have been utlllsed lo provide a means of understanding 
the impact of the environment on Individual behavior, group behavior and 
Interventions (von Bertalanffy, 1968). 
Origins of Systemic Approach 
The beginnings of the systemic approach can seen In lhe work of ecologists, 
who argued lhat to understand lndlvldual phenomena, such as a cell or a tree, you 
need to examine it at different levels, that is, study the envlronments or systems 
(e.g., biosphere, the ecosystem, communities and populations) within which 
individual organisms exist and impinge on other organisms (Stokols, 1992). This 
systemic approach was developed within environmental biology and ls referred to 
as the ecological paradigm. Underplnning this paradigm is the belief that the 
environment plays a significant role In Influencing those individual organisms within 
it. Individual organisms have the ability to adapt over Ume and therefore changes 
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can and do occur because of the system In which the lndlvldual organism lntsracts 
(Levine & Perkins, 1997). 
Darwin and others (Bogdanov, and von Bertalanaffy (1968)) recognized that 
the Ideas inherent In the ecologlca1 paradigm extended to the human world. For 
example Bogdanov, a Russian researcher, phllosopher and economist, developed 
the theory of tektology, between 1912 and 1917, which refers to the science of 
structures, and clarifies modes of organlzat!on for all llvlng {human and non 
human) and non-living things (Capra, 1996). Tektology posited that there were 
three kinds of sys!ems, organized, disorganized and neutral. The organized system 
refers to the whole being greater than the sum of Its parts. The disorganized 
system Is when the whole is smaller than the sum of Its parts and the neutral 
system Is when the first two system's activities cancel each other. Bogdanov's 
theory was adv an cad for this period, however researchers rarely refer lo h!s work, 
not even, for example, by van Bertalanffy (1968), who Is often cited as the father of 
general systems theory (Capra, 1996). 
General systems theory as proposed by von Bertalanffy (1968), is known as 
the theory that estab!lshed systems thinking In the sclent!fic arena, and sought to 
challenge the mechanistic view of Newtonian science by considering the general 
science of "wholeness" (p.37) and applying mathematical equations to studying 
generalized system$. Although never applying his theory, von Bertalanffy provided 
the gateway for more contemporary researchers lo challenge a nineteenth century 
science built on Newtonian mechanics. This science suggested that the living 
world engine would run down and that we would be in a continual and Increasing 
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state of disorder (entropy) (1968). von Bertefanffy's views were based In his 
understandings of biological systems and he argued that the living world system 
more closely resembled a biological rather then a physical system, thereby 
suggesUng lhe living world unfolds In order and In Increasing complexity (Capra, 
1996). 
General systems theory (von Bertelanffy, 1968) views living organisms as 
open systems In that they Interact with !heir environment. There are a number of 
common characteristics of open systems 1) lmportallon of energy- this Is the 
Inputs the system receives from the environment: 2] The through-put which Is the 
activity of the system deal!ng with the energy from the environment; 3] The output 
- the product delivered to the surrounding environment: 41 Systems as cycles of 
events- Iha oulpul becomes part of a cyclical process which provides new energy 
Into the system; 5) Negative entropy- the system stores energy for the future, ii 
gels more complex and changes; 6] Steady and dynamic homeostasis - stability 
that preserves the system but gradual changes to occur: 7] Differentiation - Open 
systems become Increasingly more complex and differentiated overtime (Murrell, 
1973). Therefore von Berta!anaffy's work enabled the applicalton of general 
systems theory to living systems. 
The ecologlcal paradigm and its link to living systems has afforded the 
researchers of human populations an analogy that has resulted in theorists 
develop!ng understandings about people in their natural settings. Ecological 
communities and human communities are both open living systems that have 
some level of organizallon (Kiter Edwards, 1998). Human systems are structurally 
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organized and inherently take Into account their own history and networlls. Human 
populatlons also have to deal with other dimensions bestowed upon them through 
their higher cognitive abHJlles i.e., languege, politics, culture, Justice (Dodgson, 
Duckett, Garwlck & Graham, 2002). Therefore the ecological perspective provides 
a framework for community level Interventions. Ke!ly's (1966) work was significant 
In providing useful ways for researchers and practitioners to develop community 
level Interventions In human community problems. 
Based on an ecological process Kelly (1966) proposed four principles lhat 
useful for community Intervention (Trickel, 2002). There are the processes of 
Interdependence, cycling of resources, adaptation and succession and Indicate the 
propensity of systems to change. Interdependence refers to the mutually dynamic 
and Interactive relationships between components in a social system. Jf one 
component changes then others are also affected or change. A community is made 
up of different populations; using the no!lon of Interdependence any changes to 
one population, for example, an ethnic population, will result In changes Jn Iha total 
commun!ly. Therefore the community needs to be the unit of concern. This 
prJnc!ple allows one lo shift focus from the whole to the parts of a system (Capra, 
1996). 
The second principle, cycllng of resources, suggests that, lhere is a 
otllizatlon of materials and resources that me passed through Iha system. The 
relevance of this principle at the community !ntervenUon level Is !he recognltlon of 
differences based on the distribution of property and resources (energy) In terms of 
the ability of people lo transact. Different populations have resources and relate to 
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other populations within the community, w!th their resources (Kelly, 1966: Trickett, 
1996). Further to this, In human communltles some systems are not cyclical but 
linear (i.e., Industrial) and therefore the human system as a whole often produces 
more waste than ii can use (Capra, 1996). 
Adaptation refers to the way the human system Is able to alter in a way that 
enables It to cope. This would Involve reworking and analyzlng the different 
constraints (environmental or resources) lhe system Is under. Finally, succession, 
allows us to understand change in a community, which takes placa as 
environments are dynamic, however the change that takes place often dlclates the 
conditions under which one population may thrive and another may not (Kelly, 
1966). This principle is s!m!lar lo Darwin's concept of survival of the fittest. 
Individuals who are well adapted survive: others do not continue to exist. 
These four principles highlight that human systems are change oriented, 
dynamic and nuld and therefore ii ls difficult lo predict what the response of a 
human system will be. Human systems are also transactional, which refers lo lhe 
now of relationships and resources within lhe system. Finally, human systems are 
based on a structure, and this has an lmpacl on all Individuals. Therefore, the 
structure needs to be exposed In order lo understand the Impacts from !he 
components (individuals) through to the ecosystem (society) (Kelly, 1966: Kelly 
1986: Trickett, Kelly, & Todd, 1972: Trickett, 2002). Anything that takes place at a 
communii),' level (e.g., a disaster) reverberates through the community to each 
indlvldual. The Impact of the reverberations are based on how a community is 
struclured (history and networks) the dlstrrbutlon of energy (property and 
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resources) and the eblllty to cope wilh constraints (environmental and resources). 
For example, Benlght {2004) In his study of community efficacy following a series 
of natural disasters argues that the greater the resource loss In a community 
following a disaster the lower the levels of perceived community efficacy 
(Judgments about the communities ability to make decisions). An understanding of 
how this impacts on individuals and how Individuals enact change Is the focus of 
psychology. 
PsVYholoav and the Systems Approach 
The focus for the disclpllne of psychology has been on the Individual with a 
view to understanding human behavior. The main focus for the study of human 
behavior was traditionally Intra-psychic in nature. In recognizing this Kurt Lewin 
(1951), In 1935, a field theorist challenged the Idea that the social environment had 
no role to play In the predicUon of human behavior. Drawing upon the work of 
Durkheim (1952) end Murray (1938), who both argued that the social 
envlronmenUcontext imposed some Influence on behavior, Lewin (1951) developed 
his view of human behavior by propos!ng that B: f (P, E). He defined that behavior 
(B) ls a function (I) of the Person (P) and the Environment (E). Lewln's field theory 
argued for the importance of what happens around the individual, one's life space. 
Life space refers to what occurs within and influences the soclal and physical 
environment around the Individual. ln order lo understand the person Jn context 
one needs to take Into account all lhe different subsystems (I.e. the social and 
physical environment), which Impinge upon the Individual. Therefore one could not 
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view a person's behavior In Isolation of the environment lf the Intent was lo 
understand the behavior (Levine & Perkins, 1997). This recognition that people 
were more than !heir internal workings encouraged Roger Barker (1978) to develop 
the concept of behavior settings. 
Barker (1978) developed the area of behavior setllngs as he observed that 
people in everyday setlings Interacted similarly In these natural environments the 
same, regardless of their apparent lnd!vldual differences. In developing this theory 
Barker set up a fl aid experiment that Involved a small town In Kansas, becoming a 
Psychological Field Station. The 800 residents of the town were studied for a year 
as they went about their normal llves, which resulted In the concept of behavior 
settings. Barker was interested In the links between a person behavior and the 
physical features of the setting. Underlying Barker's work were three main points. 
First lhat behavior was not necessarily affected by the physical environment; 
second, that in behavior settings lndMduaHty is lo some extent lost; and finally 
when identifying the ecological environment of the behavior setting, the person is 
b!otled out and the events around them are observed. Therefore Barker argued 
that people's behavior Is ineKtricably bound lo the environment and that people 
behave In certain ways because the environment encourages them lo do so. In 
other words people generally behave !n slmllar ways in environments that are 
familiar and natural to them. In contrast to Lewin (1951 ), Barker (1978) would 
argue that behavior is lhe function of the environment or B = f(E) (Orford, 1992; 
Smith, Utllejohns & Thompson, 2001). 
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Importantly, Barker's (1978) work allowed researchers to ascertain the 
common behaviors within these settings, which then provided opportunities to 
modify envlronmenls in urder to change behavior. One of lhe most significant 
findings was that behavior was better predicted from Identifying the setting than 
from knowing the characteristics of en individual (Murrell, 1973; Smith et el., 
2001). However lhere are some criticisms raised about Barkers behavior setting 
theory. Interestingly these criticisms are mostly reported In texts books 
(community and env!ronmental psychology texts) rather th?.n reported In the 
context of ecological studies. The main criticisms reµorted are first, that the theory 
is more descriptive of Iha behaviors rather than trying to Integrate the Individuals' 
behavior Into the resulls specifically (Bell, Fisher, Baum, & Greene, 1996); second, 
that the impact of change In a setting Is not properly considered (Heller, Price, 
Relnharz, Rig er & Wandersman, 1984) and finally; Orford (1992) argues that 
Barker's theory does not properly consider the person In the behavior setting. In 
regard to systems theory these criticisms Indicate the need to understand and 
Integrate the person's behavior In context. 
Whllst Barker's (1978) theory points to the Importance of the environment, 
Bronfenbrenner's (1977; 1979) theory of nested systems provides a focus on the 
Individual perspective, as the theory centred on the Individual's Interpersonal 
experience of the systems In which they find themselves. Although 
Bronfenbrenner's (1977) focus was to Identify the Importance of the transactions 
that take place with!n the context oflhe developing chlld, what he added was a 
temporal understanding of systems, as we are compelled lo think of the parts of 
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the system that are Important for the health and wellbeing of the chltd, thus, 
recognizing the Importance or the whole system. The ecology of Bronfenbrenner's 
human development model locates the child at the centre of a set of four 
concentric circles, which are conceptualized as levels and are labeled, starting at 
the cenlre with the micro, then the meso, the exo and finally the macro-level. 
Within these levels are systems that Bronfenbrenner (1977) has Identified which 
impact upon the individual personality and development of a child (Bronfenbrenner 
& Morris, 1998). 
Within the micro-level are systems that are important to an Individual parson 
and Include those where lhey fulfill certain roles I.e., home - daughter, son, parent; 
school - parent, teacher; workplace - employee. The mesa-level contains more 
than one of the micro systems and Includes the links between the micro systems 
I.e., home and school. The exo-level extends the mesa level In that JI Incorporates 
other social structures like the local neighborhood, and the education department. 
These ere social structures lhat impinge on the Individual and are interconnected 
through the micro and meso levels. Finally the macro-level Is the overarching 
social structure In which the Individual is localed. Thus, for any given society there 
will be differences given the natlon, culture and history of the development of that 
social fabric. Bronfenbrenner's (1979) theory concurs wm, Kelly's (1966) work, In 
that bolh theories focus on the Importance of the change process within human 
systems, In contrast to Barker's (1978) theory. 
Even though Bronrenbrenner's (1979) theory Is systemic it places the 
person at the centre and thus Orford (1992) criticized Bronfenbrenner for not 
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attending to the relationships between the various levels of the systems. This gap 
was addressed by Murrell's (1973) framework of socfal systems. Based on the 
- premise of the need for goodness-of-fit between individuals and the environment 
Murrell (1973) developed a comprehensive conceptual framework about social 
systems. lmportanUy the key aim of this framework was to determine ways to 
intervene in systems. At the Individual - social system level of interaction Murra:! 
draws upon different theories (Role laking theory, Social Identity theory, 
Interpersonal theory and Interaction Processes) to explain the role of personality in 
the transactions between people. At the social system - lndlvldual level, Murrell 
argues for !he complexity of the way human network lfansactions are determined, 
assigned and accommodated to derive what he calls psychosocial acrord. This 
refers to Iha degree of harmony between the person's requirements and his/her 
networks requirements. These concepts are then examined at different stages of 
development from Infancy through to adulthood (Murrell, 1973). 
Al lhe popula11on - social system level Murrell (1973) draws upon van 
Bertalanffy's {1968) General Systems Theory, concepts from organizational theory 
and Barker's (1978) ecological psychology to explore the 'blg picture', which Is the 
suprasystem comprised of many social systems. The social systems encompass 
populations, which are made up of Individuals, all transacting within and between 
networks. Within the suprasystem social systems are connected through specific 
agents (agents of !he systems structure), and through the concepts of power and 
communication. 
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Murrell (1973) argues lhal survival of a suprasystem (whole or society) Is 
dependent on the interrelationships between the subsystems (parts or levels) 
within the suprasystem (whole or society), and between the subsystem (parts or 
levels) and the supra system (whole or society). Thererore In order to perpetuate 
the system the relationships between the structures are as Important as the 
structures themselves. 
Recently the work of Prflleltensky (2003) provided an example of how the 
relat!onsh!ps within the system are as Important as the system structures through 
his work on wellness. Prflleltensky ut!llzes systems theory to argue that the 
concept of wellness can only be understood from an ecolog!cal standpoint. 
Wellness he argues Is only achievable with the slmultaneous satisfaction of 
personal (i.e., control and self· efficacy), relational (I.e., sense of community, 
community cohesion) and collective needs (I.e., equltab!e distribution of 
resources). Wellness at the individual level Is Inextricably bound lo wellness at the 
collective level. As such, ntleds at the personal level (health) cannot be separated 
from needs at the collective level (health care). Between the satisfaction of needs 
al the Individual and collective level Is the concept of relational wellness, which 
enables the mutual satisfaction of personal and collective needs. Relational 
wellness are the factors which enable process lo facilitate needs being met, factors 
such as respect for diversity, social cohesion and democratic participation. In thls 
sense Pril!ellensky is arguing that the structures are the parts of the system al 
individual end and the collective end, these are also outcomes !n that each system, 
Individual (heallh) or collective (heaUh care system) and may be good or lhey may 
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be poor. However the relaHonshlp between these structures (Individual and 
collective) Is the relational wellness, which provides a connection between the 
structures and also recognizes a process orientation (Prllleltensky, 2003). 
Within psychology there has been the emerglrg recognltlon of the role of the 
lndlvldual and the environment in understanding behavior. Barker's (1978) work 
argued for the recognltlon of behavior settings and alternatively Bronfenbrenner's 
(1977: 1979) theory recognized the developing role of the Individual In an 
Interpersonal system. Further to this Murrell's (1973) and Prilleltensky's (2003) 
work acknowledges the value ln understanding the lnterrelatlonshlps between 
systems !n order to understand behavior. Previously, Reiff (1968) argued that the 
area of psychology that is best able to fltervene to modify an indlvldual's behavior. 
and then move !awards changing the behavior of all people In a system is 
community psychology as It takes Into account the social systems Influence on 
behavior. 
'9mmµnity PpJifhplopy and the Ecotoplepl Analogy 
Within the discipline of psychology, community psychology has adopted the 
ecological analogy to study lhe human community. Community psychology, as 
argued by Murrell (1973), "Is lhe area in the sc\ence of psychology that studies the 
transactions between social system networks, populations, and individuals ... to 
enhance the psychosocial opportunitles for the individuals "(p. 23). The term 
community psychology was coined at the Swampscott conference In 
Massachusetts In 1965 with the central aim of oplinlzing the wellbeirg of 
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communities and lndlvlduals (Duffy & Wong, 1996). What was, and st111 ls 
Important Is that the field of community psychology is committed to finding 
solutions to real worldlsoclal problems within the context of the scientific method 
(Thomas & Veno, 1992). Community psychologists work with Individuals, groups, 
organizations and commun111es !o emphasize strengths and competencies rather 
than their adversities and Incompetence. Community as such Is therefore defined 
as 'lhe Idea of persons coming together In some shared endeavor or at least 
geographic proximity, and connotes groups, neighborhoods, and larger structures 
(Dalton, Elias & Wandersman, 2001:4). There is a strong recognition that 
psychology has traditionally worked from a treatment model, however in 
understanding that many problems may occur because of the person-environment 
fit, community psycholog!sts by to 'Intervene' In social systems before problems 
occur. In this regard community psychologists wolk from a platform of competence 
as opposed to the incompetent, deficit orientation. 
The adoption of Bronfenbrenner's (1979) human develop model has 
provided a metaphor for communlty psychology In terms of understanding and 
researching the different levels of analysis of individuals in society. See Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1. Levels of analysis for community psychology 
For e1tample at the individual level understanding lhe outcomes of 
community problems for ind!vidual people; al the mlcrosystem level where 
understanding of how and why people engage in Interaction; at the organizational 
level where larger settings or a system (educatlon) Is Involved; al the community 
level where the Influence of the wider collective Is the focus and finally; al the 
macfOsystem level where studies may look al the cultural and societal forces that 
are taking place (Duffy & Wong, 2001). 
Further to these four facets have been identified by researchers as 
constl!utlng the ecological approach In community psychology research (K!ngry· 
Westergaard & Kelly, 2000). The first is the adoption of theoretical propositions 
that characterize the Interrelationships between people and places; the second is 
that the emphasis is on the social construction of social settings and the resulting· 
behavior; the third concerns the collaboration between researcher and participants 
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and underslanding the shared meanings of social phenomena In context, and the 
fourth Is the participant's reallzallon of the social processes that create and 
perpetuate social structures. The lmpllcation for community psychology research 
that is congruent w1lh these four facets of the ecological approach Is the acqulslllon 
of knowledge that Is empirical, exploratory, collaborallve and contextual In Its 
theorellcal and methodological assumptions, about the complexity and uniqueness 
of any g\ven system {Kingry-Westergaard & Kelly, 2000: Shinn, 2000). 
There are a number of examples of the ecologlcal orientallon in community 
research. For example Wicker (1989) suggested an ecological approach to theory, 
which he termed substantive theorizing. Wicker argues that we need to focus on 
conceptual frameworks and more specific substant\11(1 domains. Therefore we 
need to select methods to study Individuals In conlext that are appropriate to and, 
importantly, Include the context. In his explanation of substantive theorizing Wicker 
describes three components of research (1) the conceptual domain -which 
contains the ideas and concepts held within the wider llterature, (2) lhe 
methodological domain - which are the methods, techniques and strategies used 
to examine phenomena, and (3) the substantive domain - which contains the 
processes and problems as experienced by the Jldlvidual (Brinberg & McGrath, 
1985: Wicker, 1989). Wicker argues that research needs to be contextualized not 
only to understand whet Is bein!I researched, but a!so to choose appropriate 
methods and strategies for under1aking the research. He suggests probing 
substantive domains tilat are. similar, so that the phenomena al hand are better 
understood at botil the level of theory and within the domain itself (Wicker, 1989). 
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Elaborating on Wicker, Seidman {1989) argues that both the substantive and 
conceptual domains should be considered slmultaneous1y, that both the concepts 
In the wider literature and Iha processes experienced by lndlvldua1s in context need 
to be considered. 
In a more elaborate but directive model Strauss and Corbin {1990) detall 
their conditk;mal matrix that enables a reseiircher to vlaw !l transactional system of 
conditions, interactions and consequences related lo the issue under investigation. 
The conditional matrix consists of a set of concentric circles {F!gure 3.2), which 
represent different contexts In which Interactions may occur. 
Figure 3.2. Strauss and Corbin's Conditional Matrix 
Each level represents a condition or feature relevant to the Issue being 
investigated. The condlllons or features are drawn from the literature, from 
research and from experiences. Levels are connected to and between each other 
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by conditional paths that are created by tracing the Interaction/actions across the 
various levels. Strauss and Corbin (1990) have used a simple example of, being 
unable to obtain propar sized gloves for a medical procedure at a particular time, to 
describe the matrix and the levels within it. The levels and example are as follows 
• Action level: this Is the centre of the matrix and represents the actions 
performed In relation lo the interactions occurring. 
• lnleracllonal level: the direct communications between people. Could also 
Include self reflections ,derived from interactions. 
• Collective group and lndiv!dual levels: these would Include features of the 
groups such as knowledge, biographies, philosophies and experiences. A 
doctor chooses to wear overaized gloves as other ere not available. 
• Su!).organlsalional and Sub·lnstltutlonal levels; which Includes the sectors 
within an institution or organization. There Is a short supply of gloves 
• Organisational and Institutional levels: which can Include the structure, 
rules, problems, histories relevant to organisations and lnslllul!ons. Shott 
supplies of gloves means /hay are kept under lock and key by staff 
unavailable at the specific time the mad/cal procedure Is scheduled. 
• Community level; includes both the fealures of national and international 
levels however they are In relation lo the community. Supply of gloves Is 
limited by national guidelines that ensure all medical services within the 
community receive an equal quota of glovas. C 
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• National level: this Includes culture history, values, economics, national 
politics, government regulations, problems and Issues. Na/fonal Health 
Standards regulate the use of gloves In medical procedures. 
• International level: the outermost level, which Includes features such as 
International politics, regulations, culture, economics, history, philosophies, 
values. 
Wicker (1989) and Strauss & Corbin's (1990) models provide examples of the way 
In which community psychology has drawn upon the ecological framework to 
develop models for doing research in community settings. Both these models 
allow community psychologists to apply syslems theory lo real world settings, lo 
study the transactions Within a social system and thereby gaining a better 
underslandlng of !he person-environment fit. 
Contemporary researchers (Perkins, Brown & Taylor, 1996) use an 
ecolog!cal framework to Investigate participation of Individuals and communltlas In 
issues of concern to their communities. These researchers have Identified that an 
Individuals participation In either religious or community organlzallons Will enhance 
their involvement Within their communities. Thls research recognizes the Individual 
factors which contribute to the person-environment fit. 
The work of Kelly (1966) and Barker (1978) argues for the importance of 
understanding the individual within a system. MurreU's (1973) and 
Bronfenbrenner's (1977) work describes the Importance of interconnections 
between various parts of a system. Finally Wlcker {1989), and Strauss and 
Corbin's (1990) models provide different vehicles for researching within a systems 
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framework with the aim of understanding the context and the factors that Impinge 
upon It. These ecological frameworks and models provide an understanding within 
community psychology for the Importance of human action occurring across 
different levels (Reiff, 1968) and thus lhe ablllty lo be engaged in substantive 
Issues within the community. 
Ecoloqic:11 Framework and Diaasler Studies 
Within many communities disasters are an Important issue that have already 
benefited from research grounded within an ecological framework. For example, 
In the United States of America, after Hurricane Andrew in 1992, Peacock and 
Ragsdale (1997) utilized an ecological perspective to eKamlne the questions raised 
and solutions offered lo families, households, businesses and olher groups in the 
restoration and recovery process. From their socio-political analysis of the 
sociology of hurricane Andrew, the authors argue that social inequality, the 
complexity and heterogeneity of the community, the coordination of disaster 
recovery activities and the competition aspect of a free market economy all 
Impacted the community, in the post disaster period. These issues emerged In 
part because of the limited view of what a community is. Community was thought 
of by Tobin and Whiteford (2002) as a single bounded autonomous social system 
and not as an ecological network of Interacting social systems that made II difficult 
for any structured or organized response effort. Alongside of this were Inequalities 
in access to resources (physfcal and social) based on existing Jnequalllies In social 
structure and the failure to develop and distribute Infrastructure lo withstand the 
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event itself. Thererore what emerged was the recognition of lhe role that 
preexisting social structures within a community has In understanding, and Jn some 
part determining, the impact of a hurricane event. The authors concluded that an 
understanding of the nature of the community itself, prior lo an event, Is paramount 
In being able to aid recovery. 
Slmllarly, Tobin and Whlterord (2002) argued that attention needs to be paid 
to the contextual conditions of a community In order to re~pot)d appropriately to a 
disaster event. In their qual!tative study of the eruption ofTungurahua Jn Ecuador 
in-depth Interviews and focus groups were undertaken with a total of 131 
government offlclals, evacuees and remaining residents lo explore the processes 
that took place al the community level with particular regard to: what aided 
resettlement, perceptions of risk, and prevailing health conditions. From the 
analysis and Interpretation of the data It became evident that differences that arose 
post disaster were a consequence of the perceived Inequities pre-disaster. 
Specifically groups that are removed from the mainstream through social, political 
or economic means prior to any disaster event taking place, tend to be 
disproportionately disadvantaged In the event of an event. Thererore, Tobin and 
Whiteford (2002) support the argument that attention needs to be paid to 
understanding the contextual conditions pre disaster In order to mitigate the Impact 
of an event. 
The human ecology framework underpinning these studies (Peacock & 
Ragsdale, 1997: Tobin and Whiteford, 2002) was utilized In order to gain a broad 
understanding of how disaster communities are Impacted at varying levels. 
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Syslems theory has also been utlllsed as a framework to analyse research relating 
to child and environment characteristics, and disaster exposure and recovery, with 
a view to developing disaster inleivenllons specifically for children. For example, 
Vemberg (1999) Indicates lhat gender, age, ethnicity, dispositions and certain 
psychologfca! resources (resilience) all possibly influence a child's reaction to a 
disaster. In terms of exposure to a disaster event the level of threat, level of Injury, 
the level and threat and lnju,y witnessed to a loved one or to another person are 
aspecls that are Indicated In the literature as polenr1ally Impacting for children. 
Finally with regard to the recovery environment there are characterisUcs of the 
mlcrosystem, mesosystem, and community that are Important aspe~ts of chfldren's 
response and recovery. For example, work with children during the recovery 
period of different disasters Indicated that strengthening the quality of relatlonshlps 
at the mlcrosystem level, such as the relal!onshlps with family, friends, and schools 
is paramount to how children coped and recovered from the disaster experience 
(Vembarg, 1999). 
Whilst Vemberg (1999) argues that there Is little research on which lo 
develop an understanding of disaster Impacts on children her work has ulllsed an 
ecological framework to explore how different levels of the system impact on 
children In different disaster events. From this Vemberg has been able to give 
some examples of spocillc inteivenlions !hat have been developed based on her 
analysis. The work of both Peacock and Ragsdale (1997), and Tobin and 
Whiteford (2002) have sllmllylried to artict.iate, lhe Impact of different types of 
disasters fn different communities ulillzlng an ecological approach. Whilst both 
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have drawn slm!lar conclusions that an understanding of the pre- existing 
conditions Is needed to understand post disaster events and recovery, neither was 
able to put foiward lnteivenllons basad en their particular studies. This would 
seem lo suggest that more sh.Idles utilizing an ecologlcal framework In other 
disaster areas are needed In order to substanllale the claims being made by 
Peacock and Ragsdale (1997), and Tobin and Whiteford (2002) or to aid In the 
development of lnteiventlons for communities. 
Last century psychology and psychologists, moved "from the armchair to the 
laboratory" (Levine & Perkins, 1997, p.114) and, In the latter part of the century 
Incorporated the environment. The Importance of the envlronmant or context was 
suggested inlllally by Lewin (1951) and Barker's (1978) research substantiated It 
as an Important aspect in describing people's behavior. The development of 
Bronfenbrenner's (1979) systems theory, the ecology of human development, 
enabled developmentallsts to take Into account how different contexts Impact on 
children. Systems theory has impacted on schools, education and program 
development to support children within and outside the school system (Plas & 
Lewis, 1996). Murrell (1973) end Prillertensky {2003) argue that merely Identifying 
different ecological levels (child, parent, family, rommunlty and society) is 
Insufficient In understanding what is taking place. Each level needs to be 
considered/studied when trying to understand and facilllale the human condition. 
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Community psychologists seek to illuminate the complexity of human 
communlties through their systemic frameworks, and In doing so look lo1Vard 
building capacity and competence. The approach taken by community psychology 
is Inherently ecological in nature. The use of multiple perspectlves and mulUple 
factors, In order lo understand, and ultimately, to Intervene In addressing Issues of 
concern for human communllles, needs lo be considered. 
One area of concern for many communities is natural disasters. Studies 
withi~ the context of a disaster that have utilised systemic theories have generally 
been· retrospective and theoretical. The Importance placed on the ecological 
perspect~ve ensures that ii is not posslble to Isolate Individuals and study them in a 
vacuum (Duffy & Wong, 1996: Thomas & Veno, 1992: Levne & Perkins, 1997). 
Much of the literature already presented neglected the context when studying the 
disaster Impact on Individuals. This review of systems theory suggests that In 
order to fully understand the Impact of a disaster the context both pre and post a 
disaster event need lo be considered. Therefore, this current research utilizes an 
ecological framework to further understand disaster communllles. The next 
chapter discusses contemporary issues in disaster research by exploring Issues of 
vulnerability and how the ecological framework develops the concept of resll!ence 
in relation to the disaster experience. 
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((_ CHAPTER4 
Vulnerability and Resilience: Preparedness and Prevenllon 
"I have not, nor will be, the victim of a flood or cyclone" 
(Comment from 1 51,60 y11r old 11111111, who hH IIVfld in lh• Kimberly lor 4.5 years) 
Alms of this Chapter 
This chapter moves forward from the response and recovery focus of chapter 2 
and draws on the systems theories and the ecological frameworks previously 
detailed to unders1and the con!emporary focus of disaster research. Current views 
of disaster research do not deny the importance of the respor,se and recovery 
period, however there are many researchers, and practltlonars, who are now 
seeking ways to Intervene and prevent the threat of a disaster becoming the reality. 
It Is necessary then, to consider and discuss the importance of disaster 
vulnerability in relation to Individuals and communities in order to outline the 
development toward resilience and community resilience In the disaster arena. 
Finally this chapter de1ails the need for the present study in examining the 
indicators of community resilience In communities facing seasonal natural disasters 
In Northwest Australia. The lilst section of this chapter presents the research 
questions addressed In this thesis. 
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It Is recognised that In order to respond and recover from disasters most of 
the effort needs to be In organizing the preparation effort prior to the occurrence of 
a disaster (Quarantelll, 1985). The major focus of this preparation effort has been 
lhe identificalion of vulnerabllltles, which are seen as an important 11spect In 
helping lo mitigate hazards and reduce disasters (Blalkle et al., 1994). Current risk 
pol!cies have focused the idenlillcation of vulnerabilities through understanding the 
elemenls In communllles that are at risk, such as residents, structures, eco-
systems c1nd the economy. More recently with the move towc1rd a preparedness 
and prevention perspective the focus on vulnerabilities has broadened to 
encompass a focus on resilience In dlsas!er communities (Handmer, 2003). 
This foll owing chapter outlines disaster vulnerablllty and the movement 
toward a resilience focus for disaster research. 
P1sa1ter Vulnerability 
In order lo understand and determine what aspecls of places and 
popula1ions make them vulnerable to.disastrous events there is a need to first 
define vulnerability. Generally vulnerability Is described as being open to attack or 
damage (www.m-w.com/cgl-blnldiclionary). However, B!aikie et al., (1994) sought 
to refine the concept of vulnerability !o Incorporate the characteristics of a person 
or group In terms of their capacity to anticipate, cope wlth, resist, and recover from 
the impact of a natural hazard (p. 9). Blalkle el al., (1994) argued that In order to 
determine the risk to a natural hazard you need to nol only understand the natural 
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hazard, but, you also need to consider the vulnerablllty lhal has been socially 
produced. Therefore, the term vulnerability is used in different ways and refers lo 
both the vulnerabllilles to a nalural hazard as well as to the outcomes of a natural 
hazard. 
A main focus for vulnerability research has been economic and/or social 
disadvantage or marglnallsa!lon that limits the capacity of many people or groups 
to co~e wilh disasters (Blaikie et al., 1994; Bolin & Stanford, 1998; Buckland & 
Rahman, 1999; Morrow, 1999). This notion of vulnerability has been described as 
the social construction of vulnerability and is referred to as disaster vulnerabtlity 
(Morrow, 1999). Traditionally disaster vulnerablllty (economic and social 
disadvantage) has been examined within the developing nations of the world, and 
this remains an impor1ant area for enquiry. However, disaster vulnerability has 
recently been examined in developed nations, such as the United States of 
America. For example, !he analysis of vulnerable groups to hurricane Andrew (in 
1993) Identified !ow Income people, single mo1her famll!es, the elderly and recently 
settled residents as more susceptible to the effects of the disaster (Morrow) these 
are groups that may generally be considered to be economically and or socially 
disadvantaged. 
In Australia. Buckle (2001-2002) repor1s that one of the lessons learnt from 
the 1998 State of Victoria gas crisis was the differential Impact, and thus 
vulnerabllity of segments of the popula!lon. Victoria's gas supplies were severely 
reduced when an explosion shut down most of the gas supply. The services were 
unable to deal with a disruption of lhls magnitude and therefore gas supplies were 
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not reStored to full capacity for many months. Traditionally, lhe elderly population 
were seen as more vulnerable, however, Buckle found that during the crisis, which 
saw large parts of the slate without gas supplies for a significant period of time, the 
elderly managed and coped better with the stress associated with having no gas, 
than younger people, even though the etderty req;!lred gas for heating. The elderly 
generally had more capacity in terms of past experience of deallng with different 
resource needs and supplies, and different expect.itions about the aid they may 
receive. The understanding that different segments of a community, at different 
times, have diverse capacities was an Important aspect of the Victorian community 
dealing with the gas crisis. Therefore lradltlonal concepts of disadvantage are not 
nC'cessarily Indicative of disaster vulnerability nor do they take into account fac!ors 
that draw on strengths and capacities of individuals or communities. 
Wilhln the United States, factors such as language, housing patterns, 
bulldlng construction, community Isolation and cultural Insensitivities have all been 
Identified as community vulnerability factors for disasters (Fothergill, Maestas & 
Darlington, 1999). The Identification of these factors enables community 
vulnerability maps to be developed, which aid emergency managers in decision 
making for disaster responses and dlsaster plannlng for community needs 
(Morrow, 1999). The maps are based on a community vutnerablllty Inventory 
developed by emergency planners and managers, which idenllfy vulnerable groups 
within the community (I.e., all types or group homes, renters, poor households, 
ethnic minorities, recent resldents, homeless, concentrations of chlldrenlyouth). 
The maps combine geographical, social and political patterns and are then 
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lntegra!ed lnto geographical information systems (GIS) for use in planning and 
preparation or for response needs ln the event of a disaster (Morrow, 1999). 
The research by Morrow (1999) In the United States Is supported by that of 
Sullivan (2003) in Australia. In his lheoret!cal,exploration of communities that 
experience emergencies, Sullivan indicates Iha! communities fall on a high to low 
vulnerability continuum based on whether they are high or low on factors such as 
geography, Isolation, self-sufficiency, social capital, mobility, elitism, conflict, 
awareness, preparedne3s, economic vi ability, susceptibility to risk and resilience. 
The result is a community vulnerability profile that Is meant to aid emergency 
managers In recovery planning. Although these fac!ors are useful they generally 
represent a narrow view of vulnerability faclors as they focus primarily on socio-
demographic characteristics. 
Other authors, such as, Bachrach and Zautra, (1985), Millar et al., (1999), 
and Bishop et al., (2000) have Identified psychological factors that may also be 
vital in understanding vulnerability. These authors have attempted to understand 
th,:i Influence of psychological factors such as self-efficacy, coping styles and 
sense or community wi1h regard to community vulnerability. Each study focused 
on a different event e.g., Bachrach and Zautra, (1985) focused on a hazardous 
was!e facility, Millar et al., (1999) on volcanic eruptions and Bishop et al., (2000) on 
salinity. All of these studies found some utlllty in using these psychological 
mechanisms (sell-efficacy, coping styles and sense of community) to de!ermlne 
community vulnerablllly. How-ever, the authors argued for further research utilising 
these p5ychologlcal factors with different vulnerable communities. 
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In terms of understanding vulnerability, sociodemographic, community 
characteristics and psycholog[cal factors have been shown to be Important. The 
Identification of vulnerabilities has also challenged emergency managers and 
researchers to look more systemically as disasters strike whole communities as 
well as the Individuals within them (Boyce, 2000). II is also recognised that critical 
to any crisis is the need to harness psychological and community factors as 
capacities for future threats (Buckle, 2001-2002). 
Paton, Johnston, Smith and Millar {2001) argued that a focus on 
vulnerabilities to hazards is not appropriate to planning and encouraging 
adjustment. Identification of the factors that facilitate indivlduals and com mun mes 
and with the emphasis movirg toward a positive, strength based, copaclty building 
approach, the focus needs to move beyond the !denllfication or vulnerabllltles lo 
understanding resilience (Handmer, 2003; Paton et al, 2001 ). 
RHHl@nCp· Beyond Vulnerability 
Recenlly wi1h!n the emergency management field researchers are now 
looking at the link between vulnerability and resilience. Resilience Is seen as 
promoting a positive, strength based, capacity building locus, which Is broader than 
the negative focus of vulnerability research (Handmer, 2003). However Tobin and 
Whiteford (2002) do suggest that ln order to understand resilience you still need to 
look at vulnerability. 
The resillence approach echoes Antonovsky's salutogenlc orientation, which 
suggests that the pathogenic orientation most eKperts use may In fact be restricting 
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the view of understanding what Is happening In disaster communities (Antonovsky, 
1993). Resilience is seen as Important In the area of prevention as it could provide 
sal!ent lnfonnation and direct programs lo reduce the effects of negative 
experiences by focusing on the strengths and capacll!es of Individuals and 
communities (Kumpfer, 1999}. The concept of reslllence will now be discussed. 
Resilience, according to the dictionary, ls an ability to recover from or adjust 
easily to mlsforttme or change (http://www.m-w.com/home.htm). From a research 
point of view finding an operational definition of resilience Is not an easy task. 
Resilience Is used interchangeably with other tenns, for example, thriving (Massey, 
Cameron, Ouellette & Fine, 1998), Invulnerability (Anthony & Cohler, 1987), stress 
resistant (Gannezy, 1993), hardiness (Kobasa, 1979; Tarter & Vanyukov, 1999), 
and toughening (Dienstbier, 1992). 
Over the past 50 years there has been considerable effort In understanding 
what Impact adverse conditions/events/situations have upon lhe development of 
children and adults. A comprehensive longitudinal study, by Werner, Biennan, and 
French (1971 ), of children raised In adverse circumstances followed a cohort of 
children from the Island of Kauai In Hawaii. These children were subject lo many 
adverse circumstances such as poverty, perinatal stress, and famllfal instability. In 
terms of developmental outcomes many of these children grew into competent and 
capable adults despite the apparent risks associated with their upbringing. This 
study was Initially Interested in vulnerability, however they were able to address the 
concept of resiliency based on the lnfonnation gained from the Identified competent 
adults (Werner, 1993). 
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The eKplanallon as lo why some children do well In disadvantaged 
circumstances Is that they ere resilient (Baldwin et al., 1993) which also indicates 
why some researchers regard resilience and vulnerability at opposlte ends of a 
continuum (Kaplan, 1999). Resll!ence is a comp!eK concept with many definitions 
that has made the acceptance of any one definition difficult. However, for many 
researchers In using the term resilience dlfficulties arise in relation to the focus, 
whether resilience is an outcome or a process. That Is to say, Is resilience the end 
point or Is It the qualities possessed by the Individual (Kaplan, 1999, p.19). 
"Resilience is based on a characterislic of the indlvidual that Is demonstrated in the 
overcoming of obstacles to optimal developmenr (Baldwin, et al 1993, p.743). 
In contrast, Jacelon (1997) identified that some resilience definitions Identify 
the traits or characterisllcs present In a resilient individual, whereas others, define 
resilience, as a process, which Jacelon argues, would be better tanned resilition. 
"Resilience Is characterized as the ability to draw on personal or social resources, 
the ability to detect contingencies and predictability In compleK situations, and the 
ability to react flexibly" (Rauh, 19B9, p.165). 
In order to study resilience an adverse situation needs to eKlst for a resilient 
outcome or process to occur. These adverse situations consfltute a potential 
threat lo well-being and the nonnal healthy development eKpected, for eKample, a 
stressful experience (Grant, Campas, Stulmacher. Thunn, McMahon & Halpert, 
2003). It is understanding the role of these stressful experiences that Is important 
in determining lnlervenl!ons to reduce the potential hann that may ensue. 
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Protecllve and risk factors have formed the operatlonallsatlon of the 
resilience ooncept and lherefore have directed the measurement of resilience 
through the identification of specific risk and proteclive factors (Kumpfer, 1999). 
Risk factors are those that are associated with maladjustment and protective 
(competence) factors are those associated with positive outcomes (Luthar & 
Zelazo, 2003). Research to determine what risk and protective factors are Involved 
has identified many different conditions and variables. For example, Windle (1999) 
Indicates that there are four categories of conditions and variables that are 
Important: background conditions (e.g., poverty), community resources (e.g., 
teachers), social relat!ons (e.g., with peers) and personal cheracteristics (e.g. 
cognitive functioning). Werner and Smith (1982) and Garmezy (1983) put forward 
three protective factors {1} a positive temperament. (2) a warm supportive family 
environment, and {3} positive extra familial support. As Kumpfer ('1999) suggested 
nearly every direct or indirect variable associated with positive outcomes is 
Implicated in determining resilience. There Js a general acceptance within the 
literature that protective factors support increased self-esteem, healthy coping and 
opportunities for positive social Interaction (Aldwin, Sutton & Lachman, 1996; 
Garmezy & Masten, 1986; Werner & Smith, 1992). The diversity In variables and 
conditions results In the use of many measurement methods in resiliency research 
(Luther & Cushing, 1999). 
Few specific scales that measure resilience have been developed as many 
authors feel that ,tis not possible to measure res!llence wllh one scale (Luther and 
Zelazo, 2003). A scale that has been developed by Wagnild and Young (1993) 
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was specifically designed for older adults (55-93 year olds) as they were Interested 
In this age group. It consisted of 25-ltems designed to measure two factors, 
personal competence and :::icceptance of self and life. To dale, lhls scale has had 
limited utility as traditionally researchers have been more interested Jn establishing 
what factors determine resiliency. In children these have been primarily regarded 
as protective and risk factors (Sandler, Wolohik, MacKinnon, Ayers & Roosa, 
1997). Lulhar and Zelazo (2003) argue that you can never directly measure 
resiliency, JI will always need !o be Inferred from rh>k and competence (protective) 
factors. 
There has been much critical analysis concerning the concept of resiliency. 
Tolan (1996) argued that lhe term lacks definition, has a too narrow focus and 
Ignores context. Other researchers have echoed these concerns (Garmezy & 
Masten, 1986; Rutter, 1987) and argue lhat effort should go toward further 
refinement of the concept (Brodsky, 1997). For example clarifying the definition of 
resiliency; designing studies that are domain specific, as few Individuals are 
resilient ln every domain; contextualizing lhe definition so that one can obtain a 
greater understanding of resilience; Include multilevel factors, and recognize lhat 
we do not define risk accurately. Cowen, Wyman, Work and Parker (1990) 
suggest that resiliency In an Individual may be due to competencies In some areas 
but that the ind!vlduat may still have vulnerabl!ltles In others. Therefore resiliency 
may be better understood In terms of the interaction between an individual and 
I heir environment (Rutter, 1987). In terms of looking at the Interaction between the 
Individual and the environment eco!oglcal theories provide the framework to further 
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our understanding of resilience through recognition of the effect of the context at 
different levels. 
As indicated, the concept of resilience has ma!nly been studied in relalion to 
children and adults at the Individual level even though the salience of the family, 
community and environment are recognized as risk modifiers (Luther & Zelazo, 
2003). For example the role of poverty Is frequently hlghllghted as a risk factor 
(Owens & Shaw, 2003). Cauce, Stewart, Rodriguez, Cochran and Ginzler (2003) 
suggest that low socio economic status of a family parse Is not an absolute risk 
factor: however neighborhoods characterized by concentrated poverty severely 
limit any type of resilience. The opportunity for positive Interactions Is seen as a 
powerful protective factor even In the face of potent risk factors (mentally lll parent, 
(Garmezy, 1983) troubled past (Valliant, 1993)). Therefore, although poverty Is 
clearly documented, neighborhood organization and structure have also been 
reported, as risk and protective factors, which Is an area that requires further 
research (Gorman-Smith & Tolan, 2003: Lulhar & Zelazo, 2003). 
In recognizing that there are Issues with the development of the resilience 
concept researchers {see for example Brodsky, 1997: Sonn & Fisher, 1998: Tolan, 
1996) have argued that lo further our understanding of resilience there is a need to 
consider the wider context and our connection to It, which ls discussed in the next 
secilon. 
Community Resilience and the Disa•ter Arena 
Within the media and the literature the term community reslllence has 
recently emerged (Handmer, 2003) and has been Identified as Important to a range 
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of different Issues such as oppression (Sonn & Fisher, 1998), risk management 
(Paton el a! 2001), and hazard plannlng (Tobin and Whiteford, 2002). Ku!ig (1995, 
p.2) defined community resllience as 'the ability of a community to not only deal 
with adversity but In doing so reach a higher level of functioning', and thereby 
arguing that the concept of resilience may be applied to whole communities. In 
considering the context of the community an appreciation or understanding of 
community resilience may address some of the concerns raised by Tolan (1996) in 
relation to Individual resilience. For example, understanding resilience In context, 
and trying to determine 018 multilevel factors that may be involved al the Individual 
revel. 
In trying lo conceptualise community resilience Brown and Kulig (1996/97) 
argued I hat the movement from an Individual to a community focus to Infer 
community resilience, would understate the complexity of processes and systems 
involved. They argued that community res!llence Is 'grounded In the notion of 
human agency' (p.41) where the community engages In Intentional meaningful 
action, it does not just 'bounce back' from adverse situations, the community 
actively chooses change, despite any !Imitations the community may possess. 
Factors contributing to community resilience include community capacity, Iha 
assets and skills of community members; community sustainability, that is meeting 
lndivldual needs within a culture that harmonizes with nature, and; community 
compelence, a process by which a community works together lo identify needs and 
determine ways lo meet those needs (Brown & Kulig, 1996/1997). These are not 
to be seen as risk and protective factors, es with Individual resilience, but es 
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dynamic enabl!ng and constraining qualities of a community. To thls end at any 
point in lime what Is enabling for one community may be restraining for another 
and thererore understanding lhe dynamics of any given community Is the goal In 
moving a community toward being more resilient (Brown & Kulig, 1996/1997). 
In Iha area of oppression Sonn and Fisher (1998), In endeavoring to 
understand community resilience, liken the concept to thal of community 
competence. They suggest that community competence is a problem solving 
process In which the commu,iity has lhe processes and ablllty to clarify and resolve 
differences wilhln Itself. Therefore a competent community would be able lo 
explore and resolve negative Impacts, Ilka oppression, as the competence Is the 
community's ability lo facilila!e diversity of views. In this view community 
competence focuses on the functioning of the collective unit (Goeppinger, Lassiter 
& Wilcox, 1962) which is central to a resilient community. 
The concept of community resilience has also emerged in the disaster 
llteralure within the areas of hazard planning (Tobin, 1999) and risk management 
(Paton, Smith, & Vlolantl, 2000; Paton & Johnston, 2001; Paton et al. 2001). Tobin 
(1999) utilizing an ecological approach developed a conceptual framework for 
understanding how sustainable and resilient communities may be created. He 
describes these communities as those that are low risk, low vulnerab!l!ty, have 
ongoing planning Initiatives. a high level of political support, having partnerships 
between government and private sectors, es having Independent and 
interdependent social networks and appropriate planning taking Into account local 
and nal!onal stability. 
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Tobin's (1999) conceptual framework combines three theoretical models, {1) 
a mitigation model which Involves reducing risk In the community through the use 
of design standards and policies, {2) a recovery model which involves 
governmental policies to aid relief and recovery with a view to re-accumulating 
capital and distributing resources, and {3} a structural-cognitive model which 
Incorporates Issues to do with structural (societal) changes, situational factors 
(sociodemographic and community characteristics) and cognitive 
(psychologlcal/attltud!nal) variables. Although quite comprehensive Tobin (1999) 
recognizes that In reality the transition of this framework from theory lo practice 
would be difficult. He suggests that In hazard planning In the United States there Is 
the perpetuation of the 'disaster- damage cycle' (p. 23) where current response 
and mitigation pol!cies maintain and sustain communities, as they are, with all 
Inequalities and Injustices Intact. He argues a way forward would be to address 
the root of the problem through understanding the social, economic and pollHcal 
nature of hazard planning. 
Following the eruption ofTungurahua, In Ecuador In 1999, Tobin and 
Whiteford (2002) utilized Tobin's conceptual framework of community resil!ence, lo 
understand the response and recovery effort of officials and residents of three 
small communities. Government officials, rel!ef workers, leaders and community 
people were interviewed and surveyed al three months and eight months after the 
initial eruption ofTungurahua. The data collected was organized and Interpreted 
wllhln the bounds of the models and conceptual framework. The most salient 
finding was that the official response and recovery efforts exacerbated existing 
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health Issues and created social and economic Issues for some community 
members. The authors suggest that by Identifying health problems early and 
evacuating famllles together to slmllar envlronmen15 lhere Is an increase In the 
capacity of community members to participate In their own recovery process. By 
Increasing the reslltence of each community member an effective community 
recovery is more likely to follow. 
This study (Tobin & Whiteford, 2002), which utilizes a human ecology 
model, is one of the first attempts to understand the soclo-polltlcal nature of a 
disaster community and Its relation to community resilience. Through qualltalive 
interviews at various levels of the community (resident through to government 
level) lnformallon from the disaster Impact across three different communities 
provides an understanding of the contextual nature of disaster recovery and 
response. Importantly II also provides a framework with which emplrlcal research 
can start to look at the notion of reslllence In disaster studies. 
To understand further the role of the structural·cognlllve model, Paton et al 
(2001) sought to focus on one element from Tobin's model, psycho!oglcal 
resilience and operalionallse it in relation to volcanic eruptions around Ruapehu In 
New Zealand. The three factors (self efficacy, problem focused coping and sense 
of community) prevlous\y Identified by Bachrach and Zautra (1985) and Bishop et 
al., (2000) were ufillzed to examine psychologlcal resil!ence to volcanic hazard 
effects at Ruapehu in New Zealand. The results Indicated that self-efficacy and 
problem focused coping were indicators of psychological reslllence, which concurs 
with Bachrach and Zautra (1985). The third factor, sense of community, was not 
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found lo be ind!catlve of resilience by Paton el al., (2001), which does not concur 
with Bachrach and Zautra (1985). The fallure of sense of community to be 
Indicative of resilience In Paton at al (2001) was explained by the authors as a 
result of the pre existing social fragmentation of two groups ln the community, 
which was then exacerbated by the effect of the volcanic hazard. 
The results of Tobin and Whiteford (2002) and Paton et al., (2001) Indicate 
the Importance of the context In disaster studies. Further lo this Paton et al., 
(2001) hlghllghted the role of different psychological variables (self efficacy, 
problem focused coping and sense of community) In concert with the context. This 
suggests that to understand the reslllence component of community you need lo 
determine the variables that mediate the disaster experience within the context of 
the disaster community. Recently Kullg (2000) refined and clarified her model of 
community reslllence. Community resllience Is comprised of three components, {1} 
Interactions that are experienced as a collectlve, {2} the expression of sense of 
community, and {3} community action (p. 380). II could be argued that Kulig has 
centralized the concepts of community competence, through looking at collectlve 
i:lleractlons (component one) and community action (component three), and sense 
of community (component two) In measuring community resilience. 
Summa 
Previous studies that llave measured resilience or mediators of resl!lence 
concentrate on the lndiVldual level. The challenge is to translate these results Into 
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community reslllence In disaster communities. The differentiation between 
indlvldual factors and community factors Is paramount as both levels may ba 
Important as contributors to the formation of beliefs (individual and collecl!ve) and 
actlons (Individual and collective). At !he individual level there are a number of 
variables that have been Identified as Indicative of resilience, self-esteem, healthy 
coping and opportunities for positive social Interaction (Aldwin et al., 1996; 
Garmezy & Maslen, 1986; Werner & Smith, 1992). Within studies specifically 
related to disasters, the relevant Individual variables are self· efficacy, problem 
focused coping and sense of community (Bachrach & Zautra, 1985; Bishop et al., 
2000; Paton et al., 2001), The variables Indicative of resil!ence at the community 
level are sense of community, end community competence (Ku Hg, 2000; Paton et 
al., 2001). 
Current Study 
Within Australia, the northern coastline of Western Australla is reportedly the 
most disaster prone (Blong, 2003). For the communmes that are situated In this 
area, the seasonal threat of cyclones and floods is ever present. More recently 
federal and state organ!za!Jons that deal with natural disaster events In Australia 
for example, Emergency Management Australia, GeoScience Australia and 
authorities such as Fire and Emergency Services Authority (FESA\ In Western 
Australia, have become aware that changes In pollcy and Ideology surrounding 
emergency events require collaboral!ve work with communlUes to try lo mitlgate 
potentlal natural hazard threats. 
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The social sciences, and ln particular community psychology Is well placed 
to work In collaboration with these agencies and communities lo aid the mitigation 
process, as they work within an ecological framework and have an understanding 
of the dynamics at the lndivldual and community level of analysis. 
One of the difficulties surrounding this work ls the lack Information and 
research with Australian disaster communities. Although research has generally 
followed after each large disaster {I.e., Cyclone Tracey In Darwin, Newcastle 
Earthquake In New South Wales) this research lends to be response and recovery 
focused. For mitigetlon purposes, communities that have stood the lest of Ume 
and events (seasonal disaster communities) may offer Insight Into the disaster 
experience for Australian communities. 
For this reason chapter 2 explored the many consequences of disasters by 
descrlbi,·,y salient concepts Identified In the disaster literature. At the Individual 
level, these Include stress, coping and self-efficacy. At the community level 
concept5 of social support and social networks, sense of community and 
community competence hes bean researched. Traditionally disaster studies have 
focused on understanding a particular concept I.e., stress, or related concepts for 
example, stress and coplng. More recently studies such as those by Bachrach and 
Zaulra (1965), Bishop et al., (2000) and Paton et al., (2001) have Included a 
number of concepts (self efficacy, sense of community and coping) In trying lo 
understand dlfferent disaster communities. The focus seems to be shifting from 
understanding the concepts themselves to recognizing that a number oftllese 
issues may be Involved and related to each other. In addition, there Is the concern 
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that tradition al disaster studies are only loo king at part of the picture, addressing 
the nega!lve outcomes (I.e. stress) and not recognizing the benefits or growth that 
may also ensue from traumatic events (Padget, 2002). Future research would 
benefit from Including both of the aspects, stress and growth, In other words taking 
a more holistic look at the disaster experience. 
Systems theory provides a fl'llmework lo understand and Integrate the socio 
pol!tlcal Influences In the response and recovery of disaster communllles (Tobin, 
1999: Tobin & Whiteford, 2002). However with the focus being broadened to the 
preparedness and prevention of communities facing disaster events, the literature 
suggests that both lndlvidual and community variables may be Important indicators 
of community resllfence. Paton and Johnston (2001) and Bachrach and Zautra 
(1985) Identify Individual variables that are relevant to resilience and Kullg (2000) 
provides factors that determine the resilience of communities. Further to this Paton 
and Johnson (2001) propose Iha! the factors that comprise community resilience 
may not be context specific, however Bachrach and Zautra (1985) suggest people 
need lo be considered wllhln the context of their own community. Studies within 
the disaster context that have ulll!zed systemic theories have generally been 
retrospective and theoretical. The present study explores the factors relevant to a 
Western Australian disaster community and then emplrically determines which of 
these factors (lndivldual and community) mediate the whole disaster experience. 
The research questions are presented below In an order that represents the 
scaffolding approach taken. The scaffolding approach firstly Identifies local 
contextual variables and then builds upon these with variables drawn from the 
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llterature that are relevant to understanding the whole disaster experience (stress 
and growth), All of these variables are then emplrlcally tested to understand them 
In different disaster communities In Western Australia. 
Research Questions 
The research questions to be addressed In this thesis are: 
1. What factors are Important In understanding the experience of community 
members living with the threat of natural seasonal disasters In Western 
Australia? 
2 What Is the relationship between the community, lndlvldual and disaster 
experience variables ln different communlUes In Western Australla? 
3 What Is the best predictor of posttraumatic stress? 
4 What ls the best predictor of posttraumatlc growth? 
5 Whal variables differentiate high and low stress groups? 
6 Whal variables differentiate high and low growth groups? 
7 Whal are the community and Individual factors that mediate the disaster 
experience in different disaster communities In Western Australia? 
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CHAPTERS 
Study 1 Methodology, Results and Discussion - A Case Study of 
Darlington 
"If I were to say that the community had a theme I would call It 
prevenUon. Darllngton residents are very conscious of their 
environment and their local council support& them very strongly" 
(Comment from a 54 year old female rnldenl from Darlington) 
Alms of Thia Chapter 
This chapter presents the case study of Darlington. The research question 
addressed In this study is to determine which factors are important Jn 
understanding the experience of community members Jiving with the threat of 
natural seasonal disasters In Western Australia. The purpose of this chapter Is to 
1} outline the design of the study; 2} review the methodology utilized; 3} deta!I the 
participants Involved; 4} present the results, and finally 5} discuss the results In 
relation to Iha literature and as a prelude to the second study. 
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Researeb Design 
In order to address the research question, what factors are Important In 
understanding the experience of community members liVfng with the throat of natural 
seasonal disasters In Western Australia?, an In-depth descriptive qualltafive approach 
was uUlised lo obtain an undars1amling of a phenomena In a contextual, hol!sHc way, 
which emphasises the understanding of the meanings that people assign to the issue 
being targeted (Wlesenfeld, 1997). The qualltaUve methodology employed ln this study 
allowed the researcher to examine the experiences, thoughts, feelings and Ideas of 
participants, In order to dete1TT1ine the different ways in which the participants 
experience living ln a disaster threatened community. Qualitative data contributes a 
quality of 'undenlablllty' through a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and 
explanafions of processes occurring In communlHes (Miles & Hubennan, 1994; Smllh, 
1976). Techniques, such as Interviews and focus groups allow researchers to obtain 
knowledge end an understanding ofJssues for a smaller sample of participants In far 
more depth (Patton, 1990). These methods are also mostapproprlatewhen the 
researcher Is attempting to understand complex systems, values or emotions. 
Central to understanding the experience of indivlduals is to Investigate those 
who have the relevant experience (Seidman, 1998). This present study aimed to enlist 
indivlduals that have the experience ofllving In a disaster community, In order to 
underatand Whal this Is like from their perspective (Dewey, 1960). There are many 
different approaches to collecling qualltaUve data through Interviews. These Include: 
the infonnal conversaHonal interview; the general Interview guide approach: and the 
standardised open-ended Interview; (Patton, 1990). Whlle each approach has its 
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strengths and ffllaknesses, the appropriateness of the technique utilised depends on 
the research qu"511on/s the researcher wishes to explore. In order lo gain a rich 
understanding of a pc.rson's experience there Is a need to utilize an approach that 
enables a person to share openly the!r views, valles and reality. The assu"1)1ion Is 
that the best understanding of an !ndiv!dual's experience, Is through their construction 
of reality, which suggests a conversational or narrative methodology. Gaining access 
to and underatanding of the story of the socially constructed reality of an individual, 
gives rise to the salient themes around the phenomenon underlnvesllgatlon. 
For the purpose of Iha this research a narrative approach was considered most 
appropriate as this would provide access to the salient views, values and reality of 
l!vlng In a Western Australian community. Further to this, the study ufillsed too different 
techniques In order to obtain a rich and full understanding of the experience ofllving in 
a bushfire community. Narrative Interviews were utilised In order to understand the 
complexities and processes that emphasised the parUclpants' experiBflce (Mishler, 
1991 ), and a focus group was utilised to validate the findings that emerged from the 
Interviews with regard to what factors are Important In llving In a seasonally threatened 
community. These melhodologles will now be discussed. 
Narrative Methodology 
The use of narratives in the present research was mportant in 
understanding how the lndlvlduals, who make up a community, view their 
experiences. Narrallves are essentially stories (Rappaport, 1995) that allow 
ind!vlduals to make sense of their experience, (Cohler, 1982) and then explain their 
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perceptions through the act of story telJJng (Rlessman, 1993), Cohler (1982) 
suggested that this telling of an Individual's story Is one of Iha most Important ways 
to give meaning to life experiences. Jn this way they represent a person's 
cognitions about events and therefore when represented as a story they have a 
familiar structure, a storyllne - a beginning, a mlddle and an end. Rappaport (1995) 
argues that individuals, organizations and commun!Hes have stories to tell about 
their experiences. 
Different narrative models have been developed and often they are 
embedded Jn the philosophical underpinnings of the discipline from which they 
arose. For example, Mishler (1995), an historian, developed a model of narrative 
analr;iis where the order of events, the coherence and structure of the discourse 
and the context and consequences were all Identified as they are seen as 
paramount'° understanding the narrative. Relssman (1993), as a social scientist, 
was more ir,terested In personal narratives. She based her model of narralive 
analysis on concern for representational decisions, which researchers make during 
the Interviewing process and therefore she suggested five levels of representation 
for the research process (see Figure 5.1) 
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Figure 5.1 Levels of Representation In the Research Process (Relssman, 1993, 
p.10) 
Level 1 refers to attending to the experience and alludes lo the inillal contact 
the Individual has wilh their experience. Information Is gathered from their 
perceptions by 'reflecting, remembering and recollecting' (p.9). The second level 
Is the narrative or story, which tells about the experience. The way In which the 
story Is told also Involves the way In which the listener asks questions, Level 3 
Includes the methods for recording the narrative. Every method loses some 
Information. In the fourth level, the analysis is dependant on the values and 
theorellcal approach of the researcher ea they determine slmllarilies across 
Interviews and the significance of the content of the Interviews. Finally level (5) Is 
where participants who conlrlbuted their stories see their stories or other 
researchers read them. 
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Relssman (1993) suggests that as the researcher and the Interpretation are 
Inextricably entwined there are llmltatlons that result, however, the resource 
narratives provide far out way the costs, Using a narrative analysis for interviewing 
allows the Interviewee to construct a story and therefore the Interviewer gains an 
Insight into not only what Is said but how the Interviewee constructs the!r story, and 
the meaning !hay derive from the events (Bruner, 1993: R!essman, 1993). 
focus Groups 
Focus group methodology dates back to the 1920's where market 
researchers developed a way of exploring a set of issues on an Issue or topic, 
usually based around a certain product (Robinson, 1999). Focus groups are group 
discussions organized to explore a specific set of issues (KIIZlnger, 1994, p110). 
The use of focus groups In market research has centred around obtaining 
feedback on all aspects of products from packaging to advertising (Reed & Payton, 
1997). These groups have also been used lo explore areas of communication, In 
particular the effects of film and television programs (Merton, Fiske & Kendall 
1956) and more recently to explore public understanding of health communication 
messages (Ritchie, Herscovltch, & Norfor, 1994). 
Possibly one of the main attractions for market researcher's use of focus 
groups concerns flexibility, ease and cost effectiveness of the methodology. Focus 
groups are fairly easy to organize and execute, and the experience for participants 
can be less threatening than an Interview. The dialogue is often spontaneous and 
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candid and therefore can be a less constraining experience (Drayton, Fahad & 
Tynan, 1989). 
This methodo!ogy has only recently been adopted by the soclal sciences. 
During the 1950's and 1960's there was little Interest In the Introspective 
(motivations or underlying causes) nature of focus groups In social research 
(Morgan, 1988). As times begin to change the access to nonnative 
understandlngs of concepts and phenomena was a welcomed addition to social 
research In Iha form of focus groups. Focus groups provided for a socially 
leglllmlzed occasion for participants to collecUvely articulate assumptions and 
attitudes about their community (Bloor, Franldlnd, Thomas & Robson, 2001). 
Focus groups provide for 'retrospective Introspection" (p 6), which has enriched the 
types of qualitative data that can be obtained. 
Focus groups have become an Important method of gathering qualitative 
data. By utilizing thls methodology one can, In a limlled space of time, gather 
large amounts of data based on interactions between people on a speclfled 
,\ 
topic. "ihe type of information gathered In a focus groups may be In the form of 
what Is said about a topic/Issue or about how participants Interact with one 
another (Sim, 1998; Morgan, 1988). Therefore, focus groups obtain data from 
multiple participants on a particular Issue, which ls relevant to the research topic 
(Hennlnk & Diamond, 1999). Focus groups have been used as a stand-alone 
methodology for much social research (Tom & McNlcho1, 1998; Robinson, 
1999). They have been utilized in areas of program evaluation, action research, 
applied research and areas of basic research (Patton, 1990). 
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Focus groups are however, more often used In conjunction wllh other 
methods (qualitative or quantitative), where they can provide prellmlnary 
Information on specific Issues or to generate further hypotheses. A focus group 
may also be used as a method of valldatlng data already gathered as a form of 
triangulation (Blalkle, 1991). Triangulation relates to the utlllzatlon of different 
methods of data co!leclion within a single study to oonflrm or validate the focus of 
the Investigation (Uncoln & Guba, 1985). 
Reaaarch Context 
i· 
The setting for this study Is the community ofDerllngton ls a semi-rural 
eastern suburb of Perth, Western Australia. The reason for examining the context of 
Darllrigton ls largely based on two reasons: first, the recency of a bushfire event al the 
time of examination, second, pragmatics related to research methodology. located In 
the heavily timbered hills that lie to the east of Perth (40 kms from the city centre), 
Darlington forms a backdrop for the city or Perth and the Swan River. Or. Alfred 
Waylen established Darlington vineyard, in reference lo the town of Darlington In 
England, In 1888. In 1892 a railway station was constructed wh!ch took the name of 
the Vineyard and !he local Identity was born. Darlington continued to grow with 
restdents supporting themselves through different endeavours, such as providing a 
holiday ptace for the city dWellers (Wiltshire, 1997). 
Today Darlington (sea Appendb< G) has a populaUon of3 441 (1703 ma!es and 
1738 females) residents with 1 244 dwellings located in the area (Statistics, 2001 ). or 
these residents 69% were born In Australia with a majority of others (31%) being born 
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In the regions of North-west Europe (UK, Ireland, Scol!and). Darlington's most notable 
attributes have been described as "Its sense of community and Its strong sense of 
place" {Wiitshire, 1997, p, 67). Whilst !ts location In the hills provides a main attraction 
for many residents, the natural environment contnbutes to the seasonal threat of 
bushfires. The shire area, ofwhlch Darlington ls a part of, has h!storlcallybeen one of 
the most threatened, In the metropolitan region of Perth. It is estimated that there were 
approx!mately six "really big" fires per year (and a lot of small ones) about twenty years 
ago. The bigger fires rarely occur today as there have been many changes In the shire 
prevention activities and brigade response activities, however there Is still a larger 
number of small fires (Holmes, Personal Communication). For example, the total 
bushfires (referred to as GSBR • grass, saub, bush and reseive fires) In the area as 
recorded by Fire Emergency Services Authority (FESA) operations are reported in 
table 5.1 for the years preceding and following the present study. 
Table 5.1 
History of Bushfire Activity around Darlington 
Year 
1995-1996 
1996-1997 
1997-1998 
1998-1999 
1999-2000 
Number of Fires Recorded 
98 
201 
162 
260 
241 
62 
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Stage Qrnt Methodology 
Narrative lnlBfViews were uUllsed In order lo understand the oomplexlUes and 
processes that emphasized the participant's experience (Mishler, 1991). 
Participants 
In order lo bu lid a sample of participants, the researcher uHllzed a 
snowballing method of sampling, which allowed for divergence of the sample 
(Patton, 1990). The sample comprised 15 participants, 10 females and 5 males, 
whose ages ranged from 18 lo 68 years (M = 38.31; SD= 15.59), The participants 
came from various parts of the community, for example, some lived and worked In 
the local community while others lived In the local community but worked outside It. 
Three participants were unemployed. The length of time they had lived In the local 
area ranged from 3 years to 68 years. All participants had recently experienced a 
major bushfire ln the area. 
Materials 
A narrative Interview schedule developed by Relssman (1993) was utlllzed 
for all of the Interviews. The researcher referred to the narrative storyline and read 
the following instructions to the participants. 
"Tell me In your own words the stol)'ofthe bushfire you were In. I have no 
set quasi/ens to ask you. I Just want you to tall me about what happened to 
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you, your family and your friends. Just tall It to me as If ii were a sto,y with 
a beginning, mlddfe and an end. Thar& Is no right or wrong way fo tell your 
story. Just tall ma In a w11y th11t Is th11 most comforlabla far you• 
To facllllate the recall, the researcher presented a storyboard to the person. 
·ro h&p think of your stOI}', this describes most people's storyline. You see 
that the story for disasters mey include some of these perts: when the 
disaster happened, wh11t h11ppened to your lmmed/e/e properly, what 
happened to tha community, where did people shelter, what type of support 
was there, whet paopla ware Involved, whet happened after the immediate 
shock of the disaster, was there on going support end who did it come from· 
The researcher prompted If necessary with: 
Can you tell me IJlOffl about this? 
Whet was this e)(/Jerlence like for you? 
A Journal was also kept, by the researcher, to rec::ird notes during and after 
the interview. 
Ethics 
An lntroducUon letter and ln~rmation sheet (Appendix 1) explaining the 
nature of the study was provided for all participants. All participants completed a 
consent form (Appendix 2) prior to the Interview or focus group. Participants were 
Informed that they were able to withdraw at anytime during or after the Interview or 
focus group process. They were also ensured confidenllallty and anonymity. 
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Procedure 
Initially participants responded to a notice placed at the Darlington library. 
After participating in an Interview respondents were asked to recommend other 
participants who might be able to assist wlth the research. Through this technique 
more people were subsequently Identified and Interviewed. Prior to each Interview, 
participants were Informed about the purpose of and Iha nature of the research and 
the Intended use of the data collected. Once the Individual agreed to participate 
In the study, a suitable time was arranged for the researcher lo conduct the 
interview. Interviews were conducted In participants' homes when mutually 
convenient. Ec"ch participant was provided with the Information sheet and consent 
form with the lnteivlew lasl!ng for epproxlmalely 45 minutes. A total of 15 
inteivlews were conducted as saturation point was reached. Saturation po!nt 
occurs when no new information elicited from subsequent Interviews (Miles & 
Huberman, 2002). At the conclusion of the lnteivlew, participants were thanked, 
and asked If the researcher could return later to confer and confirm the 
researcher's interprelallons of the Interviews. 
Data Collectlon, Analysis and Rigour. 
For each inteiview, data collection and analysis occurred simultaneously, and 
throughout the data analysis process the data was organised categorically, and was 
repeatedly reorganised and recoded accordtng to themes recognised by the 
researcher. A list of the major Ideas and themes gensrated were chronlded for each 
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narrative Interview and then co~ared with the ideas and themes resulting from 
previous narratives. Utilislng thematic analysis allows the researcher to organise 
qualitative data coherently (Miies & Huberman, 2002). When utilizing qualitative 
methodology it Is Important that rigor of the data and resulting information Is 
maintained. Therefore, throughout the data collection for the present study ajoumal 
was kept mcording Information pertinent to the coUeciion and analysl$ of the data. This 
audit tra\1 ensures the verification of the resulting Information, which ls Imperative to the 
dependablllty (reltab\lity) of the data (Breakwell, Hammond, & Flfe·Schaw, 2000). To 
ensure the aedlbility (validity) of the data a peer and two participants served to check 
the analYfllS process as It was being completed, this Is referred to as 'member 
Checking' (BreakWell et al., 2000; Cr&$SW&II, 1998). 
A summary of this process Is Illustrated In Figure 5.2. 
Data Co11ectlon 
lntefVlew 1 -+Transcript 1 
Keep notes In Journal 
Interview 2 Transcript 2 f---
Keep notes in Joum •• .,1=-,.;;;;:;;;::;:f::::::::::~ Interview 3- Transcript 3 
Vall tlon lo transcript 15 
Theoretical Framework 
Research Question 
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Figure 5.2 Representation of method used to analyse Interviews 
The result was a set of themes that were derived from the participants' 
narratives, the research question and lheoretlcal frameworks. 
Stage Two M9thodolpgy • Trlangulatlon 
In order to validate the Information obtained in stage one this second 
stage utilized a focus group to triangulate lhe data (Searle, 1999). Therefore a 
focus group was held to explore the perspectives of a range of members In 
re1atlon to IMng in a bushfire threatened community. 
Participants 
Participants In the focus were 6 female Darlington residents whose ages 
ranged from 24 to 72 (M = 35.28, fill= 17.59). Four particlpantsworl<ed parl time 
within the local community, the Others did not have eny paid worl<. They had lived !n 
the community for between 2 and 72 years. 
Materials 
The same narrative format, es described In the narrative Interview section 
above, was uti\lzecl with the focus group participants weaving thek" stones around 
one another. 
Procedure 
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As a response to the noticeboard advertisement a number of participants 
expressed the desire lo meet together to discuss their experiences of llvlng In a 
bushfire community. These particular participants were part of a local reading group 
that meets at the Darlington library. Permission was obtalned from Iha local liD'ary ti 
conduct the focus group within the library premises. Prior to the commencement of 
the group, ground rules were establlshed regarding the confidentiality and 
anonymity of volhat was expressed, and In regard to any statements being made. 
Instructions were provided about the narrative storyboard, similar to the narrative 
Interview schedule contained In the previous section. Prompting was used where 
necessary. The focus group lasted approximately one and half hours. 
Data Co11ec::llon and Analysis 
The focus group data was content analysed through the identification of 
themes elicited from the data. lnlHally the data, In the form of transCfipts, from the 
focus group was read and re-read and sorted into dllferenl categories. The themes 
were dert,.,ed from lheparucipan!s' responses, Iha research question and theoreHcal 
frameworks. The date was separated by statements and phystcally sorted Into the 
categories derived from the Initial process. This transcript based method of analysis 
Is Identified as the most rigorous wllh regard lo focus group analysis In tenns of the 
quality and depth of the resulting Information (Krueger, 1994). It was not important 
to glean quantitative Information from the sorted data but to obtaln themes that 
related to the domain of interest, the experience of lMng In a disaster community. 
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This process was checked and re-checked wllh a peer to ensure dependability and 
credibility of the Identified lhemes. 
Findings and Interpretations 
The aim of this stage was to explore what factors are Important In 
understanding the experience of community members living with natural 
seasonal disasters in Western Australia. Factors Important to the experience of 
living in a bl.lshflre community were explored using resident's accounts of their 
experiences and perceptions of llv!ng In Darlington. Five main themes were 
Identified In the responses from the participants. The following themes represent 
those that emerged from the Interview analyses. All of these themes were 
confirmed through analysis of the focus group data. 
Sense Of Community {SoC) 
The first Iheme, which emerged consistently, was that of sense of 
community, or as referred lo by many residents, 'community spirit'. 
Thera is fl ve,y big COOITTlUnify spkft up hero, huge acl.ually and we live hel!I becf/usa of that. 
The components of sense of community, as presented by McMiiian and 
Chavis (1986), appear ln the participant responses. First, Membership, where 
people feel they belong or relate to others. Rasidents Indicated that they feel 
closer to people in the community, as they had slmilar experience of fires. 
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I think tho firos unlto you In a sansa, !horo Is that sharing typo fflflllng that you go/ 
because you'vo 811 {}OM through It. I pmsonally fool c/cs9r lo tha paopla whoW baqn 
through s flro ratharthsn /hose who haven!. 
o, 
I would dascribe tha community of Darlington as unique and Insular, s community that Is 
factlonallsed Into smaller ,sub-groups which CJJuld b9 described as very "cl/quay•. Tlla 
lndivldulll groups era ve,y dlverso and have va,y wo/1 dollood btXJnclllrl~s 0V1Jrfald with a 
largo amount cf alltlsm. 
There Is a sense that people share events, like parties, picnics and fires 
(shared emotlona/ connection). Needs of the Individuals are met by living In 
Darlington (fulfillment of needs) and that this In turn produces Influence. Sense 
of community is important to community members in relation to Involvement Jn 
community activities and safety. 
The communlly spirit Is fantas1io 11p hero and you can really see that whan something roaJ/y 
"''"'"""" 
Their sense of community Is Important to people remaining In the 
community after a disaster. The strong sense of neighboring may possibly be a 
factor that helped people survive economically, emotionally and spiritually. 
Thara ls slat of com111U11ity $(Jirit hera and neighbours WOik to help one another with clearing 
end clesnlng of their/and. 
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People who actively participate when there is a disaster have poslUve 
attitudes toward their community and remain In the community after the crisis 
has passed, finding a strengthened sense of belonglng. 
The appearance of this Iheme (SoC) s~ports earlier research by 
Bachrach and Zautra (1985), Bishop et al, (2000), and Paton (1994) indicating 
that sense of community Is an Important resource for people In limes of stress. 
Additionally, the present study Is qual!tatlve, which adds support to other authors 
that have addressed the relevance of Soc quantitatively. This also Indicates 
that Soc Is relevant across a number of hazard contexts 1.e., hazardous waste, 
salinity and bushfire. The connection point for sense of community may be the 
importance of socfal support networks. 
Social Networks and Social Support 
Residents Identified different social networks operating In the community. 
Social networks include formal and Informal structures/groups In the community. 
We /lllve groups !hilt have all mannera of '1.mdion (ratepa,.ws. adlsts groups, /he 
coundl .... they a/I rally erounci tho finis event to gel things done, 
Residents were able to describe a wide variety of support ranging from, 
friends, family, neighbors, to community groups like the Stale Emergency 
Service, ratepayers associalion, the local council and the local volunteer fire 
brigade. This indicates that the residents of Darlington are aware of the different 
people wlthln the community that they can call on for help or In limes of need. 
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We begen lo racelve lots and lots of phone oaJ/s from people trying to find out what wes 
heppenln9. 
It also Indicates that the communlly Is fairly well connected and therefore 
has the structures available 1o allow members to communicate with each other, 
Peov/e ere made aware where their 11fll9hbor's taps and l!rues aro In their yards, and 
they make plans with eech about whet they wl/1 do In the 911(1nt of a fire. They also swap 
worll end home phone numbers so that they cen coo/act each other. They tell each other 
about the whereeboots of their kids end their pets. 
In concert with the social network literature this theme suggests that 
residents are accessing a number of other people, which relates to the size of 
Iha network people have and reporting access to different types of people, 
which refers to the structure of their network. This network Is providing the 
bridge between the Individuals and the community of Darlington. 
As I reached the main roa-d, the volunteer fire brlrJede eni11(1d, along with a friend who 
took the boys end my husband who had boon alerted et work end had come Immediately 
home. 
In terms of stress buffering, the Darlington residents ere utilizing their 
support networks and than forming others when needed (Fleming et al., 1982; 
Kanlasty & Norris, 1993; Padgett, 2002). The existence and recognition of the 
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Importance of community groups In Darlington may indicate that these social 
support networks were not necessarlly disrupted In the aftermath of a bushfire, 
as they continue to be sallent (Miine, 1g11a). 
The lmporlance of the community-based groups/networks also related lo 
coping ln Darlington. 
Coping was an Important aspect ofllvlng In the Darlington community. 
We ll(IW have a rule Blso that someone must illWBys be on the properly in cese of fire. 
Coping included a number of coping strategies such as, emotlonal, 
problem-focused and avoldanl. Many plans for managing bushfire threats have 
developed from problem-focused coping mechanisms. 
/ was dreadfully ccmcemed Bbout how they would cop6 onoo the smoke started to effad 
them. As woll as feeling ccrx:emad for my class, I was fl/so trying to contact Dick and 
Dom, and finally located tham. 
Coping strategies are evident at the Individual and community level. For 
eKSmple, the Darlington community has put In place a fine system to deal with 
those residents that do not clear fire breaks etc, ready for the neKI summer 
season. 
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As a dinlct conssqwnoo of this flra, ws have fanced an araa around Ollf housa and we 
now only garden In that a19a, 
The coping strategies identified are lndicaUve of the types of coping 
behavior presented In the literature In relation to disaster events (Folkman & 
Lazarus, 1990). 
Self Efficacy 
Related to coping is the way In which residents responded to situations, 
by doing things that they had planned lo do, or made decisions about what lo do 
Jn the face of little or no Information emerged from the Interviews and focus 
group. This ls Identified as self-efficacious behavior. 
I dllC'idsd lo 00 a l8CD'VlOffll 11"'1 see what was /lilJ¥)00i1g, so I ftl1TJl(Jd ilfo Iha van end drove ps,t 
way<XWI my~ Fittm Whero I ooud see Iha smoka / lhooft,tlhllt waGi;i'II bJlr too badyolf 
but I dlJcidlJd loo koop an aya oo things i1 any casa 
The self perceived capablllty of residents to respond in situations is 
Important In terms of their actual pelformance and response. Residents 
Indicated that they felt helpless when they did not know what to do, but when 
they become aware of the things they need lo do they start to engage in 
preventative behaviors, such as gutter cleanlng etc. 
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I fl/It partJcularly helplqss becauu I dldnf raally know what I was supposed to be doing. 
Fam/lies that /No hara nooa to hava that sorl of knowledgo and at least some sort of p/qn 
about what they WI!/ lake from the house In the t/mo of firs. 
These responses Indicate that people will make judgments about their 
ablllty to cany out actions (Bandura, 1977:1986). In some cases they will act 
and In others they wm not. The sense of control needed, In an event where 
there Is no control, Is regained when the Darlington residents behaved self· 
efficaciously. This Inevitably enables them to cope (Bandura, 2002). 
Now lhar I know the correct things to do In the event of a fire, I fllel that I would always 
stay at the house rather than leave. I know for e~ample to shut the doors and windows 
and to watch for the outbraak of spot firas. Wa have also planted firs raterdant trees on 
our/and. We aro also ve,y conscious of flra prsvantlon at th& beginning ofeachsummer 
season and do all the raquirod clearing and deaning of Ol/1' land and around the hol/$11. 
for e1ample, we move any chopped wood away kom the house. 
For residents that felt hejlless the recognition of a need for a plan of 
action Indicated that with self-efficacy, stress reduction may follow (Millar el al., 
1999). 
Community Competence 
The final theme ldenUfied referred to the competence of the community. 
Community competence describes the processes and mechanisms Jn the 
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community that lake place In order to carry out IMng in a bushfire threatened 
community. 
I ~I that II diroot rosu/1 of the f1r11 ls that paop/fl 11ro f11r mora 11w11m now of the firo risk, 
the/ they aro fer moro cautfous, amt th11t th11y aro fer moro pro-actlva about kooplnr, their 
r,erdens claan of rubbish etc. 
In support of Sonn and Fisher's (1998) argument, the Darlington 
community indicates competence, as it negotiates what needs to occur to 
manage and resolve the effects of bushfires, in other words It copes with 
adversity. 
As wall as the stroter,les used by the school, the focal volunteer fire brigade plays a hC/flfl 
part In the community with Iha work /hey do ell )'l)Sr round. 
I was ve,y Involved In that one, liaising belw6en schools. ensurlnr, Iha s11faly of the 
children, contar.1/ng the pol/ca and the fire brigade end meklnr, sure that /he phones 
continued to be manned In order for parents to reaM us to find oul about the s11fety of 
their children. 
Residents referred to the methods used by the community to plan for the 
fulllre, and the processes that are employed In limes of stress. 
Several public mflfllings wwu held lo plan strolagfes and Ofllan/ze people for any futuro 
dramas of this kind. This was planned rlr,hr OOWn to mtie th1nr,s like /!IIS;lhboora ringing one 
another to discover lf/hlly em at home. Tile volunteer bus/I mu brlgad9 doas a tn:imendo!Js}ob 
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with Its cleal!itlg and r;le81ing ope/81fo11S and the local re&ld&nb Who are unallle to do this sott 
of wot!( (or lhfimsaNes f8ally .rely on th=/ valunloon. to get the Job done. 
Since that fire, et cons/defflble a.rpense and using money that cauld have been spent 
elsewheffl, the Junior school has teken prect/cel steps to Cfflale e safe haven for lhe 
children and members of tire communny In the event of Mu.'8 fires. 
These plans are ln line with some of Cottrell's (1976) components of 
community competence, in particular the ldentmca~on and collaboration 
aspects. Therefore, although the Darlington community does recognize the 
repertoire of skills II has, other areas (needs Jdentifical!on, working consensus) 
were not !denllfied, whk:h may be relevant to enhance the community's ab!llty to 
cope with future disasters (Cottrell, 1976). 
Discuss lo 
The findings suggest a number of Important Issues. First, the themes 
that emerged from the present study support the themes that have been 
documented by other studies in the literature. For exafl111B Bachrach and 
Zautra (1985) and Bishop et al (2000) Identified sense of community, self-
efficacy and coping as important factors for community Involvement In dealing 
with hazardous waste and salinity, respectively. Whereas Kul!g (2000) 
concluded that the concepts of r.ommunlty competence and sense of community 
are Important in understanding how landslide communities cope. The findings 
of Iha current study would therefore support the noUon that these concepts are 
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as salient to a Western Auslrallan semi rural bushfire threatened community as 
they are to a small United States hazardous waste threatened community, an 
Australian fanning community (salinity) and a Canadian rural community 
(landslides). 
Second, although previous studies have suggested that all of these 
factors may be Important to disaster communities few studies have utll!zed the 
experience of the community members to determine the salient themes within a 
disaster community. For example, the studies carried out by Bachrach and 
Zaulra (1985) and Bishop el al (2000) umized quantitative scales to measure 
these concepts within a given community. The data col!eclion methods utilized 
within the present study are arguably more contextually based as they were 
conducted with people living In the bushfire threatened community. The 
approaches used are therefore direct and Inclusive. The present study sought to 
understand the experience of residents In a disaster threatened community, 
which may explain why al/ of the themes present in the literature, emerged In the 
current study. 
In addition the use of the qualitative methodologies has provided a 
starting point to investigate factors that are directly relevant to Individuals and to 
communities. The qualitative exploration of some of these factors In this 
disaster context adds to the emplrlcal literature. The use of different data 
collactlon techniques (Interviews and a focus group) strengthens the reliablllty of 
the findings through data triangulation (Searle, 1999). 
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Finally, the results of the present study suggest that there is no slngle 
factor that represents the experience of living In a disaster community. The 
themes that emerged suggest that it rs a combination of factors that are relevant 
to a disaster experience at the indlvldual level and the community level. It is the 
interplay of these factors that are Important to the experience of a community 
facing a natural seasonal dlsaste:'. Importantly lhese factors are represented In 
the disaster literature In relation to different types of hazards; however there are 
few studies that look at them In combination with each other. 
It must be noted that a majority of the participants Involved In this study 
were women (16 female end 5 male) and therefore the Issues raised may be 
more Indicative offemale views of a disaster community. However, Enarson 
(1998) argues that women have very Important roles In our community; they 
transmlt knowledge about family, community and the environment and are key 
players In community mobilization In pre disaster and In post disaster activities. 
Traditionally disaster research methods utlllzed have not been Inclusive of 
women. Qualitative methods specifically narrative approaches have provided 
the opportunity to understand the disaster experience, especially from the 
perspective of women. The findings of the present study with regard lo the 
combination offaclorll found may be are resulUconsequence of the methods 
used and the number of women In the sample. 
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Summary and Conclu&IODI 
The overall aim of this stag a of the present research wes to explore factors 
!hat were Important to understanding the experience of community members 
llvlng In a disaster threatened community. Narrative Interviews of 16 participants 
yield eel five major factors at the Individual and community levels, which were 
Important to llvlng in Darlington, a bushfire threatened community. The resulting 
factors were sense of community, self-efficacy, coping, community competence 
and social support and networks. Transferablllty of results is nol generally an aim 
of qualltativo research, Miies and Huberman (1994) argue that the poten!lal for 
transferability is generated through providing rich descriptions of the research 
context that allow for common points of reference. Further to this Mitchell (1986) 
argues that sequential triangulation, where the results of one method are utilised 
in the pfann!ng of the next stage of research, ensures a more comprehensive 
approach to research and also provides greater accuracy of results. Therefore the 
following study (stage two) incorporated the Identified factors from study one 
(Coping, self-efficacy, social networks, sense of community, and community 
competence) which Is based on q!..lalltaUve methodology and Identified by the 
participants themselves and those Identified ln the disaster literature 
(posttraumalic stress and posttraumatlc growth) to Investigate their relevance 
within other Western Austral!an disaster communities. 
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CHAPTER& 
Study 2 Methodology: Northwest Australlan Cyclone Communities 
"These questions are just pure nonsense no-one but a psychologist 
would ask them" 
(Sent in by• 74 Year old Man who lived in th• Klmbltrleyfor 52 yea111) 
Alms of This Chapter 
First this chapter presents Iha sampling method utilised to select the participants 
for the second study. Second each of the communllles is described to illustrate 
the research context for the present stage. Third the resident sampling process Is 
described and includes detalled information about the participants In each 
community. Fourth the measures ulillsed In the community survey are presented 
with a description of how the data was subsequently collected. 
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This study examines In the salient individual and community variables 
Identified In both study one and the literature In a quantitative study. It Is argued 
that this second stage will provide confirmation of the Importance of the variables 
Identified, through the strategy of triangulation, for disaster communities In 
Northwest Australia. Sequential trlangulatlon Is achieved through the use of study 
one results In planning for the present study. Theoretical triangulation wlll be 
achieved through the testing of a number of different hypotheses and the use of 
different analyses techniques In order to Increase confidence In the results 
obtained {Mllchell, 1986). 
Study Two Northwest Cyclone Communities 
Participants living In Identified disaster communities located In Northwest 
Australia were sampled. To undertake this stage of the research a two-stage 
process was utilized. The first stage was to Identify communities, ln which a 
'disaster' had taken place: and the second stage was to Identify residents within 
these communities to participate In the survey. Each sampling process Is described 
below. 
Stage One: Community Sample 
lnclus!on Criteria 
The criteria for in1tlal Inclusion was the level of response required by a 
community from emergency management bodies to a disaster event. State or 
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Territory governments respond to events when local authority resources are 
Insufficient or cannot respond effectlvely. When events are too large or specialized 
resources are needed, national/federal assistance is sought. First, communities 
that have had disasters that have required naUonal/federal assistance were 
Identified. The Identification of the disasters Is carried out through the use of 
EMAtrack, wh!c.h is a disaster database set up by Emergency Management 
Australia. A disaster Is recorded on EMAtrack when national/federal assistance Is 
required or the disaster costs reach over A$10 million, The second criterion for 
Inclusion In this study was when the disaster took place. As the present study was 
Interested In seasonal disasters II was Important to obtain communlfies that were in 
various stag as of preparation and recovery from seasonal threats. Given that the 
disaster llterature Indicates that It ls not unm al least the first anniversary after an 
event that communities start to recover (Ursano, 2000) ii was decided that a period 
of three years would capture communities at various stages of recovery. Therefore 
communities identified were those that required natlonal/federal assistance, for 
disaster recovery, between March 1999 and March 2002. In all there were 13 
communities that fulfilled these criteria Identified across Australia. 
Sample 
Given the breadth of communities identified It was decided that the scope of 
the study would be localized to Western Australia, which resulted In four 
communities being Included In the present study. The four communlUes 
(Camarvon, Kununurra, Exmoulh and Broome) were/are all subject to a seasonal 
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threat of cyclone. The following Table 6.1 Indicates the frequency of cyclone 
Incidents over the 36 month period. 
Table 6.1. 
History of ReGent Natural Disaster (Cyclone) Events In Western Austral/a 
Date/Yr Event SIIVllrlty Community Tim• from d•ta 
Coll1atlon 
March 1999 Cyclone Vance Category 5 Elcmoulh Thirty SiK Months 
March 2000 Cyclone Steve Category 1 Kununurra, Twenty Four Months 
Camaivon 
April2000 Cyclone Paul Category 5 Elcmoulh Twenty Three Months 
Cyclone Rosita Category 1 Broome 
December Cyclone Sam Category 4 Broome Fifteen Months 
2000 
January2001 Cyclone Terri Cate(!Ory 2 Ooomo Thirteen Months 
February Cyclone Chris Category 5 Kununurra One Month 
2002 Flooding 
Research Context 
The communities Included Jn the present study are all situated In the north of 
Western Australia. Western Australia's government was formed In 1689 when II 
publicly announced a new constitution. Thls saw the transferral of the then colony 
under British governance to the formation of a parliamentary system of self-
government. Thls forged the way for an Australlan Constitution lo which Western 
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Australla (WA) agreed In July 1900, with the federation of Australia being formed In 
1901 (www.constitutioncentre.wa.gov/hlstory/). At the time of federation WA's 
populat!on was reported to be 18 880, lhe latest census (2001) data has WA's 
population at 1 851 252 people. Of the current population 3.2% Identify as 
Indigenous and 67.85% Indicate they are Australian born. Of the 27% that Identify 
as being born overseas, 11% Indicate they are from the United Kingdom. For all 
Western Australlans the three most common ancestries are English (40%), 
Australian (34%) and Irish (9.4%). In terms of population distribution WA's 
population resides mainly In the major city of Perth (69.7%) and lhe balance 
(30.3%) live In other areas throughout the state (www.abs.qov.au/astats/census 
2001). 
Western Australia r,.JA) Is the largest state In Australia (See Figure 8.1). It 
covers 250 million hectares with 12,500 kilometres of coastline. WA consists of 11 
regions which encompasses various landscapes (rugged gorges, troplcal reefs, 
towering forests, woodlands, white beaches) tourist attractions, and many small 
towns, reglonal centres and Perth, the capital city. 
The communltfes chosen for the present study are located In two of these 
regions the Kimberley and the Gascoyne region, which are located In Iha north of 
WA. Both regions are classified as being In the remote and very remote areas of 
WA. In terms of population distribution these regions represent 6.7% ofWA's 
populatlon. Table 6.2 Illustrate the distribution of the WA population across 
remoteness areas. Whal is interesting to note Is that In the major city lhere are 
more dwell!ngs than there are children (the median for WA Is 2.6 chlldren) 
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compared to very remote where the numbers of children are more than the number 
of dwellings (the median Is 4.6 children). 
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Figure 6.1 Map ofWestem Australia 
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Table 6.2 
Population Demographics of WA remoteness areas 
"'" 
Total Males Females 
"' 
Dwellings 
WA 1851 252 922 268 928984 692 553 695 649 
Major City 1291 296 631 784 659 512 484 786 494937 
Inner regional 217 932 108 763 109169 81 089 81 369 
Outer Regional 177 541 90542 66999 66096 66 262 
Remote 98040 52295 45745 35 912 34659 
Very Remote 64527 37268 27 279 23544 18216 
Prgflle of Rpsearc:h Communities 
The following section provides a profile of each community and Us 
geographical location. Table 6.3 provides Information on the median soclal 
statistics for each town site and Table 6.4 provides details of the population for 
each area. 
Township of Broome 
Broome, In the Kimberley region of WA, Is predominately known as the 
pearling capital of the world. Broome is located 2250 km north east of Perlh, has a 
remote classification and situated on Roebuck Bay. It boas\5 many nalural 
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attractions such as the prlsHne white sandy beaches lo the blue tropical water. It 
was founded on November 27, 1883 by Sir Frederick Napier Broome and within a 
few years became an Important connection to the far north of Australia. Berore 
WW1, 403 pearling vessels operated out of Broome however this was reduced to 
50 by 1939 with a depressed world market. The Japanese attacked Broome ln 
1942 where reportedly 70 people were killed, and many boats and eirp!anes were 
destroyed. As Broome Is situated on the coast In the tropical north II ls threatened 
seasonally by tropical cyclones. The populat!on of Broome Is primarily Australian 
born 77% (Including an Indigenous population of 24.39%), 5% were born ln the 
United Kingdom and the remainder In different countries (such as Spain and Asia). 
JI is an eKlremely popular holiday destination for local and overseas tourists. 
Township of Camarvon 
Carnarvon, in the Gascoyne R3glon of WA, was named after the British 
secretary of State Lord Carnarvon (1866·74). Hlstorlcally Camarvon was founded 
In 1876 and was Initially a supply port for the surrounding falTTllng industry and 
became the centre of the wool Industry. It rs well known because It houses NASA's 
tracking slallon which relayed the words of Neil AITTlslfong on July 20 1969' One 
small leap for man but a giant leap for mankind" to the world. Camarvon Is 904Kms 
north of Perth. The population Is predominately Australian born (72.8%) which 
includes 15.73% from the Indigenous community. Camarvon's moderate tropical 
climate enables the growing of produce which Is transported to the remainder of 
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WA and lo other states. As the town Is on the west coast of Australla, Camarvon Is 
continuously under a seasonal threat of cyclones. 
Township of Exmouth 
Exmouth is 1272km north of Perth between a marine park (Nlngatoo) and 
rugged r;mges (Cape Range NaHonal Park). II has a tropical climate that features 
no wet season. Though not officially settled until 1963, early explorers were 
present through the 16-1800's. Orlg!nally when II was settled Exmouth was a 
military town but now survives on tourism based on Its location and natural beauty. 
The population in Exmoulh is predominately Australlan born, 74.6% which Includes 
1.28% Indigenous Australians. Exmouth Is classified In the very remote area of the 
slate. 
Township of Kununurra 
Kununurra Hes 3247km north of Perlh. II was founded In 1958 as part of the 
Ord River Irrigation scheme and the name Is Aboriginal for 'big water'. The Ord 
river irrlgal!on scheme directed waler to Irrigate 75 000 hectares of farming land 
which Is primarily used for cattle grazflg. However water Is also provided for local 
town sites lo maintain an economy in the area and provide hydroelectricity to the 
surrounding area. The climate in Kununurra is described as arid-tropical (hot and 
humid). Kununurra is In the Kimberley region of WA and Is classified as very 
remote. The population of Kununurra consists of 69.5% Australian born, which 
Includes 18.93% Indigenous Australians. 
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Table 6.3 
Median Social statistics for each Community 
Community .... Monthly Wnkly WHkly Wnkly Hounhold 
Loin 
"'"' 
Ind. F1mlly 
'"' Re~y. lncom1 lncom, 
Ell.moulh 
" 
aoo.a99 100-149 300-399 800,99 3.1 
Cam81VC111 39 600·799 50.99 300·399 aoo.999 3.8 
Kununurra 37 800-B99 101).149 400-499 1001).1199 3.8 
Broome 37 1000-1199 100-149 300-399 801).999 2.8 
WA 
" 
800-999 100-141:' 301).399 800-699 2.8 
Australia 
" 
800-999 150-199 300-399 B00-999 2.8 
Table 6.4 
Population Data (2001 Census) 
Community 
''" 
M F ,c 18 18-30 31-40 41..SO 51-60 81-70 71 ~ 
count 
% 
Exmouth 3137 1818 1519 ... 313 ... 
"' "' 
511 
"' 
100.00 s1.sa 48.42 28.9712.21 14.09 12.91 13.71 16.29 9.69 
C1m11rvon 7273 
"" 
3<77 1780 1056 931 
"' 
823 888 713 
100.00 52.19 47.81 24.4714.52 12.80 10.80 12.69 12.36 9.80 
Kununumi .... 2133 
"" 
1229 478 
'" '"' 
, .. 
'" "' 
100.00 51.65 48.35 22.41 8.71 14.84 12.91 14.47 10.59 3.93 
·-~ ""' 
7081 
"" 
2897 23411 
"" "" 
1895 1639 011 
100.00 52.18 47.87 21.3917.34 14.87 12.05 13,98 12.10 4.51 
TOTAi. 28'38 
"'" 
14091 675.2 4268 4175 ""' .,., 
""' 
1M4 
100.00 51.9 47.86 22.9314.49 14.18 11.99 13.73 12.33 6,26 
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Stage Two; P9[tlclp•nt Sample 
Afler the Identification of the communities, the total numbers of dwellings in 
each community were determined and then 50% of this total for each community 
was sampled. (See Table 6. 5). The proportion (50%) was chosen for a number of 
reasons. Previous eKperience with collecllng data from the public on Issues of 
concern had yielded response rates between 9-11% (Pooley & O'Connor, 1997: 
McKillop, 2003), therefore the data analysis needed approximately 100 responses 
per community so a data target of 10% response was set. In addition 
economically, the cost the sending out addlllonal surveys was prohlblllve. 
Table 6.5 
Participants end Response Rates from each Community 
Community ow,mngs S1mplfi1 Number RMur1111d %R.turnfil 
50% 
Broome 
"" 
2200 m ,., 
Camarvon 
"" 
1300 
"' 
17.5 
Emmulh 1239 e-00 105 17.5 
Kununurra 1 955 ,00 ,0 10.0 
Total 10-400 5000 
'" 
10.2-4 (A,o-) 
Participants 
There were 512 participants who responded to the survey. In the total 
sample there were 329 fem ate respondents and 169 male respondents (see Table 
6.6). The ages of the respondents ranged from 18·81 with an average age of 35.1 
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years. The participants have lived In their respective communities ranging from 
one month to 60 years and the average time spent in thasa communities Is 3.8 
years (Sae Table 6.7). In terms of home ownership most participants (51.17%) 
own their home (See Table 6.8). Data pertaining to each lndMdua! oommunlty Is 
detailed In the Tables 6.6- 6.8 below. 
Table 6.6 
Gender and Age across all Communities 
Community Tollll Mal" Femal" ,..., 31~ 41-50 51-4i0 61-70 71 > 
Count 
• 
Broome 170 
" '" 
39 63 
" " 
7 
100.00 29.7 69.7 22.4 36.2 20.7 16.1 4.0 ., 
Camarvoo 
"' 
.. 90 
" 
33 
" " 
10 • 
100.00 33.8 63.4 25.2 23.7 
"·' 
18.7 7.2 4.3 
E~moulh 
"' " " • " " 
21 • 3 
100.00 40.4 59.6 ,., 26.8 3'-' ,0.2 7.7 2.9 
Kununurra 90 
" " 
21 21 
" 
12 3 
100.00 32.9 67.1 25.6 25.6 29.3 14.6 '-2 3.7 
TOTAL 512 ,... 329 '-01 147 
"' 
87 .. 13 
100.00"33.00 67.00 19.72 28.7 24.41 16.99 5.07 2., 
• 3% (14) Unsp&cllied gendor 
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Table 6.7 
Length of Residence across Communities 
Community <V, ,. 6·10 ,,_ ,,_ ,,_ 26· ,,_ 3. 41- 4. ,,_ 5. 
15 ,0 25 ,0 35 40 45 50 55 
"' 
.... 
• 
Broome 
" " 
.. 14 13 5 5 
' 
,., 46.2 23.9 ,.o 7.5 ,., ,., ., ., '-' 
Camervoo 7 35 14 14 
" 
10 
' • • ' 
4 4 
,., 25.5 10.2 10.2 , .. 7.3 ae ae .. 
" '' " 
.7 
E~mou\h 
" " 
14 
' 
3 4 4 1 
27.2 37.9 13.6 6.7 ,., 3.9 3.0 ,.o ,.o 
Kununurra 4 4' 
" • • 
4.9 51.2 23.2 11.0 ,., 7.3 ,., 
Total 
" "' "' " 
40 
'" " " 
7 7 • • 
4.49 36.13 21.67 9.96 7.81 4.68 3.7 ,.5 1.3 1.3 ,., 
·" ·" 
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Table 6.8 
Home Ownemh/p across Communities 
Community 
""" 
Roo< .,., Supplied 
Count 
% 
Broome 
" " 
• 
, 
52.9 37.4 ,., ,., 
Camarvon 
" 
., 7.: • 
55.7 33.1 4.9 ,., 
Exmoulh 
" " 
(Ii • ' .. r 
60.9 29.3 4.S ,., 
Kununurra 
" 
.. 
' 
38.9 44.4 ,. ' ,., 
Total 
"' "' 
20 
" 
51.17 
"·" 
,., ,., 
lnstrum t 
Community Survey 
A survey was developed using Instruments to measure each of the Issues 
elicited from study one which Identified five factors relating to the experience of 
disaster communlUes. These were self-efficacy (SE), social networks (SN), coping 
styles (CS), sense of community (SoC), and community competence (CC). In 
addition measures of disaster stress (Impact of Events) and posttraumatic growth 
(Post Traumatic Growth Index) were included from the disaster literature as 
indicative of the disaster experience. In order to ascertain the mental health levels 
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of the participants a measure of anxiety and depression (Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Scala) was also utlllzed. Therefore, Iha community survey consisted of 
eight scales that were utlllzed and presented In one survey consisting of nine 
sections and 154 Items (See Appendix 3) which Is described below. 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale /HADS) 
This scale Is a 'present state' scale that was designed for non-psychiatric 
clients lo ascertain their level of anxiety and depression, Developed in1983 by 
Zigmond and Snalth the 14-ltem scale has been used in various studies ranging 
from general hospllal pallents (Clarke, Smith and Herrman, 1993) to community· 
based samples (Dunbar, Ford, Hunt & Der, 2000). The HADS consists of two 
subsca!es; the A-Scale measures Anxiety (7 Items) and has a reported Cronbach's 
Alpha of .93 and a concurrent validity correlallon with a psychiatric anxiety scale of 
.54 (Snallh & Zigmond, 1994). Items included are: 
o, J fecl 1cn,eor 'wound up': Modolth• Alo1or1bo F,o,ntlmt No11t1II ,,_ ,,_ lotl""' 
0' I gel sort of frightened feeling .. tr something "" 
~ ... buo 001 Allnlo, Nouuu 
awful i, about to happen: dln1UofyHd too b1<11)o bul It q,lttbtdly clo<to't 
""''l'"" 
In the D-Scale, which measures depression (7 items), the Cronbach's Alpha 
is .90 and the concurrent valldallon correlat!on Is .79. llems that are included are: 
Q2 I still enjoy the 1hings 1 used lO enjoy? Odtoll,ly1< N01qul1too ~,. /l1rdl)'111n 
-" -" 
llnlt 
Q4 I can laugh and see the funny ,ide of1hings: A1mucb.,I N01qul1too o,n,~,1y N011toU 
,tooy,a,•1<1 mu,hoow ootoo 
mu,boow 
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lndMdual Variables 
Self Efficacy (SE) 
This 7-ltem scale was developed by Pear11n and Schooler (1978) as part of 
a larger study detalllng Which factors contribute to personal stress. The data used 
to develop this scale was gathered from 2300 people aged 8-65years. The object 
of the scale is to ascertain wh.ether lndlvlduals regard 'one's life's chances as being 
under ones' own control' (p.5). The reported rellcblllty score Is .69 (Cronbach's 
Alpha). Included items are; 
37 I h°'• linlc e<1nln>l ovonhc things 1ho1 happen to 
m,. 
38 Th= Is linlo I can do to Chango many imp0rtont 
things in my life. 
Coping Styles (CS) 
S1ro111Y 
••• 
' 
Nn1nil 
Coping style has been long associated with the area of trauma and 
disasters. The Coping Style Questionnaire (CSQ) (Carver, Schier, & Weintraub, 
1989) utilised ln the present study, contains 30 items that measures three broad 
coping dispositions: task focused (TC), emotion focus (EC) and avoidant coping 
(AC). The scale was developed lheorellcally through a series of three factor 
analytic studies consisting of 978 undergraduates. The CSQ was developed to 
speclfically address self-regulatory functions In coping efforts. The Cronbach's 
alpha for each scale Is .78 for the task-focused subsca!e, .76 for emotion focused, 
and .77 for the avoidant coping subscale. Included items are: 
TIO 
" AC 
I conccn1nll• my ctTorts on doing oomething about ii.· 
I put my 1n1st in god. 
I r,,fuso to beli••• thlll it happened. 
"' 
1 ... .uy 
doft•tdo 
lhb1l1l 
' 
' 
' 
1Hullydot•l"lo1 
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Soc/a/ Networks (SN) 
The Social Embeddedness Scale utlllzed was originally an adaptation of the 
Phillips Social Participation Index (1967) and has been used by Kanlasty, Norris 
and Murrell (1990) with 222.adults and then was used by Kanlasty and Norris 
(1993) with 2931 respondents looking at structural aspects of social supporl in the 
context of natural disasters. The scale contains six Items, which assess the size 
and closeness of a person's social network. The sca!e has a reporled rellablllty of 
.62 (Cronbach's Alpha) and a test retest reliability of .68. An example of Items Is 
as follows. 
QI Durlna the put row we.b, b.ow many tlmn did you 1ot to1eth•r wl1h rrlenlh 
- l mran thinp llke 1oln1 0111 t111oth•r or vlll1Jn2 In ucb otb'"'' boma? 
Q? Ahoul how many nelahbours do you lu!ow wdl enou&), lo Wslt with? 
Community Variables 
Psycholog/ca/ Sense of Community (PSOC) 
The Sense of Community Index SCI was first presented by Perkins et al., 
(1990) and developed by McMiiian and Chavis (1986). fl Is based on the theory of 
psychologlcal sense of community (SoC) developed by McMillan and Chavis 
(1986). The measure assesses the four aspects of SoC: Membership, Influence, 
Integration and Connections through a twelve-item scale measured on a five point 
Liker! scale (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree). An example of Items contained 
In the scale is as follows. 
5croo1ly Aa..., Nnlrol Dl,.q..., S1n1,1ly 
QJ I !hink myneighhou,hood is a good p1m for mo to "I'" 
Ii••· Q2 P~pl• in this neighbourhood do not ,h.,.., 1ho .. me 
valua. 
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Community Competence (CC) 
This scale was developed by Eng and Parker (1994) and contains 32 llems 
across eight broad areas (Cronbach's Alpha In brackets) of participation (.68), 
Commllment (.71), Self-other awareness and clarity of sltuallonal definitions (.58), 
Articulateness (.65), Conflict containment and accommodation (.81), Management 
of relations with wider society (.75), Machinery for facllltatlng participant Interaction 
and decision-making (.79) and social support (.67). The Items are measured on a 
four point Llkert scale (never, rarely, occas!onally, frequently). Examples of the 
Items contained In the scale are as follows. 
QI Oa people in Lhi, community go elsewhere for fun1 N.,., Ornrlouli)' Freq1e1t 
' Q6 How oflen do peuple volunteer for commun!Ly 
aclivitie•1 
Disaster Experience Variables 
Post traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI) 
This concept of posttraumallc growth has developed from recognition of the 
positive Impacts of negative events (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). It is argued that 
posttraumatlc growth Is an outcome of the cognitive processes In coping with 
traumatic events (Tedeschi, Park & Calhoun, 1998). One of the original scales to 
measure posttraumallc growth was developed by Tedeschi and Calhoun (1996). 
This 21- Item scale Is based on five factors (new possib!lilies, relaling to others, 
personal strength, spiritual change, and appreciation of life) that can be utilized lo 
determine the ability of individuals to cope after traumatic events. This scale has 
been utilized with many studies about Individual trauma situations I.e., cancer 
IJ4 
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survival, Incest survival, heart attacl<s. The reported reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) 
is .90. An example of Items contained In the scale is as follows. 
ldld10! 
"" 
• 
·-· 
• lt1ptrlto<NI 
0' My priorities about wha1 ;, imponant ..... ..., ... t~ .. , ... 11 .~, .... ... tllb,b11pa1 
in lif•. c~1111u1 
··-
.,_ 
-
, .. lllo,«noi 
..,,hofehc 
••• Q> An apprecio1ion for the -.lue ofmy • • own life 
Impact of Events Scale - Revised (/ES end /ES-R) 
This scale was developed and utilised cl!nlcally end emplrlcally to measure 
subjective stress to a single traumatic Incident. The orlginal scale (IES) was 
developed on 66 patients In an out-patlent program who were diagnosed with a 
stress response syndrome. The 15-ltem scale produced two factors measuring 
Intrusive thoughts and affects, and avoidance behaviours (Horowitz, Wiiner & 
Alvarez, 1979). The scale was revised In 1996 by Weiss and Mannar to Include an 
additional seven items (22-ilems In total), and a third factor Hyperarousal. The IES 
and IES-R have been utilised with many populations Including earthquake 
survivors, emergency disaster workers, and women who have been sexually 
assaulted. The reliabiity (Cronbach's Apha and test retest) are reported al .79 to. 
92 and .89 to. 94, respectively. The reported validity (construct) ranges between 
.74 to. 87. An example of the Items Included in the scale are as follows. 
s11o•11>' .1.,,.. NMrsl Dbqre, Sll'Ola!)' 
Any rm1inder brought h~ck feeling, about it. ,.,,. 01111,.. 
t had trouble falling a,lcep Cl staying a,!cep became 
cf pictures or thoughts chat came into my mind 
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Section on Demographic Information 
The last section (sectlon 9) within the survey addressed a number of 
demographic variables Including: age, gender, homeownership, residential 
postcode, and length of residence. 
The survey consisted of three parts: 
Part one: About the participant, this contained The Impact of Events Scale, 
The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, The Mastery Scale, The Coping Style 
Questionnaire and the Post-treumaUc Growth Index. 
Part Two; About the participant's Community, this contained the Sense of 
Community Index, the Community Competence Questionnaire, and the Social 
Embeddedness Scale. 
Part Three: Background lnfolTTlallon, this contained demographic 
inlolTTlallon and a rating of the Impact of the event on the lndlvldual, the family and 
the community. 
P cedur 
The first step was to detelTTline which communities were to be Included In 
this present study. As previously described using lhe EMAtrack system four 
communiUes met Iha criteria for inclusion Into the present stage. The participant 
sampling process was determined through Identifying a proportion of the total 
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number of residential dwellings contained in each community. As dlscussed 50% 
of every community would be targeted to participate in the community survey. A 
covering letter detailing a summary of the project, and Indicating that participation 
was voluntary, anonymous and confidenUal, was Included (see Appendix 4). 
Attached to the letter was the survey (see Appendix 3), and a reply-paid envelope 
all contained in a single envelope addressed lo the householder. These were 
delivered to 50% of all residential dwellings of In Broome, Camarvon, Exmoulh and 
Kununurra via Australia Post. During March of 2002 participants were asked to 
complete the survey and retum II using the reply-paid envelope. Participants were 
asked to return the survey within four weeks from the time of delivery. 
The next chapter details the analysls and results of this study. 
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CHAPTER7 
Study 2 Results and Discussion: 
Western Australian Cyclone Communities 
"What can you posslbly conclude from this? Involved/wall kn11 
communities cope better = Phd = I think not Please show these 
comments to you I' aupervlaor. Thay need to lift their game." 
(Commtnt from 141-50 y,e1rold woman who h11 llnd ln Broome for 4 y,91rw) 
Alma of Thia Chapter 
This chapter presents the results of study two and provides a discussion of the 
results of research questions two to six. Prior to the presentation of the results the 
data screening In the form of rellabllltles across the scales ul\llsed are presented. 
Further data screening processes are presented with the relevant analyses relallng 
to the research questions. The results are then presented in research question 
order. Therefore lnltlally the detalls of the relationships between the factors are 
presented then the best predictors of stress and growth as well as the significant 
factors. which discriminate between high and low, stress groups are presented. 
The ne)d section details the use of path analysts, with data from each community, 
In order lo understand the order of the variables Important to disaster communities 
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lnm,1 Dahl Screening 
Prior to analysis the data was screened to ascertain its suitability for each 
analysls. Each data screening process Is described within the relevant results 
section. lnlllally reliability testing of each scale used in the community survey was 
performed. Cronbach's Alpha was produced for each scale within each community 
(see Table 7.1). The rellablllty scores ranged from ,OB lo .97. 
Table 7. 1 
Reliability Statistics (Cronbaah's Alpha) for each Scale from each Community 
sc.r, 
·--
C1m1rvon Exmouth Kununurr, 
Impact of Evonts .95 .97 
·" 
.96 
PosHraumaUc Growth 
·" 
.97 .97 
·" 
Sell Efficacy .81 .86 .96 .80 
Task Coping .86 .80 .83 .91 
Emotion Coping 
·" ·" ·" 
.01 
Avoid, Coping 
·" ·" 
.67 .72 
Sense of Community 
·" 
.81 
·" 
.83 
Social Network .09 .67 
·"' 
.26 
Community Competence .96 
·" 
.69 
·" 
HADS -Anxiety .19 .41 
·" 
.13 
HADS • Depression 
·" 
.65 .91 
·" 
There are a number of Issues that arise from Iha reliability screening. 
'" 
most cases the rellablllty results:.1e~ct those presented In the literature. The 
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reliablUty of three scales (HADS-Anxlely, HADS - Depression and Social 
Netwolk) utilized need further consideration. 
The HADS scales were originally Included as a mental health screening loot 
However It is apparent that based on the high Incidence of anxiety and depression 
reported in rural and remote communities (Welfare, 2002) and variability In terms of 
reliability (see table 7.1) it was decided that neither scale (Depression or Anxiety) 
was useful as a cri!erion or predictor variable. Therefore the HADS variables were 
not utilized In any further analysis. 
II is also noted that !he social network scale has varying degrees of 
reliability scores across communltle~ In this study, however as Cortina (1993) 
argues low alphas and small numbers of items (in the social network scale there 
are six items) may be Indicative of the dlmenslonallty (that It may be 
multidimensional) of the scale and not representative of the scales reliability. 
Therefore the scale has been included In the analysis. 
Studv Two Results 
The results of study two are presented In six sections which each related to 
a specific research question. The research questions are: 
Research Question Two. Whal are the rela!!onshlps between community, 
Individual and disaster experience variables In each communlty7 
Research Question Three· Whal Is the best predictor of posttraumalic 
stress7 
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Research Question Four· What Is the best predictor of posttraumatlc 
growth? 
Research Quesllon Fl.,.e • Whal .,.ariables differentiate high and low stress 
groups? 
Research Question Six -What variables differenllate high and low growth? 
groups? 
Research Question Seven ·What are the community and individual factors 
that mediate the disaster experience In different disaster communities In 
Western Aus!raHa? 
Research Question Two· What are the relatloo,hlp& between the lndlvldual, 
community, and disaster experlanca varlablas In each community? 
Pearson Correlation coefficients were computed for the scale scores In each 
community. The fol!ow!ng Tables (7.2·7.5) Indicate the correlations between all 
scaled scores in each community. Examination of scatter plots (see Appendix 5) 
did not suggest the viol all on of assumptions of normality, linearity and 
homoscedasliclty for each significant correlation. 
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Table 7.2 presents correlatlons of all the variables for the Broome 
community. Slgnfficanl correlaUons ranged from e low negaUve (·.296) lo medium 
positive (.443) corre!alion. 
Table 7.2 
lntercorrelelions be/ween sub see/es for Broome Communily 
PTGI 
"' 
Di111lff 
Experl1nc1 
V1rl1bl11 
PTGI 
'" ...,. 
Community 
A11H11nc1 
V1rl1bl11 
cc soe 
·"'' ·'" .197 -.069 
lndlvldu11 
A11lll1nce 
V1rl1bl11 
" 
SE 
. 052 -.106 
...... 
-.122 
,c AC 
.174" 
·""" .089 ., ..
,c 
.341 .. 
·"" cc .266' .2119'" -.068 ... , .117 
·"' s,c 
" 
" ,c 
AC 
,c 
•• Correlation Is sl1111ifrcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailad). 
' Correlation Is slgnlr.canl a11ha 0.05 lavel (2-laited). 
.205' .222'* 
-.081 
.013 .000 
.'56 .113 
.120 ·.296'' 
.011 
PTGI Posl1raumallc Growth Index; IES Impact of Events: CC Communltycompatence: SoC 
Sanse of Community: SN So<:ial Ne!works: SE Self-Etficacy: TC Task Focused Coping: AC 
Avoldant Coping; EC Emotion Foeused Coping 
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Camarvon 
Table 7.3 presents correlations of all the variables for the Camarvon 
community. Significant correlations ranged from a medium negative (.-.379) to a 
medium posltlve (.634) correlation. 
Table 7.3 
/nlercorrelatlons between subsca/es for CameNon Community 
PTGI 
'" cc 
soc 
'" SE 
" AC 
EC 
Dl111!1r 
Experience 
VarleblH 
''°' '" • 541 .. 
cc 
-.189 
.129 
Community 
RH!llance 
V1rl1blH 
SoC 
-.066 
.075 
·"'" 
Individual 
Rnlll,nce 
V1rl1blH 
'" 
SE 
·""' 
·.205 .. 
. 163 ,,.. . 
-.158 .483 .. 
. 379" .230 .. 
.136 
" Corretetion is signmcant et 1he 0.01 level (2-lililed). 
• Correlation Is slgn;r,cant at the 0.05 level (2·1alled). 
" 
AC 
. 189 .258 .. 
-.022 .147 
.129 •.142 
-.o30 
-.173 
·.141 -.231' 
., ... 
-.232" 
.285" 
PTGI Posttraumatlc Growth (ndex; IES Impact or Even15: CC Community Competence: Soc 
Sense of Community; SN Social Networks: SE Sell-Efficacy; TC Task Focused Coping: AC 
Avoidant Coping: EC Emotion Focu ,;ed Coping 
'" 
EC 
.2"1' 
.031 
.011 
-.115 
-.183 
.058 
.63' .. 
.165' 
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Tabla 7.4 presents correlaUons of all the varleb!as for the Eltmouth 
community. Significant correlations ranged from a low negative {-.395) to a medium 
posltlve {.493) correlation. 
Table 7.4 
lntercom;/alions between subsce/es for Exmouth Community 
PTGl 
IES 
cc 
s,c 
" SE TC 
AC 
EC 
01, .. m 
EicP'fl•nce 
Verl•blH 
PTGI IE§! 
.251• 
Community 
R .. 111,nce 
V•rl•bln 
cc soe 
.125 ,157 
-.174 -.oro 
.352 .. 
.. Correlation Is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed}. 
' Correlation Is significant at the 0.05 level (2·1ailed). 
lndlvldu•I 
R11lllence 
v,rl•bl" 
SN ,, 
,015 -,020 
.000 -.321 .. 
.071 .106 
,26'' 
·"'" .151 
TC AC 
.072 ,137 
.095 
·"'" .100 -.052 
•.036 ·.114 
-.157 -.2611" 
·"" 
-.39$ .. 
·"" 
PTGI Postlraumatlc Growth lndeio:: IES Impact of Events: CC Community Competence: SoC 
Sense of Community; SN Social Networks; SE Sel~Effica,;y; TC Task Focused Coping; AC 
Avoid ant Coping; EC Emotion Focused Coping 
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.197 
.OBO 
.224 
·"" -.201
.051 
.,93•• 
.216 .. 
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Kununurra 
Table 7.5 presents correlations of all Iha variables for the Kununurra 
community. Significant correlations ranged from e medium negative (-.365) to a 
medium positive (.704) correlation. 
Table 7. 5 
lntercorrelallons be/ween sub scales for Kununurra Community 
PTGI 
IES 
cc 
SoC 
SN 
" TC 
,c 
,c 
Ol111ter 
Experience 
V1rl1bl11 
PTGI IES 
.519 .. 
Community 
R"lllonce 
V1rl1bl11 
cc soc 
.121 .269' 
•,069 
·"' ,,,.. 
•• CorralaUoo is significant at the Cl.01 leve! (2·lailed). 
' Correlation Is significant at lhe 0.05 laval {2-tajled). 
lndMdu1I 
R11lll1nce 
Vul1bl11 
SN 
" 
·'" 
•.043 
.241 ,,... 
•• 19" 
·'"' .303' ,260'
.323" 
TC ,c 
.289' .162 
·"'" 
.281' 
·"" 
.197 
.103 .H2 
.120 •,105 
., .. •.187 
.370' 
PTGI Pos!traumatlc Growlh lnde~: IES Impact of Events: CC Community Competence; SoC 
Sense or Community; SN Social Networks: SE Self-Efficacy; TC Task Focused Coping: AC 
Avoldant Coping: EC Emotion Focu:sed Coping 
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.168 
·"'' .095
.163 
.082 
.111 
.7CM .. 
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Reuarch QuHtlon Thru · What !1 tht b,st Drtdlctor of D01ttraum1t1c 
stress? 
Residual scatter plots (See Appendix. 6) were ex.amined for posstble 
vlo!allons of assumptions of normality, linearity, homoscedasllclty, and none were 
evldenl Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) Indicate that tolerance tests conducted by 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 11.0 (SPSS) protect against the 
violation of the assumption of multicollinearity. 
Standard Multiple Regressions were then performed In order to determine 
wh!ch variables best predicts post traumatic stress (IES) for each community. 
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-As shown In Table 7.6 emotion-focused coping signlficanlly predicted 
posttraumatic stress (IES) for the Broome community. This model expla!ned 
32.7% of the variance Jn IES. 
Table 7.6 
Predictors for Posttraumatlc stress In Broome (/ES) 
Predictors .... • B R 
Avoidant Coping .163 .297 
Emotion Coping .326 .657 
Task Coping -.159 -.240 
Self-Efficacy -.063 -.178 
Sense of Community -.205 ·.412 
Social Networks .024 .003 
Community Competence .139 .166 
Post Traumatic Growth .237 .132 
Emollon Focused Cop!ng .326 .657" .572 .327 
(F(B,51)=3.096, p>.01] 
N = 175. •• p<.05 
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camarvon 
As shown In Table 7.7 self efficacy, posttraumatlc growth and social networks 
s!gnfficantly predicted posttraumalic stress (IES) for the Camarvon community. 
This model explained 58,7% of the variance !n IES. 
Table 7.7 
Predictors for Posttraumotfc Strass In Camarvon (/ES) 
Prediclol'll Beta B B R 
Avoldant Coping ·.99 .330 
Emotion Coping ·.139 • .348 
Task Coping .233 .513 
= Sense of Community .095 .308 
Community Competence ·.085 • .145 
Self Efficacy ·.261 ·1.051* 
Posttraumallc Growth .596 .470** 
Social Networks .227 .426* .768 .587 
[F(8,53)=9.414, p<.001] 
N = 142, •• p<.05, •• p<.01 
Exmouth 
There were no variables that were significant predictors of posttraumallc 
stress (IES) for the Exmouth community. 
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Kununurra 
As shown In Table 7.8 self-efficacy, posttraumatlc growth and community 
competence significantly predicted posttraumallc stress {IES) for the Kununurra 
community. This model explained 56.2% of the variance in IES. 
Table 7. a 
Predlctora for Posttraumatlc Stress In Kununurra (IES) 
Pradlctora .... e B R 
Avoldant Coping .275 .682 
Emotion Coping .027 .047 
Task Coping ·.006 -.007 
Sense of Community -.136 ·.239 
Socia! Networlls .224 .305 
Self Efficacy -.632 ·2.248 .. 
Posttraumatic Growth .452 . 284°0 
Community Competence .598 .aoa· .835 .562 
(F(B,51)=5.166, p>.002] 
N= 90. •• p<.05, .. p<.01 
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Re111rch Question Four· Whit 1, lht b111 Predictor of po,uraumatlc 
Residual scatter plots (sea Appendix 6) were examined for possible 
violations of the assumptions of normality, linearity, homoscedastlcity, and none 
were evident. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) Indicate that tolerance tests oonducted 
by SPSS protect against the violation of the assumption of multicollnearity. 
Standard Multiple Regressions were then performed In order to determine 
which variables best predicts posttraumatic growth (PTGI) In each community. 
ISO 
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Broome 
As shown In Table 7.9 emot!on-focused coping slgnlflcantly predicted 
posttraumetic growth (PTGI) ln the Broome Community. This model eKplalned 
36.2% of the variance In PTGI. 
Table 7.9 
Predictors forPosttraumetlc Growth /r, the Broome Community (PTGI) 
Predictors Beta • B R 
Avoidanl Coping ·.048 -.156 
Emotlon Coping .315 1.142 
Task Coping .149 .404 
Self-Effi~cy ·.137 ·.696 
Sense of Community ·.187 ·.676 
Soclel Networks .159 .039 
Community Competence ·.021 ·.045 
Impact of Events .226 .405 
Emotion-focused coping .315 1.142• .601 .362 
[F(B,51):3.613, p:>.01] 
N: 175. •• p<.05 
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Cama,ypn 
As shown in Table 7.10 Impact of events (stress) slgnlficanUy prlidlcted 
posttrauma!lc grciwlh (PTGI) In the Camarvon Community. This model explained 
53.9% of lhe variance in PTGI. 
Table7.10 
Predictors for Posttraumatlc Growth In the Camarvon Communlly (PTGI) 
Predictor& .... • 
B R2 .. 
Avoldant Coplng .193 .812 
Emotion Coping 
.208 .660 
Task Coping 
·.156 -.436 
Selr-Efficacy 
-.031 ·.160 
Sense of Community 
.011 .047 
Social Networl<s -.051 -.121 
Community Competence 
.001 .002 
Impact of Events 
.665 ,a44•• .734 .539 
[F(B,53)=7.753, p<.01) 
N = 142. ... p<.01 
Exmoulh 
There were no variables ldentilled that were significant predlclors of 
postlraumatlc growth (PTGI) for lhe Exmoulh community. 
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Kununurra 
There were no variables identified that were slgnmcanl predictors of 
posttraumatlc growth (PTG1) for the Kununurra community. 
Research Question five· Wh•t variables differentiate high and low stre11 
? 
To determine which combinations of variables are predicltve of those people 
that are highly stressed as opposed to those that are not stressed, discriminant 
function analyses (DFA) ware performed for each community. The variables 
utilized to Investigate which factors differentiated those that scored In the top 20% 
on the IES (High stress group) and those that scored In the bottom 20% of the IES 
(low stress group) were SE, CS, SN, CC, SOC, PTGI. Data was screened to test 
Iha assumptions underlying DFA. Multivariate outliers were assessed using 
Mahalanobls distance. Although moderate correlations between variables are 
evident ln some communities, Tabachnlcll and Fidell (2001) argue that slight 
multicollinearity should not present a problem because most DFA programs test for 
this assumption and exclude variables if the assumption Is violated to a great 
extent. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) further argue that when sample sizes are 
equal, robustness of significance tests Is expected. 1n each DFA performed It Is 
important to note that only one function Is needed as only two groups are In the 
analysis (Bishop & Drew, 1999). The variable Group was used as the dependent 
variable (i.e., high or low stress). 
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An examination of the Mahala nob ls distance for the Broome data Indicated 
that no cases exceeded the critical value. The correlations among the independent 
variables ranged from -.275 to .544. An e)(amlnallon of the canonlcal discrJTl!nant 
function Indicates 1 function, which accounts for 100% variance and has a 
canonical correlation or r = 0.643. The high stress group was found to have lower 
self-efficacy, used more emotionally focused coping and had more post traumatic 
growth. Tha low stress group had higher self-efficacy, used less emotionally 
focused coping and had less posttraumatic growth (see Table 7.11). The overall 
correct classification of cases was 82.6%. The percentage of cases correctly 
classified in the high stress group was 61.5% and the low stress group was 65.2%. 
Table7.11 
Discriminators for High and Low Impact of Events (/ES) Groups in the Broome 
Community 
Dl1crimin1tors Function 1 p Sc•leM 
Coeff. High Low 
Postlraumalic Growth (PTGI) .696 .000 49.6 21.7 
Self Efficacy (SE) -.#1 .001 26.0 29.6 
Emolion Coping (EC) .474 .004 32.6 26.5 
(~(8)=45.965, p<.000) 
N = 175. 
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Camarvon 
An examination or the Mahalanobls distance for the Camarvon data 
Indicates that no cases exceeded lhe criUcal value. The correlations among the 
independent variables ranged from -.390 to .481. An examination of the canonical 
discriminant function Indicates 1 function, which accounts for 100% variance and 
has a canonical correlation of r::: 0.887. The high stress group was found to have 
lower self-efficacy, lower scores on the community competence scale, higher 
scores on social network scale and more posttraumatic growth. The low stress 
group had higher scores of self-efficacy, higher scores on the community 
competence scale, lower scores on the social network scale (see Table 7.12). The 
overall correcl classification of cases was 95.8%. The percentage of cases 
correctly classified ln the high stress group was 93.8% and the low stress group 
was 100.0%. 
Table 7.12 
Discriminators for High and Low Impact of Evenls (/ES) Groups In the Cemervon 
Community 
Discriminators 
Self Efficacy (SE) 
Posttraumatlc Growth (PTG1} 
Community Comp. (CC) 
Social Networks (SN) 
Jx2(8):::27.820, p<.001] 
N = 142. 
Function 1 
Coeff 
-.299 
.600 
•,321 
.388 
ISS 
p 
.013 
.000 
.009 
.002 
Scale!! 
High Low 
22.8 27.5 
70.8 20.6 
86.6 95.2 
32.8 21.1 
WA Disiuter CommunlUaa 
Exmouth 
\ 
There. were no variables ldenUfied that could discriminate between the high 
and low posttraumaUc stress (IES) groups for the Exmouth community. 
Kununurra 
An (lxamina1ion of the Mahal en obis dls!ance for the Camervon data 
indicates that no cases exceeded the critical value. The correlations among the 
independent variables ranged' from ·.660 to .760. An examination of the canon\cal 
discriminant function Indicates 1 function, which accounts for 100% variance and 
has a canonical correlallon of r = 0.980. The high stress group was found to have 
higher scores on the posttraumatic growth sca\e than the low stress group (see 
Table 7.13). The overall correct classlflcallon of cases was 100%. The 
percentage of cases correctly classified in the high stress group was 100% and the 
low stress group was 100%. 
Table7.13 
Discriminators for High and Low Impact of Events (/ES) Groups in the Kununumi 
Community 
Discriminators 
Post1raumatl.::: Growth (PTGI) 
[x2(8)=22.510, p<.01J 
N =90. 
Function p Scale M 
Coeff High Low 
.244 .002 50.66 12.14 
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B,u,rch Question Six· Whal Y1ri1bl11 dffferenCiate high ind row growth 
rou ,? 
Discriminant Function Analysis (OFA) was performed to Investigate which 
factors (SE, CS, SN, CC, SOC, IES) dltterentiated lhosa that scored In the top 20% 
on the PTGI (High positive growth group) and those that scored In the bottom 20% 
of the PTGI (low positive growth group). Data was screened to lest the 
assumptions underlying DFA. Multivarlate outliers were assessed using 
Mahalanobis dlslance. 
Although moderate correlations between variables are evident in some 
communities Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) argue that even slight multlcollinearlty 
should not present a problem because SPSS FOR WINDOWS DFA programs test 
for this assumption and exclude varlables if the assumption Is violated to a great 
extent. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) further argue that when sample s!zes are 
equal, robustness of significance tests is expected. The variable Group was used 
as the dependent varlable (i.e., high or low positive growth). 
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An ex:amlnatlon of the Mahalanobls distance Indicates that no cases 
ex:ceeded the crillcal value. The correlations among the Independent variables 
ranged from ·.178 to .562. An ex:aminatlon of the canonk:al discriminant function 
Indicates 1 function which accounts for 100% variance and has a canonical 
correlation of r "'0.730. The high positive growth group was found to have high 
scores on the social network scale, emotion focused coping scale and 
posttraumalic stress, and a low score on the self efficacy scale. The low growth 
group had low scores on the social network scale, emotion focused coping scale 
and posttraumalic stress and a high score on the self efficacy scale (see Table 
7.14), The overall correct ctassificatlon of cases was 84. 1%. The percentage of 
cases correcUy classified in the high positive growth group was 90.9% and the low 
positive growth group was 76.7%. 
Table 7, 14 
Discriminators for High and L.ow Posttraumatic Growth (PTGI) Groups In the 
Broome Community 
Discriminators Function 1 p ScaleM 
Coeff. High ,-
Social Networks (SN) .291 .D18 116.9 45.1 
Self Efficacy (SE) -.275 .025 27.0 29.7 
Emotion Coping (EC) .326 .009 31.5 23.3 
Impact of Evenls (IES) 
[r(8)=43.341, p<,OOOJ 
.868 .000 26.1 4.7 
N = 175. 
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Carnarv9n 
An e1taminatlon of the Mahalanobls distance Indicates that no cases 
exceeded the critical value. The correlat!ons among the Independent variables 
ranged from -.591 to .518. An e1tamination of the canonical discriminant function 
Indicates 1 function which accounts for 100% variance and has a canonical 
corre\at!on of r = 0.807. The high growth group was found to have high scores on 
the social network scale and posttraumatic stress. The low growth group had 
lower scores on the social networl< scale and posttraumallc sires~ scale (see Table 
7 .15). The overall correct classification of cases was 91.7%. The percentage of 
cases correctly classlliecl in the high positlve growth group was 85.7% and Iha low 
positive growth group was 100.0%. 
Table7.15 
Discriminators for High and Low Posttrauma/ic Growth (PTGI) Groups in the 
Camarvon Community 
Dl1crimlnators Function 1 p Scalel!f 
Cooff, High Low 
Social Networl<s (SN) .391 .020 31.8 23.9 
Impact of Events (!ES) .801 .000 50.0 6.6 
[x2(8)=18.993, p<.05J 
N = 142. 
-There were no variables Identified that could discriminate between the high 
and low posttraumatic growth (PTGI) groups for the Exmouth commun!ty. 
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Kununurra 
An examination of the Mahalanobis distance indicates that no cases 
exceeded the ctlUcal value. The correlations among the Independent variables 
ranged from ·.778 to .842. An examination of the canonical discriminant function 
Indicates 1 function which accounts for 100% variance and has a canonical 
correlallon of r = 0.990. The high growth group was found to have a high score 
posttraumatlc stress and a low score on sense of community, where as the low 
growth group had a low score- on posttraumatic stress and a high score on the 
sense of community scale (See Table 7.16). The overall correct classlflcallon of 
cases was 100%. The percentage of cases correctly classlfled In the high positive 
growth group was 100% and the low posltive growth group was 100%. 
Table 7. 16 
Discriminators for High and Low Posttrauma//c Growth (PTGI) Groups in the 
Kununurra Community 
Discriminators Function 1 p ScaleM 
Coeff. High ,-
S. of Community (SoC) .108 .047 25.4 37.8 
Impact or Events (IES) 
[.1{8)=19.55, p<.05] 
.177 .005 24.6 1.0 
N =90 
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Summary and 01,cu11ion of R11ults 
The results from research questions two lo six starts to examine the 
relationships between lhe factors utilized In the present study. This section of the 
present chapter Wiii explore the results presented so far and discuss the results In 
relation lo each community. 
Broome 
Broome Is the largest and one of lhe oldest communities ullHzed In the 
present study. Settled In 1663, Broome has over 13 000 residents of which a 
majority have lived In their own homes for 10 years or less. Broome residents are 
most like the Australian avera-ga, there are 2.6 people par household, !he average 
age Is 37, and they have a weekly family Income of between $800·999 a week. 
For the residents of Broome the wet season (November lo April) brings Iha threat 
and reality of tropical cyclones. In the period preceding the present study Broome 
endured three cyclone events large enough lo be recorded on EMAtrack. These 
events occurred In April and December 2000, and January 2001, cyclones Rosita, 
Sam and Terri, respectively. Within !he present studies' catchment period (3 
years) Broome registered the most events, and was possibly threatened by others. 
The goal of the present study was to determine the relationships between 
the factors Identified in study one and then determine how lhese factors Impact on 
the slfess and growth response from the disaster. In the case of Broome the 
correlation matrix (table 7.2) indicates that there are e number of significant 
relatlonshlps between the factors Identified ln sludy one, The strongest 
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relationship is \hat between posttraumatic stress and posttraumallc growth (.443), 
this Indicates that for Broome residents those that experience high stress are llkely 
to experience high growth. For the community variables there are relationships 
between community competence, sense of community (.266) and soclal networks 
(.269) both Indicating that a more competent community means Individuals have a 
higher sense of community and a larger social network. Self-efficacy relates to 
sense of community (.222), which Indicates that those that are more self-
efficacious are also more likely to feel attached to the Broome community. 
Alongside the role of coping; in Broome emotion focused coping Is related to 
posttraumalic stress (.222), to posllraumatic growth (.341 ), lo social networks 
(.433), and to task-focused cop!ng (.239). These relation ships suggest that 
Broome resldenls, who cope with disasters by focusing on their emotions, are also 
likely to have Increased posttraumalic growth and posttraumatic stress, have larger 
social networks, and also use task-focused coping. This ls also supported by task-
focused 'copers' who are more likely to have higher levels of posttraumatlo growth 
(.174). For Broome residents the use of avoidance as a coping mechanism ls 
related to higher levels of task-focused coping. 
Multiple regression determined which variables best predict posttraumatlc 
stress and posttraumatlc growth. In both cases the significant predictor was 
emotion-focused coping. For posttraumatic stress emotion focused coping 
accounted for approximately 33% of the variance Indicating that two thirds of the 
variation is left unexplained. For posttraumalic growth there is only a slight 
increase in the variance explained by emotion focused coping (36%). In regard to 
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facilitating or alleviating stress or growth In the Broome community, emotion 
focused coping mechanisms would be the suggested target which !s In contrast lo 
previous research which indicated that task-focused coping mechanisms relate to 
reduced sires:. levels {Bishop el al., 2000). CriUcal incident stress debriefing 
programs have often been criticized for their reliance on emotion-focused 
mechanisms (Moran, 1998), Possibly Sroome residents are used to this type of 
"debriefing" as they are regularly threatened by cyclones, and therefore em oil on 
focused coping mechanisms may be more salient. 
To further determine the variables that influence stress and growth In 
Broome a DFA was performed to highllghl which variables differentiate those 
residents that obtained high slress scores and those that obtained low stress 
scores. The discriminating variables were posttraumatic growth, self-efficacy and 
emotion-focused coping. Therefore, those residents that have a high 
posttraumatlc stress score, have more posllfaumatic growth (49.8), use more 
emotion focused coping mechanisms {32.6) and are less self-efficacious (26.0). 
For those residents that have a low posttraumatlc stress score, they experience 
less posttraumatlc growth (21.7), use less emotion focused coping mechanisms 
(26.5) and are more self-efficacious (29.6). 
The discriminating vartables between those Broome residents with high and 
low posttraumat!c growth scores were posttraumatlc stress, emotion focused 
coping, sell-efficacy and social networks. Residents that scored high on the 
growth scale also scored high on the stress scale (26.1 ), used more emotion 
focused coping mechanisms (31.5), had larger social networks (116.9) and were 
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less self-efficacious (27.0). Residents that scored low on the growth scale also 
scored low on the slress scale (4.7), used less emotion focused coping 
mechanisms (23.3), had smaller social networks (45.1) and were more self· 
efficacious (29.7). The OFA results support the Idea that the service orientation of 
Broome may encourage less Individual (self) action as self-efficacy Is a 
discriminator for both high and low s!ress and growth grot1ps Indicating that those 
with low slress and low growth are more self-efficacious. 
For Iha community or Broome the results of the correlations, regressions 
and OFA present a converging view of the rela!lonsh!ps between the variables 
presented In the present study. There is strong evidence lo support that 
posttraumatic stress and posttraumatic growth In Broome are clearly related lo 
each other. Both the correlations and Iha DFA Indicate the relationsh!p and their 
role In distinguishing high and low stress and growth groups. Emotion focused 
coping mechanisms are also suggested as predictive of stress and growth and also 
as a discriminator between high and low stress and growth groups. For Broome 
the Individual variables (self efficacy, coping and social networks) tend to feature 
more strongly in supporting stress and growth, as lnd!ca!ed by the regression and 
DFA. As Broome Is a larger centre in northern Western Australia and the main 
............ , 
g;,1eway to other towns in the north of the state, it has an extensive tourist and 
service Industry that Is more akin lo a 'well oiled machine' in regards to handllng 
cydone events. The Broome community has a history of coping wlth cyclone 
events and this may encourage the salience of Individual factors like coping, self-
efficacy and social networks for Its residents. The community factors may have 
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become less salient and more latent because of the long establishment time since 
settlement (Bishop, Coakes & O'Rozario, 2002). Longer established communlHes 
exhibit a well.grained community spirit that undeiplns lhe funclions of the 
community. This may be evidenced in the correlatlon matrix where the relative 
Importance of the community variables ls established through their significant 
relalionships to different Individual variables. On the other hand the salience of the 
lndivldual variables may Indicate the Influence of the transient nature of a large 
proportion of the population as evidenced in the lime period people live In Broome. 
C•rn•rvon 
The community of Carnarvon Is the oldest town site utilized in the present 
study. Settled In 1876 lhe majority of its population of 7300 has lived In their own 
homes for one to live years. Although the family weekly Income Is Identical to the 
Austral!an medlan ($800-999) there are more persons per household (3.6) and the 
median monthly mortgage repayments (600-799) are less than the Australian 
median. Camarvon residents do not generally consider their town to be prone to 
cyclones. They do recognize that cyclones are a threat however there have been 
few events In the past two decades that many locals consider noteworthy. 
Carnarvon has been Included In the present study as In March 2000 cyclone Sieve 
caused sufficient damage to warrant federal assistance. 
Correlations Indicated a number of significant relationships (table 7.3). A 
moderale significant corre!ation was found between posttraumatic stress and 
posttraumatlc growth lndicalln,11 that ror Camarvon residents' disaster stress relates 
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to disaster growth. Disaster growth Is also associated with self-efficacy {-.205) In 
that Increase In growth residents report the less self efficacious behavior they 
report. Coping in the form of avoldant behaviors (.258) and emotion-focused 
behaviors (.240) are also associated with higher reports of growth. For disaster 
stress there Is a negative relationship wlth self-efficacy (·.355), which lndlcales that 
the more stress the less self-efficacious the residents are. Self-efficacy Is also 
related to community competence (.483), sense of community (.230) and task· 
focused coping (.240), which indicates that the more selr·efflcacious the more 
attached to the community residents feel, the more self-efficacious the more 
competent lhe community, and the more self-efficacious the more task-focused 
coping mechanisms are used. The different coping styles are all significanlly 
related to each other indicating that residents Iha! cope emotionally are likely lo 
" also use more task- focused coping and avoldant coping mechanisms I.e., 
emo!!on-focused coping and avoldant coping (.185), emotion-focused coping and 
task focused coping (.634), and task focused coping and avo!dant coping (.285). 
Flnally for the Individual factors social networks are negatively related to avo!danl 
coping (·.231) indicating that the more people in the network the less avo!dant 
coping mechanisms are used. With regard lo the community variables sense of 
community relates to community competence (.344), Indicating that the more 
competent the community the more attached the resident feels, and the larger the 
social networks (.379) Indicating the larger the network the more attached the 
resident feels. 
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The correlation analysis h!ghlighled the consistency with which self-efficacy 
and avoldant coping feature. Avoidant coping correlates wilh the individual 
variables (coping, efficacy, netwoli<s) and postlraumatic growth. These results 
support recant research, which find Iha! complacency Is a common theme for 
Camarvon resldenls when ii comes to cyclone preparedness behavior (Evans, 
Holmes & Pooley, 2004). The self-efficacy results may also be interpreted to mean 
I hat residents feel that they are capable of handling cyclone events, as they have 
not experienced many and are unaware of what the impact may really mean. 
The resulls of the mulUple regressions further define the relationships 
·between stress and growth ln lt1al the significant predictor of growth is stress, 
which accounts for approxlmately 54% of the variance In growth scores. The 
significant predictors of stress, which account for approximately 59% of the 
variation in stress scores, are self-efficacy, posttraumabc growth and social 
netwon<s. Self-efficacy is an important factor lo disaster stress In Camarvon as Is 
indicated by Iha correlations and the regresiiion. However more clearly Is the link 
between disaster stress and growth being Illuminated for Camarvon residents. 
The OFA fur!her amplifies the relationship between disaster stress and 
growth for Camarvon residents, as the factors that discriminate hetween high and 
low stress-scoring groups are self-efficacy, community competence, social 
netwon<s and posttraumatic growth. Th!s indicates thal those with high stress 
scores are less self-efficacious {22.8). rate their community as less competent 
(86.6), have larger social netwon<s {32.8) and more posttraumatlc growth (70.8). 
For those that scored low on the stress scale they are more self-efficacious (27.5), 
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' r8te their community as more competent (95.2), have smaller social networks 
(21.1) and report less posttraumatlc growth (20.6). For the high and low growth 
groups the discriminating factors are social networks, where the high growth group 
(31.8) have larger networks then the low growth group (23.9~ and disaster stress, 
where the high growth gro11p report higher rates of stress (50) than the low growth 
group (4.4). 
Exmouth 
Exmouth Is the youngest and smallest (population approx. 3200 residents) 
community In the present study. Although settled in 1963, of the four communities 
In the present study, Exmouth has the highest rate of home ownership (61%) and 
the oldest median age of 44 years {ten years older than the Australian median). 
With 3.1 members per household and with Iha Australian median weekly family 
Income ($800-999) !he majority of residents live in Exmouth for a period of 10 
years or less. 
Exmoulh has been included ln the present study, as within the relevant 
study period the community has needed national assistance for cyclone Vance in 
March 1999 and cyclone Steve !n March 2000. Cyclone Vance was particularly 
difficult for Exmouth as !he town site was extremely damaged by what are !he 
highest wind speeds recorded on Australian mainland and the storm surge that 
ensued (www.bom.gov .au/announcementslmedia-releaseslwalwaro-
19990323.shtml). 
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The relalionships between the factors In the correlation matrix Indicate 
significance for posttraumatic stress and posttraumatic growth however lfle 
correlation is low positive (.251) indicaling that the more posttrnumatic stress the 
more posttraumatic growth. Stress Is a!so negatively related to se!r·efficacy (·.321) 
which Indicates that the more stress the less self-efficacious behaviors residents 
report, and poslllvely related to avoldant coping (.304) wh!ch indicates that the 
more stress the more avoidant coping mechanisms are utilized. Emotion focused 
coping rela1es lo both avoidanl coping {.216) and task coping (.493) which 
indicates that more emotion coping is related to more avoldant coping, and more 
emotion coping Is related to more task coping. Avoldant coping also negatively 
relates 10 self-efficacy (·.395) and social networks {-.288), which suggests that 
Increased use of avoldant coping is coupled with less self-efficacy, and more 
avo!dant coping is also associated wi1h smaller social networks. 
With regard to the community factors the link to the individual factors is 
through sense of community snd soc!al networks (.260) and sense of community 
and self-efficacy (.303). In Exmouth the more attached residents are to their 
community the more self-efficacious they are. The larger the social networks the 
more residents feel attached lo Exmouth. Finally sense of community relates to 
how competent the E•mouth community Is (.352) in that the more attached 
residents feel the more competent \he community is perceived lo be. 
To further define 1hese relationships multiple regression was used to 
determine what were significant predictors of stress and growth, however none of 
the factors in the analysis were found to be significant of either stress or growth. 
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DFA also failed lo Isolate fa,ctors which discriminate belWeen high and low stress 
groups and high and low grow1h groups. An explanation of this may be thal the 
variables utilized In lhe present study are not related to the stress and growlh 
constructs Jn EJ(mouth. However as was indicated In the correlation analysis, 
stress and growth had a posUlve low correlation {.251 ). Further to this, few of the 
other variables did correlate with eUher stress or growth. Jn fact for growth there 
were no other significant correlating variables and for stress, self-efficacy and 
avoid ant coping had significant low posiUve correlations. 
Kununurra 
Kununurra is the most northern town site in Western Aus!ralia. With a small 
populaUon of 5300 residents there are 3.8 people per household and the median 
age Is 37. For lhis !own eslablished In 1958 a majority of the Kununurra sample 
remain In the community for less than five years in rental properties. This short-
term rental market ls also evident in the median weekly family Income {$1000-
1199), which is the highest Income for all the communities, In the present study, 
and higher th;;in the Australian median income. For Kununurra residents the 
threat of a cyclone is i.omewhat different from the olher three communities. 
Kununurr;;i more often has lo deal with !he after effects of a cyclone i.e., noodlng. 
rather than the cyclone Itself. For inclusion in the present study Kununurra 
obtained. federal assistance for cyclone Steve In March 2000 and noodlng from 
cyclone Chris in February 2002. 
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With regard to the results of the analysis of the Kununurra data, a significant 
moderate positive relationship was evident between posllfaumatic stress and 
posttraumatic growth (.541) indicating that for Kununurra residents the more stress 
associated with cyclone events the greater the posttraumaUc growth. 
Correspondingly the grea!er use of avoidant coping (.258) and the greater use of 
emotion-focused coping (.240) were also independently correlated with 
posttraumatic growth. Bo1h posttraumat!c growth and posttrauma!ic stress 
Independently correlated negatively with self-efficacy indicating I hat when stress or 
growth increases self-efficacy decreeses. 
The coping scales are correlated, emotion focused coping correlated with 
avoidant coping (.185). avoidant coping correlates wi1h task-focused coping (.285) 
and task-focused coping correlated with emotion-focused coping (.634), all which 
Indicate that increases in one type or coping increases the likelihood of the use of 
the o1her types of coping. Avoldant coping also correlates wlth selr-efficacy (-.232) 
indicating that the more self-efficacious residents are the- less they use avoidance 
mechanisms as a way or coping, and social networks (·.231) indicating that the 
smaller the network the grea1er the use of avoid ant coping mechanisms. However 
the relationship between self-efficacy and task focused coping Indicates that the 
higher ories self-efficacy the more they use task focused coping (.240). 
The community variables correlate with each other and therefore a more 
compe1erit community has reslderi1s that are more attached to it (.477). Serise of 
commuriity also relates to social rietworks (.303) arid self-efficacy (.260) lridica1ing 
that the larger the social rietwork the less attachmerit arid the rnore self-efficacious 
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the more attachment to the Kununurra community. Finally community competence 
also relates to self-efficacy (.332) where the more competent the community the 
more self-efficacious residents are. 
For 1he Kununurra residents one of the main variables to correlate with 
many of the other variables Is sell-efficacy. Further analysis reveals more about 
the Importance of this variable. In terms ol lhe significant predictors of 
posttraumatic stress, self-efficacy, posllraumatlc growth and community 
competence account for 56% of the variation In stress responses. However 
through the DFA the variable that discriminates between the high and low stress 
group is posttraumatic growth. The high stress group has much higher rates of 
growth (50.6) than the low s!ress group (12.1). This would seem to suggest that 
self-efficacy Is an Important link for the community variable In understanding 
Kununurra residents' experience of stress. 
In terms of predictors of poRttraumatlc growth the multiple regression 
indicates there are none, however in terms of discriminating between high and low 
growth groups, the high growth group scores higher on posttraumalic stress (24.6) 
and lower on sense of community (25.4) than the low growth group (Stress 1.0 and 
soc 37.8). 
These results Indicate Is that in each of the four different communities 
different factors are salient. Whal Is less clear is what factors within the 
communities mediate the disaster experience. That is, what are the Individual and 
community factors that mediate disaster stress and disaster growth? In order to 
s1art to understand how these factors medlale the dlsasler experience the next 
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section reports on the utility of path analysis to define the paths explicit In the data 
obtained from !he four indivldual communlUes. 
Path Analysis : Ob!eclives and Model Overview 
The research question addressed In this section ls - Whal are the 
community and individual factors that mediate the disaster experience In different 
disaster communl!les? 
In order to answer thts question path analysis was chosen as ii is one form 
of structural equation modeling the! allows the testing of the causal ordering of a 
set of variables. In path analysls a general model with hypothesized relationships ls 
presented and then the researcher is able to test whether the observed da!a Js 
consistent with the generalized model. The hypothesized re!allonshlps are derived 
from a well articulated and evidenced argument based Oil the literature (Klem. 
1995). 
As path analysis Is based on correlations and regression, many of the same 
assumption$ apply. First, that lhe variables Involved in the model are measured on 
an interval scale. Second, that all variables are accurately measured, lo ensure no 
measurement error, and that the variables are specified correc11y, to reduce 
specification error. Although every precaution needs to be taken to measure the 
variables correctly and to ensure that the model is based on sound theory, It is 
difficult to adhere to these assumptions (Klem, 1995). 
With regard to the assumptions underlying correlation and regression 
respectively. the Issue of linearity and mulUcollnearity are also an issue for path 
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analysis. In the case of linearity it is lmpor1anl to Inspect the scatterplots. In the 
case of multicolinearity, if the predictor variables are h!ghly Intercorrelated then 
there are problems with !he estlmales observed. Minimizing measurement and 
specification error, and Inspecting the correlations between tha variables utilized 
will reduce the issue of multicollnearity becoming a problem (Klem, 1995). 
However, as detailed earlier, Tabachnlck and Fidell (2001) indicate that tolerance 
lesls conducted by SPSS protect against the vlotalion of the assumption of 
multicollnearity. 
Another issue with regard to path analysis Is sample size. Ideally 
Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) report tho! around 200 cases is suitable for a small to 
medium model, however it Is considered reasonable lo have 5-10 cases per 
estimated parameter (Klem, 1995). In the present study each community's data 
falls within these limits. 
The Generalized Hyp9th9tlca1 Model 
The proposed sequence for the generalized model. in terms of the 
community and individual variables is as follows 
IV IV v 
Community variables ---+ Individual Variables ~ Disaster 
Experience 
(Stress, Growth). 
This hypothesized mode! was established by treating community variables 
and Individual variables as independent variables, and stress and growth as 
dependant variables. There were two independent community variables, 
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community competence and sense of community, and five lndlvldual variables, self 
efficacy, coping style, social networks, disaster stress and disaster growth. Table 
7.17 summarizes these measures: their name: their abbreviations to be used In the 
path models, and how they were derived. 
Table7.17 
The Disaster Experience Model: Independent and Dependant Variables 
lndependsnt Variables 
Community Individual 
Communit)' Competence 
cc 
Study One 
Llleralure 
Sense of Communlly 
soc 
Study One 
Lllerature 
Sell Efficacy 
" Study One 
Lllereture 
Task Coping 
TC 
Lllerature 
Study One 
Emotkin Coping 
,c 
Lltera1ure 
Study One 
Moldenl Coping 
AC 
Llleralure 
Social Networ1<s 
SN 
Study One 
Literature 
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Dependent Variables 
Dl111ter Experience 
Disasler Stress 
IES 
Literature 
Dlsasler Growth 
PTGI 
Literature 
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The model thus predicts slgnlficanl pathways between the two community 
variables and the five individual variables as illuslrated in Figure 7.1. 
Community 
Resilience 
Variables 
cc 
SoC 
Individual 
Resilience 
Variables 
SE 
TC 
EC 
AC 
SN 
Disaster 
Experience 
Variables 
1rrm 
JES 
Figure 7.1 Hypothesized Associations between Community Resilience Variables, 
Individual Resilience Variables and Disaster Experience Variables 
PTGI Pos11raumatic Growth lnde~; IES Impact of Events; CC Community Compelsnce: SoC 
Sense or Community; SN Social Nelwor11s: SE Self·Eff<..icy: TC Task Focused Coping: AC 
Avoldan1 Coping: EC Emotion Focused Coping 
The associations between the community variables and Individual 
variables have been established by many researchers Interested In understanding 
the link between Individuals and communities In stressful situations. Specifically 
the concepts of sense of community, selr efficacy, coping, and social networks 
have all been studied in dlffefent contexts for example, environmental degradation 
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(Bishop el al, 2000), hazar<bus waste facll\ties (Bachrach & Zaulra, 1985), and 
volcanlc th reals .(Paton, 1999). Quite specifically these studies indicate that the 
community variables underpin the Individual variables. 
It Is hypothesized that the Individual variables will be enhanced by the 
community variables. Therefore indlvidua\s with more self-efficacy, larger social 
networks and those using a task focused coping style will be supported by a strong 
sense or atlachment (sense of community) to a competent community. 
In terms of the relationships between the Individual variables and the 
disaster experience variables, chapter 2 discussed the research Indicating specific 
individual factors (self-efficacy, coping styles and for social networks) and there 
relationship lo posttraumallc stress. Further to this, posttraumatic growth, a more 
recently researched construct, has also been hypothesized as being associated 
with these Individual variables and Importantly the Inclusion of posttraumattc stress 
Is paramount In understanding the whole disaster experience (Tedeschi & 
Calhoun, 1998). Alongside this is the recognltion that these variables need to be 
considered in context. 
Path Analysls Method for Present Study 
ln order to obtain the path coefficients for the disaster experience model a 
number or multiple regressions were performed. Table 7.18 details the variables 
used !n the regression analyses In order to obtain the path coefficients. The resuls 
are presented graphically under each community heading. The moJel was 
trimmed according to Klem (1995) that Is path co-efficients wera re-estimated with 
the redundant paths excluded (also excluded In the diagram). 
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Table7.18 
Variables Used in Regression Analyses 
Model Dependent Variable 
Oisas!er Experience Pos1 Traumatic Growth 
lmp;,c:t of Events 
Se~ Efficacy 
S<Kial Network 
Coping Style 
Broome Community path Mgdel 
WA Oiusler Communities 
Independent Variable 
Sell Effic:acy 
Co~ng Slyle 
Social Nelwllrk 
Self Efficacy 
Coping S1yle 
Social Nelwllrk 
Commun~y Competence 
Sense of Community 
Communlly Compe1ence 
Sense of Community 
Community Competern;e 
Sense of Community 
The palh model (see figure 7.2) for Broome. observes that only one of the 
wmmunity variables (SoC), predicts two of the Individual variables, self-efficacy(· 
.318) and social networks (-.206). For Broome residents this suggests thal the 
more attached the residents are to the community the more self-efficacious they 
are and the larger lhe social networks they have. 
In terms of the Individual level variables that predict stress and growth. 
Emotion focused coping best predicts growth (.396) which Indicates that the more 
emotion focused coping mechanisms are utilized the greater the resulting growth. 
EC a!so predict stress (.283) which suggests the same positive relationship as 
growth, the more stress results from a more emotion focused coping style. Stress 
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Is also predicted by the use of avoldanl coping mechanisms (.253), the more these 
avoldanl coping mechanisms are used the more stress results. 
In lhe Broome model community variables do predict Individual variables, 
however not the same lndlvlduel variables predict the disasler experience 
variables. 
Cornmunity 
Realllenca 
V1rl1ble1 
soc 
.,~ 
lndlvldual 
R11lllence 
Vsrl1blas 
SE 
AC 
EC 
SN 
Disaster 
Experience 
V1rlabl11 
.m 
JES 
·'" 
,,. PTGI 
Figure 7.2 Observed Associations between the Community, lndlvldual Variables, 
and Posttraumatic Stress and Growth In Broome 
C1m1ryon Communltv Patt, Model 
The path model for Camarvon (see figure 7.3) supports the hypothesis that 
community variables act as antecedents to lhe Individual variables with regard lo 
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stress and growth. The model suggests two pathways for resident's disaster 
experience, where, both of these pathways result In a stress and growth outcome. 
For stress the best predictor ls seU-efficacy (-.369), which Is also the best predictor 
of growth (·.267). The first pathway Indicates that residents that perceive 
Camarvon to be a competent community are more likely to have higher levels of 
seU-efficacy and thus experience less stress and less growth. The second path 
suggests that a resident that Is a11ached to a smaller number of other residents 
experience greater stress (.362) and greater growth (.257). 
Community Individual Disaster 
Res Ille nee Reslllem:e Experience 
V•rlables Vari ables Varlabln 
. .,., 
cc .~18 SE JES 
-.167 
.,., 
s,c SN l'TGJ 
.157 
Figure 7.3 Observed Associations between the Community, Individual Variables, 
and Posttraumatlc Stress and Growth In Camarvon 
Exmouth Cqmmunlty P,Uh Modfl 
The path model for Ex mouth (see Figure 7.4) does 1101 support the 
hypothesis that community variables act as antecedents to the Individual variables 
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with regard to stress and growth. Stress and growth fail to be predicted in this 
model. In Exmouth a sense of community best predicts social networks (.380) 
Indicating I hat a higher SoC Indicates a larger SN, therefore suggesting that a 
resident that is more attached to the community is likely to know more peop!e. A 
second pathway Indicates that sense of community predicts self-efficacy (.365) 
which suggests that la more attached to the community wlll be more self· 
efficacious. 
The failure of stress end growth to be a significant part of the model Is 
supported by the results gained by the multiple regressions and DFA where stress 
and growth dld not produce significant results. The reasons for this may be 
beyond Iha scope of the present study, as the variables uUllzed in the present 
study, are not significantly Involved In the model for understanding Exmouth's 
experience of disasters. 
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Variables 
soc 
... 
lndlvldual 
Resilience 
Vari ables 
SE 
SN 
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Disaster 
Experience 
Variables 
Figure 7.4 Observed Associations between the Community, Individual Variables, 
and Posttraumatlc Stress and Growth In Exmouth 
Kununurra Community Path Model 
The Kununurra model (see Figure 7,5) falls to provide any further 
understanding of the variables utlllzed In the present study. However a significant 
link Is observed between CC and SN In that a competent community predicts social 
networks (.442). This pathway suggests that the more competent a community the 
larger the social network. 
Again the failure of the other variables to be observed In Kununurra's model 
Indicate that the varlables are not relevant to lh!s community at this time or that 
other variables may be Important that are beyond what the scope of the current 
study Investigated. 
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Community 
Resillence 
Variables 
cc 
,., 
Individual 
Realllence 
Vari ables 
~I SN 
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Dlsaeter 
Experience 
Variables 
Figure 7.5 Observed Associations between the Commun tty, Individual Variables, 
end Posttraumatic Stress and Growth ln Exmoulh 
Combined Path Model 
The general hypothetical model (see Figure 7, 1) was obtained from the 
relattonshlps evident In the llterature, as Indicated earl!er. A table of the means and 
standard deviations for all variables and a correlation matrix Is provided In 
Appendix H. In order to understand the relatlonshlps between each variable utilized 
Jn the general hypothetical model all four communmes were combined Into one 
data set. Although this may seem counter intu!tlve to the explication of the 
contextual argument presented In this current thesis, the analysis of the entire data 
set Into a combined path model (see Figure 7.6) would l!lumlnale the relat!onshlps 
between the variables, as In the literature, and would serve to highlight the Impact 
of the contextual factors in each of Iha lndlviduat community models. 
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Disaster 
Experience 
Variables 
~~.;,._"~  _,.,.,? .m I ms 
.. ~ AC 
soc 
EC 
.m 
.IJl 
,198 
PTGJ 
SN 
.ll7 
Figure 7.6 Observed Associations between the Community, lndMdual Variables, 
and Posttraumat!c Stress and Growth In The Combined Communities of Broome, 
Carnarvon, Kununurra and Exmouth 
This model Indicates that the best predictor of stress Is avoldant coping 
{.184). The more avoldanl coping mechanisms are used the greater the stress 
outcome. The other predictor of stress is self-efficacy (-.145) which indicates that 
the higher the self efficacy the lower the stress outcome. For growth the best 
predictor Is emot!on focused coping(, 198) which Indicates the greater the use of 
emotions coping strategies the more posttraumatlc growth is experienced. The 
other predictors of growth are social networks (.127) and avoid ant coping (.124). 
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These Indicate that the larger the social netwolk, the more growth Is experienced 
and the more avoid ant coping stralegles are used the higher the higher the growth. 
ln thls model the communlty factors are mediated through two of the 
indivldual level variables, self-efficacy and social networks. Specifically the more 
competent the community, the more self-efficacious are residents (-.153). On the 
other hand the best predictor of self-efficacy is sense of community (.166) 
Indicating that the more attached lo !he community the h!gher resident's self· 
efficacy. Soc also predicts SN (.133) indicating that the more attached to the 
community the larger the social network residents have. 
Summary of Path Analysis Rasults 
Overall, the results of the present study are consistent but somewhat 
different to the hypothesized predictions. In the combined model the community 
factors are mediated through two of the individual factors, self-efficacy and social 
netwolks. In terms of the individual varlables predicting stress and growth self-
efficacy, social networks and only two of the coping styles (emoUon focused and 
avoldanl) were significant. 
In the Individual community models, a community variable is a significant 
predictor of both or either self-efficacy and/or social networks ln Broome, 
Camarvon, Kununurra and Exmoulh. However not all of the Individual community 
models were able to observe significant relatlonshlps between the individual 
variables and stress and/or growth. In Exmouth and Kununurra stress and growth 
are not observed In the models al all, even though a pathway was observed 
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between a community variable and an Individual variable. In Broome two of the 
coping style variables predict stress andfor growth; however the lndlvldual 
variables that are predicted by the community variables are self-efficacy and social 
networks. 
In terms of the path model results the combined model provides the best 
representation of the generalized hypothet!cal model. The next chapter will 
discuss this further laking Into c:onslderallon all of the results obtained from the 
present study, 
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CHAPTERS 
Final Discussion 
"To develop a way forward needs some resources but more 
Importantly diversity, awareness and education in the community to 
progress Sllccessfully ........ We need to realise the potentral, socially, 
envlronmentally and economlcally, bulld capacity." 
(Comment from a 41-50 year old male who h11 llved In Kununurra for Syaars) 
Alms of This Chapter 
The key aim of this research was to explore and understand the Western 
Australian disaster experience. This chapter presents an ove,vlew of research 
findings and also the conlrlbutlon that this research has made lo the disaster 
research area. In particular a discussion of the results of each of the community 
path models, presented In the previous chapter, Is undertakun lo provide an 
understanding for the Importance of context for the present research. The results 
of the thesis are then discussed in relation to the accumulatlon of knowledge 
regarding the variables examined. The final discussion focuses on the connections, 
through contribution of the present study lo theory, methodology and poUcy, and 
unresolved Issues, through reflections, In an attempt to draw together the key 
threads undertylng this research. Flnally suggestions ere made for future research 
and some personal thoughts of the researcher are shared. 
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Dr,cuBSlon 
The current research sought to obtain from the literature, and from some a 
sample of a Western Australian disaster community salient variables relevant to 
the Western Austra1Jan disaster experience. In order to do this two studies were 
designed. Study one sought to explore the factors relevant to a Western Austral!an 
disaster community (Darlington). Study two sought lo determine the relevance of 
these factors, hlgh!ighled in study one, and in addition relevant factors suggested 
by the literature, to other Western Australfan disaster communities. Further to this, 
each study utilized different methodcloglcal approaches: qual!talive and 
quantitative, to identify the variables and understand their relevance In context. 
In study one (Chapter 5) a number of factors were Identified as Important to 
the experience of community members In a bushfire experienced and threatened 
community. The factors Identified consisted of three Individual factors; self· 
efficacy, social networks and coping styles. In the literature these factors are seen 
as central to the way In whictl individuals cope and survive across many different 
disaster scenarios. These variables were also central to the way In which the 
Darlington residents were able to deal with living In a community that Is seasonally 
threatened by bushfires. 
At Iha community level, two distinct factors emerged as being important to 
the Darling ten community. In the literature these community variables have also 
been recognized as Jmportenl to different disasters I.e., lands!ldes, volcanic 
eruptions and hazardous waste facilities (Bachrach & Zautra, 1965; Bishop et al, 
2000; Paton el al, 2001). Fer DartJngton residents ii was the attachment (sense of 
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community) that residents reported which determined their desire lo remain In their 
community, and the way that Darlington, as a whole community, is able to facilitate 
and manage Its processes of being a community and coming together when and 
where necessary that was seen as important lo the experience of the lndlv!dual 
members. 
The factors Identified (self-efficacy, coping style, social networks, sense of 
community and community competence) presented a more comprehensive picture 
of the possible variables that may mediate the disaster experience. In the literature 
reported In this thesis, no other study has examined all of these variables at one 
llme when looking al a disaster community and the disaster experience. 
Bulldlng on study one, study two Included other variables Identified In the 
literature. For example In relation to looking at the disaster experience Iha most 
common outcome presented In the literature Is a stress response. However more 
recently the literature dealing with adverse events has Identified the concept of 
posllfaumatlc growth as an Important outcome of a lraumallo experience (Tedeschi 
& Calhoun, 1996). As the study two was designed lo investigate the Western 
Australian disaster experience ii was necessary lo Include both the concepts of 
stress and posttraumatlc growth In understanding Western Auslrallan disaster 
communllles. Therefore, study two (chapter 6) examines the communltyvarlables 
(sense of community, community competence), the individual variables (self· 
efficacy, coping style, social networks) and disaster stress and growth constructs In 
four different communltles to determine the relevance of the variables to each 
other, the impact of the community variables and lnd!vldual variables to the 
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disaster experience, and the relevance of the contextual factors in the Interplay of 
these variables In disaster communities. 
The research questions aimed to lnltlally, Identify the sallent variables In the 
experience of an Australian disaster community, second to determine the 
underlying relationships between the Identified variables, third, lo high Ilg ht which 
community and Individual variables were predictive of, or were able to differentiate 
the disaster experience and finally at the community level Illuminate the underiy!ng 
psychological structures the! determined the community's disaster experience. 
In order to build a picture, as comprehensive as possible, of the Western 
Australlan disaster experience, a number of analyses were utilized. First, a 
qualitatlve study (study one) ullllzfng different data gathering techniques (Interviews 
and a focus group) was undertaken to determine the sallent factors to a Western 
Australian disaster community. These factors were then Incorporated Into a large 
survey (study two) aimed at looking al four different communities to determine how 
the Identified variables related to each other. The community's chosen (Broome, 
Carnarvon, Exmouth and Kununurra) have varying disaster experiences and 
histories, and therefore the analysis chosen enabled the differences between the 
communities to be examined relatlve to their specific contexts. 
II was Important that each part of the analysls built on the next to provide a 
comprehensive view of the data. Correlations enabled an understanding of the 
relatlonshfps between the variables; multiple regression determined which 
variables could predict the disaster experience variables; DFA highlJghted which 
variables differentiated those residents ln each community lhet are highly stressed 
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or have experienced high growth and those residents that are at the other end of 
the spectrum; and finally path analysis was used to examine the underlying 
structures of the variables In the disaster experience of each of the four 
communities. 
The next section wlll discuss the results presented In the previous chapter 
related lo the path analytic models observed in each of the four communities, 
Further to this the importance of Iha context is discussed where an examination of 
the combined path model Is also undertaken. 
D1scus9l9p of the Community Path Models 
Broome 
The path model produced for the Broome community provides some 
evidence lo support that community variables act as antecedents to the Individual 
variables (see figure 7.2). First, the path mode! establishes the connection 
between the community variable Soc and the Individual variables, SE (·.318) and 
SN (-.206). The path model also establlshes connections between the two coping 
styles (AC and EC) and stress (.253 and .283 respectively) and EC and growth 
(.396). Therefore for Broome residents who are more attached to the community 
are likely to have larger social networks, and those more attached wlll be more self 
efficacious. On the other hand those residents that use avoidance lo cope wJ!I be 
more stressed and those that use emotion coping mechanisms wlll be more 
stressed but experience more growth. 
II would seem that there are two separate models being observed, however 
when you take Into account the other analyses, there are other relatlonshlps that 
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are also apparent and Important. There are relallonshJps between the fndlvldual 
variables that the path model could not account for, For example SE correlates to 
AC (·.296) and SN correlates lo EC (.239). These relalfonshlps suggest that some 
lndivldual variables mediate others and warrant further Investigation. 
Broome Is a much larger community that has been established for a long 
period of time (settled in 1883) although ii has a large trsms!ent population; 
approximately 50% of the participants In Iha sample had resided In Broome for only 
5 years and therefore would have varying degrees of experience with cydonlc 
events. This apparent split between new comers and locals may account for the 
two smeller models presented. One that represents the Importance of connection 
to community and the other that represents cop!ng related to stress and growth. 
Carnarvon 
The path modei produced for Camarvon Indicates that the Individual 
variables mediate !he community variables In relation to the disaster experience 
(see Figure 7.3). Two pathways are Indicated for the reduction of stress and 
growth for residents. The first Is that residents perceive the Camarvon community 
to be competent and are more likely lo have higher levels of self-efficacy and thus 
experience less stress and less growth. The second pathway Indicates that where 
a resident Is attached (has a higher sense of community) lo a larger network of 
other residents' they will experience less stress and less growth. 
Furiher to these observed pathways In the path model, earlier analyses for 
Carnarvon Indicate that there Is a lfnk between disaster stress and posttraumatlc 
growth. Disaster stress and posttraumat!c growth have one of the strongest 
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relatlonshlps (.541), each Is a significant predictor of the other and each 
Cilscrimlnates high and low scoring groups on each variable. This Indicates again 
that the greater the stress the greater the growth. This link Is also hlghllghted 
through a third factor, social networks, which Is also a significant predictor of 
stress, and a discriminator of h!gh and low stress and growth groups. What the 
socl.il network resulte lml!cate in the DFA Is that a larger social network Is 
associated with groups that score high on stress and high on growth. The path 
model Identifies the order of the relalionships between these variables where for 
Carnarvon Iha klrger the social network the more stress and growth result. What 
this Indicates Is that In a disaster event the more attached you feel to a larger 
network In the community the more stressed you will feel as a result of the disaster 
aftermath, however more growth will also result. 
Whal Is also Interesting to note is Iha relative importance of self-efficacy In 
relation to disaster stress in Camarvon. Self-efficacy has a significant relationship 
with stress (·.369), Is a predictor of stress and a discriminator between high and 
low stress groups. What these results Indicate Is that the more self-efficacious 
Camarvon residents are the Jess the Impact of disaster stress and growth. Self-
efficacy establishes connections to the community variables In Camarvon. Self· 
efficacy is correlated to both sense of community (-.230) and community 
competence (.483), and Is also <lisr.rimlnator of high and low stress groups. This 
Indicates that it is not only individual variables {self·efflcaoy and social networks) 
that are Important to understanding disaster stress In Carnarvon but also the 
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community variables as the difference between low and high stress scores Is In 
part, due to how competent tile Camarvon community ls. 
For Camarvon residents the two paths observed present a dilemma as 
those strongly attached, who have a large network of friends and family are likely 
lo be stressed In the aftermath of an event, however those that draw upon their 
own repertoire of skills, and Judge the community as competent will be less 
stressed as a result of an event. How these two paths are reconciled for residents 
ls not apparent In this .otudy, and Is Important In terms of Ule outcomes that would 
result. 
Exmouth 
For Exmouth the results of the earlier analyses are not necessarily made 
clearer by the path analysis (see Figure 7.4). The failure to predict stress and 
growth In this model may be suggesHve of other variables being involved that are 
not measured in the present study. The results are Interesting In that stress and 
growth are correlated w:th each other (.251), but fall lo be predictive of each other 
or to discriminate high or low scores on either variable. Given the Impact of 
cyclone Vance It could be reasonable to assume that the res!denls are still coping 
with the effects even three years after the event. 
On the other hand there are clear pathways from sense of community to 
self-efficacy (-.365) and social networks (-.380) which indicate an important 
connection between community and Individual level variables. Accordingly the 
greater the sense of attachment, the more self-efficacious residents are and the 
more attachment the larger the residents soclal network. This too may be 
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Indicative of the salfence of the cyclone Vance experience In that the connection 
between individuals and the community Js the reference point for those still 
remaining In the community as a majority of the Exmouth participants (72%) Jived 
their prior to the Vance event. 
Kununurra 
The path analys!s results for Kununurra also fall to predict stress and growth 
In the model. However the present res tilt does highlight the connection (.442) 
between a community variab!e (CC) and an Individual variable (SN). The 
regression and DFA results also establish a link between the lndlvldual varlables 
and commtinlty variables to the disaster experience however the relatlonsh!ps may 
not be salient enough to be produced In the path model. One possible explanation 
for this may relate to the lime at which the data was co!lected. With collecting data 
only one month after the event !he relevance of all the variables Is evident In the 
different analysls but In terms of structuring and ordering (path model) the salient 
variables may be only those observed (CC and SN). 
Taking Into cons!derallon the other analyses performed a relatlonshlp was 
estab!ished between stress and growth throtigh correlations (.519) and in their 
ability to be significant discriminators between high and low scoring groups on 
each variable. The next section of the discussion draws together the slmllaritles 
and differences in the Jndiv!dual community results. 
Context 
The restilts that emerge from this study stress the differences and 
slmllaritles from each of the commtinllles. By analyzing the data from each 
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community separately one can start to understand the variables In context and how 
the variables relate to each other where as the combined path model brings lo the 
foreground the Impact of the variables rather than context. 
A main contextual difference among the communities relates to their size, 
settlement dale of the community and the history of cyclone events. In terms of 
size, the largest Is Broome, followed by Camarvon, Kununurra and Exmouth (see 
Table 6.4). Even though Broome has twice the population as Carnarvon, and they 
are both classed as remote communities, they are both considered major regional 
centres In WA. They both retain many services that the smaller two communities 
do not have. For Broome there are differences In the population due to Iha tourist 
Industry, the influx of many different peop!e at different times, which make distinct 
the different parts of the community. For Carnarvon the community supports both 
towns' people and plantatlon awners, which like Broome, make distinct the different 
parts af the community. In a smaller community llke Camarvon ii Is conceptually 
easier lo see a community that works together, that facilitates and manages Itself. 
This Is possibly what Peacock and Ragsdale (1997) Identified In their study of 
Hurricane Andrew, where they thought of the community as a single bounded 
autonomous socla! system and not as an ecologlcal network of Interacting social 
systems. Broome Is a larger community and therefore the networks of smaller 
Interacting social systems may account for some of the contextual differences. 
For Exmouth and Kununurra the differences in town size may not be that 
apparent however to the experience ofWestem Auslrallans differences of town 
size between 13 000 - 3000 residents has a huge impact in rural and remote 
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communities. In the smaller towns It Is possible to know a vast majority of the 
members of Iha community therefore bringing closer lhe community to the 
Individuals, the sense of separallon Is more blurred. Th.e number of s1,wlces and 
activities within these two small communities Is greatly reduced due to the size of 
the population. 
Another difference between the four communities Is the date of settlement. 
By comparison, Broome (settled In 1883) and Camarvon (settled In 1878) were 
established much earlier and therefore have had a much greater time to establish 
community and a sense of community. For Exmouth (settled In 1983) and 
Kununurra (settled In 1956) the community eslabllshment time has only been 40-
50 years (see Coakes, 1995). 
In regard to the history of cyclcne events the four communllles have 
different experiences. Broome has In the recent past been threatened by and has 
endured many cyclones. These events are considered to be 'part of the package' 
of llvlng In Broome. For new residents there are cyclone packs that are given out 
as part of their welcoming by lhe local councll. Camarvon's biggest cyclone event, 
In the recant past, was !n the 1970's. Even though they requl~d federal 
assistance In March 2000 the cyclone was only a category one wlich many 
consider to be just a 'big blow'. A category one cyclcne Is the weakest In cyclone 
categorizations. Camarvon ls more often affected by flooding from cyclones that hlt 
the coast further up In norlhem WA as the town Is situated at the mouth of a river 
and a water catchment area. 
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For Exmouth the history of cyclone events is different again. The Exmoulh 
community enjoys few threats; however the path that cyclone Vance (1999) took 
capltallzed on the shape of the ooesUlne around both Exmouth end Onslow and 
severely affected the whole population. The entire town centre had to be rebuilt 
which has devastated many businesses and families, Finally Kununurra 
traditionally Is not in a cyclt;mf) area, es the town site Is further inland than the other 
three communities. However, Kununurra often gets flooded from the effe,-:ts of 
cyclones (storm surge) on the- coast, slmllar lo Camarvon. Therefore In terms of 
experience wllh frequency of events Broome has had the most, then Carnarvon, 
followed by Exmouth and finally Kununurra. In terms of devastaUon EKmouth has 
experienced the most devastating cyclone In recent memory. 
These contextual attributes contribute to the understanding of the variables 
In each Individual community. In analyzing the community data sets separately the 
results can be Interpreted In terms of a relaHve understanding of these 
communities. In combining the data support Js given to these Interpretations, the 
Individual community model results may become clearer. It Is Interesting that the 
combined model more closely resembles the hypothesized model (see figures 7.7, 
7, 1 and 7.2). The hypothesized model represents a meta-analytic view of the 
disaster literature with regard to the ordering of variables across different contexts. 
The combined model Is similar lo a meta-analysis in that II combines four different 
sets of data and contexts. II could be argued that the hypothesized and combined 
models represent the 'pure' err 'Ideal' slate of the variables associated with the 
disaster experience. The hypothesized model disregards the context of Individual 
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communities. The models produced for Broome, Camarvon, Exmouth and 
Kununurra represent the real state of each of these communities. That Is, the 
models lllumlnate the dlfferenUal Impact of the context (history, experience, size 
etc) in relation lo the disaster experience of their communit!es. For example In 
Kununurre there were only two variables saUent which may be a reflection of when 
the data collection for the present study had occurred, one-month after to a 
disaster event (see table 6.1 ). With respect to the other analyses carried out on 
the Kununurra data, measurable and significant relatlonshlps were found between 
stress and growth, and between other Individual and community variables. As the 
present study represents a snapshot of events the relationships between the 
Identified factors may become more apparent as time, and the community, 
progresses and changes. 
The difference In the contexts of these communities Is complex. For 
researchers and practitioners working In thls area the complexity of the factors 
Involved and the contexts themselves may make It difficult to intervene and aid 
these communities. It ls however Imperative that we understand the lmporlance of 
the role of community In these lnteivenlions as community Is seen as paramount to 
mental health functioning (Hendryx & Ahem, 1997). 
The util!zallon of an ecological framework In the present study has enabled 
the researcher to target specific levels of the ecolo9Jcal system, Individual and 
community, for examlna!Jon. This was carried out not wllh a view to compare the 
different disaster communities but with a view to understand the experiences and 
factors relevant to each community. By piecing lnd!vlduals at the centre of the 
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disaster experience and lhen looking outward toward the connections to the 
community, a greater appreclalion of the contextual nature of Ute disaster 
experience can be had, and examined (see Lewin, 1951: Bronfenbrenner, 1979; 
and Strauss & Corb!n, 1990). Therefore the use of eco!oglcal frameworks has 
allowed a multldlmenslonal and mulHvariate picture to be obtained of these disaster 
communities. 
Al the community level there are also advantages of adopting as systemic 
approach. The benefit of this systemic and contextual approach Is the recognition 
that there are people that are expert ln these communities and In co!laboratlon with 
these experts: lntervenUons that are contextually based may be possible, For 
example van den Eynde and Veno (1999) argue that a competent community 
approach to Intervention empowers the community to focus and direct Its own 
intervention. This approach is based on notions of the community being the expert 
In Its Hfe and thus best ab!e to determine Its own healing approach; the community 
Is oppressed by and struggling with the effects of the event but not broken or 
damaged; that agencies need to build on the strengths In the community and not 
focus on the deficits; that the community has control over the Intervention and are 
viewed as competent, and finally; that the best corrective experience Is lo gel on 
with life In a way that the community chooses and change w!II be promoted by 
experiencing this. This Intervention Is clearly ecological in nature and would 
require the facilitation of multiple factors and perspectives. 
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The results of the present study may provide avenues for further research 
and disaster interventions. Central lo this Is an understanding what the present 
results Indicate for the variables utlllzed In this thesis. 
The Disaster Experience Model: A Discussion of the Independent and 
pgpgndsnt VarlablOB 
Dependent Variables • Stress and Growth 
A clear and valuable outcome current r(lsearch Is the relallonshlp between 
posttraumatlc stress and posttraumatlc growth. In each of the four community's 
posttraumatlc stress correlated with posttraumatlc growth. In Camarvon and 
Kununurra growth was a significant predictor of stress. In Broome, Carnarvon and 
Kununurra growth discriminated between high and low stress groups and In the 
same three communltles stress discriminated between high and low growth 
groups. This study supports the argument that there are benefits from adverse 
events (Dunbar et al, 1998) and that stress and growth are related. The results 
conclude the greater the stress the greater the growth, as evidenced ln each of the 
four communities', This implles that any understanding of the effect of an adverse 
experience must take Into account the whole experience, the stress and the 
growth. This Is supported authors such as Curtis, Smith and Fisher (1997); 
McMlllan (1999): Cordova, Cunningham, Carlson & Andryowskl (2001); ond, 
Frazier, Conlon, & Glaser (2001), who all report benefits and advers!Hes from 
difficult events (I.e., sexual assault, tornados, mass klll!ngs, cancers and plane 
crashes). 
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In the past much effort has focused on reducing the stress associated with 
the disastrous event, lhe present results Indicate that what accompanies the stress 
is growth. This provides an alternative way of looking at post disaster Intervention 
for stress. At the Individual level, disasters reportedly result in extreme emotional 
and psychologlcal reactions, which can become dysfunctional, and can persist over 
a long period of time. This research Indicates that with the relationship stress has 
to growth; growtli could be a wortliwhlle focus for post-disaster interventions. An 
example of an Intervention Is Iha! of McMillan's (1999) work with the process called 
REEP (Reflection, Encouragement, Exploration, Plannfng), which encourages 
social workers to follow a process by which growth can be encouraged and 
facilitated into cllnlcal work with adverse event sufferers. 
Posttraumatlc Stress 
The present study supports stress as a potential outcome for cyclone 
communllles. Stress was correlated with self-efficacy In three communities and 
with different styles of coping. A number of variables are s!so significant predictors 
of stress; these are emotion focused coping, self-efficacy, growth, social network, 
and community competence. Growth features across three communities as a 
significant discriminator of s!ress along with self-efficacy, emotion focused coping, 
self-efficacy, social networks and community competence. 
These results cleariy Indicate the Importance of the relationship stress has 
with not only other Individual variables but also with community variables. Stress 
from a disaster Is not Just an outcome for individuals JI also Impacts al the 
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community level. For exampfe, the competence of the communlly, for Camar,,on 
residents, Is a significant discriminator between high and low stress groups. 
Therefore the present study would argue that to understand the Impact of stress on 
an individual you need to understand Its relationship to other variables like self· 
efficacy, coping styles, social networks and community competence as these may 
provide avenues to reducing post disaster stress, 
Posttraumallc Growth 
As previously indicated the current research supports the notion that 
posttraumatic growth Is an outcome of a cyclone event. It ls as important to 
measure growth as It Is to measure stress in the wake of an adverse event 
(Cordova, Cunningham, Carlson & Andryowskl (2001). Posttraumatlc growth also 
relates to other variables In understanding the disaster experience. In the present 
study growth correlates with self-efficacy, different coping styles and sense of 
community and growth Is slgnificanHy predicted by emotion focused coping. F!nally 
the variables that discriminate between high and lcw growth groups are social 
networks, self-efficacy, emotion-focused cop!ng and sense of community. In the 
path models growth relates to self-efficacy, soclal networks and emo!lon-focused 
coping. These results Indicate that growth relates to other Individual variables like 
self-efficacy, coping and social networks. Growth also relates to community 
variables llke sense of community. The combined path model and the model from 
Carnarvon support this. 
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The present study also establishes Tedeschi and Calhoun's (1996) 
Instrument (PTGI) as valuable measure posttraumallc growth as an outcome of a 
community disaster, a cyclone. The posttraumalic growth Index hes prevlously 
been utlllzad to measure posttraumallc growth within the context of Individual 
trauma events, I.e., heart attacks, cancers and Incest. The present study has 
utilized the scale within the framework of a community event (cyclones) with great 
success. The scale has an excellent rate of rallabillty (sea table 7.1). In addition to 
utilizing Iha PTGI, the measurement of posttraumallc growth Jn the present study 
indicates growth Is belng detected from es little as 4 weeks to 36 months after an 
event. This supports previous research that Indicates positive changes can be 
reported, from adverse events, weeks lo years after an avant (Affleck, Tannen, 
Croog & Levine, 1987: Cohen, Hettler & Pane, 1998). 
Individual Variables (Independent Variables) 
Self-eflicacv 
As self-efficacy ls seen as an Important motlvatlonal construct (Gisi & 
Mitchell, 1992), In the present study, self-efficacy holds a prominent role for 
reducing stress In the present study's communlUes. In Camarvon and Kununurra 
self-efficacy was a significant predictor of stress. Self-efficacy was also a 
significant dlsct!mlnator for high and low stress groups In Broome and Camarvon 
and a significant discriminator for high and low growth groups In Broome, 
Camarvon and Kununurra. In each case the relationship of self-efficacy to stress 
and growth Indicates that the greater the stress or growth the less self-efficacious 
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the residents are. This present result supports Millar et al, (1999) who found !hat 
residents under threat, of a volcanic eruption, had lower stress scores when their 
self-efficacy scores were higher. In addition the correlation results Indicate that for 
all four communities higher self-efficacy scores are correlated to greater 
attachment (sense C1f community) to their respective community. This result 
concurs wllh that of Twlgger-Ross and Uzzell (1996) who argue that Individuals 
who are more attached to their community develop higher levels of self-efficacy. 
Coping SMes 
One of the strongest patterns to emerge from the present study Is the 
relatedness of the coping styles to each other. Although the correlations are not 
high they are significant, suggesting that residents are ul!Hzlng different styles of 
coping and often In conjunction with each other. This is Indicative of the coping 
concept where the different styles (emotion, avoid ant and task) share common 
ground. The use of the different coping mechanisms may be Indicative of the 
consistency with which rural and remote residents face different adverse events. 
In regard to the present studies results emotion focused coping featured 
more strongly than any other coping mechanism. Emotion focused coping was a 
predictor of stress and growth, and a discriminator for growth. Emotion coping 
featured both Broome's pa!h model and In the comb!ned model. Where related lo 
stress and growth, the greater the use of emotion focused coping the greater the 
stress and growth. 
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Avoldant coping also featured In the Broome and combined path models. 
Often avoldenl coping was associated with emotion focused coping and related lo 
self-efficacy and stress. The final coping style, task focused coping was correlated 
to the other coping st~es however does not appear relevant In any community 
model that Is Indicative of the disaster experience. However, coping and the 
disaster experience are linked. The present research supports this argument and 
in addition would propose that different coping strategies relate to different 
outcomes. For example, for residents Jn Broome who utilize an avoldant coping 
strategy the result was more stress without the subsequent growth. However If 
there were a greater use of emotion-focused techniques then the resulting stress 
would also see the same resulting growth, This would suggest that emotion 
focused coping Is a more productive style of coping as the resultant stress also 
results In growth. This same relalionshfp was observed In the combined path 
model. 
Sgc(al Networks 
Social networks are another of the lndiv!dual variables to consistently 
emerge across the communities and across analyses as an important and 
significant variable. For Camarvon social networks were Identified as a predictor of 
stress, as well as a disCTlmlnator between high and low stress groups. Within 
Broome and Camarvon social networks discriminated between high and low 
growth groups. Socia I networks were also correlated to sense of community in 
each of the four communities Indicating that social networks are Important to 
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resident's attachment to community. In all of the path models social networks has 
a promlnenl role In relation to Iha community variables. The present results 
therefore establish a link between the lndlvfdual and Iha community where soc/al 
networks could be the Important vehicles to facilitate opportunities for attachment. 
Orford (1992) argues that social networks are critical In providing the link between 
indlvldual and community well being. In the present study this crrncal links Is In 
each model but plays out differently, I.e. as related to sense of community for 
Broome, Kununurra, Carnarvon and the combined mode!. However la related to 
community competence for Exmouth, 
One of the difficulties with the social network results Is that the relJabllity 
scores forth a social network scale differed greatly (see Table 7.1) for each 
community. The reliability score was the highest for the Carnarvon community 
where social networks seem to play a bigger role. 
Community Variables (Independent Variables) 
Sense of Commyn!ty 
Sense of community has been hlghllghted in the literature as Important to 
communities facing ad,;ersllles (Bachrach & Zaulra, 1985 and Bishop, et al, 2000). 
The present research supports sense of community as Important to understanding 
the disaster experience in WA cyclone communities. Speclfically, sense of 
community Is slgnlflcantly correlated Jn each community with self-efficacy, social 
networl<s and community competence and Is a significant discriminator of high and 
low growth groups for Kununurra. In the three community path models and the 
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combined path model sense of community was relatad to both/ or ellher social 
networks and self-efficacy. These results suggest that the relaUonshlp of sense of 
community to lhe disaster experience Is indirect, and rt is mediated through the 
lndlvldu_. variables of self-efficacy and/or social networks. 
The remoteness of communities that endure cyclones ls an Important Issue 
for the residents within that particular community. Sense of community Js about the 
attachment a resident has for their community. For cyclone community residents 
the more attached they are to their community the more self-efficacious they are 
a11d the less stress that results. Therefore sense of commu11lty Is more Important 
than Just about being lnvolv&d 111 these communities It Is about reducing post 
disaster stress. Programs to aid attachment to the community would then seem to 
be11eflt communities and lndlvfduals to reduce stress, Increase self-efficacy and 
strengthen social networks. 
Community Competence 
The final community ravel variable measured In the present study was 
community competence. Community competence is a variable that relates to the 
broad community context, which is vltal to understanding the disasters (Smith el al. 
1990; Wandersman & Maury, 1998). The present study supports this notion and 
further to this has found !hat community competence correlates with sense of 
community, social networks and self-efficacy. This supports others authors such 
as Sann and Fisher (1998) who established a links between community 
competence and sense of community In oppressed communities and Kulig (2000) 
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who argued for link between these variables In Canadian rural communltles. The 
link Is now also established ln Western Australian disaster communities. 
In regard to the relal!onshlp of community competence to the other 
individual level variables (self-efficacy and social networks) this supports the view 
that community level variables do underpin the ind!vldual level variables. 
Community competence has also been ldenHfled as a predictor of stress and a 
discriminator of high and low stress groups there by directly Hnklng the construct to 
the disaster experience. 
Finally, In two of the Individual community path models and In the combined 
path model community competence is a precursor to self-efficacy. 
In two of the models (Camar1on and the combined) this relationship Is a positive 
one Indicating that the more competent the community the more self-efficacious 
the resident which results In a reduced slress outcome. This result provides 
avenues for thinking about Interventions at the community level, as the flow on 
effect could be reduced post-disaster stress. 
Overall Summary and Conelu•lgns 
The present study sought to explore and understand the variables Important 
to Westem Australian disaster communities. In recogn!tlon that previous literature 
Jn the area of disasters has relied heavlly on the results from individuals to Inform 
programs and lnterventlons for Individuals and communltles, regardless of the 
disaster event, the present study sought to utilize an eco!oglcal framework which 
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allowed for the examination of indlvldual and community factors relevant to 
Western Austral!an disaster communltlas. 
In utl!lzlng multiple factors, across multiple levels, ln different communities, 
that I which have experienced disaster events at different times, It Is Important not 
to oversimplify the results and Interpretations from the present study. It ls however 
noteworthy !hat few studies have tried a sfmllar task In relation to understanding 
the disaster experience of Individuals and communities. The results and 
interpretations of the current study combine to support emerging themes In the 
literature. A findlng from the present study supports the relellonshlp between 
posttraumallc stress and posttraumallc growth. In the disaster literature there are 
an abundance of studies reporting stress as an outcome of disaster events. Only 
recently has growth appeared In the empirical literature. This study argues that 
outcomes of stress are associated with outcomes of growth. In terms of !lie 
disaster intervenHons this finding suggests that working from a growth perspective 
will capitalize on the natural relelicnshlp of stress and growth and promote a 
salutogenlc/strength based (Anlonovsky, 1993) approach, which contrasts with the 
deficit based models currently used. 
While II may on the face of ii seem self evident, a second important finding 
is the recognition that communllies are different especially ln the way they deal 
with disaster events. They are different because of the Individuals within each 
community chooses to cope and act In different ways before and after an event. In 
addition It Is Important to note that when communities are coping differently that 
they are surviving and possibly thriving. Another key finding is that the present 
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study clearly Indicates that the community factors underpin the Individuals within it. 
The results support the notion that commun!ty factors are linked to, related to and 
In some communities are mediated by lndMdual factors In relation to the disaster 
experience. 
One of the most prominent variables to emerge was that of self-efficacy. 
This lndivldual factor Is Important Jn the reduction of disaster stress and would 
therefore be an Important focus for disaster stress reduction programs. It Js 
Important to nota that the precursors to self-efficacy In most of the communities In 
the present study are a competent community and/or sense of community. This 
h!ghllghls the Importance of the connectedness of the Individual to the community 
and provides many avenues for community Intervention programs. 
Further to this are the relation ship between, and the combination of, 
community competence and sense of community. Kulig (2000) refers to the 
combination of these varlables as community resilience. Therefore the conclusion 
drawn from the present study's results Is that by Increasing the competence of the 
community and Iha attachment residents have for the community (Increasing 
community resilience) will lead lo more self-efficacious residents, which Jn tum can 
lead to reducing the resulting stress from a disaster event. This not only supports 
lhe notion that Intervention programs aimed at Increasing commur.lty competence 
and attachment to the community will lead lo greater self-efficacy, thus reducing 
stress, It also suggests that !his pathway of community variables to self-efficacy 
may be an avenue for the prevention of disaster stress. 
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Contributions Of Preaent Study 
One of the main tasks of the study was to contribute to an understanding of 
the disaster experience oflndlvlduals and communities in Western Australia. This 
understanding !s Important !n terms of the contribution to theory and to policy and 
practice. 
Contribution to Theory 
First, this thesis drew upon the experience of a disaster community to 
determine what the sal!ent factors were for lndlv!duals and communities who face 
natural seasonal disasters. This Is Important to the development of disaster 
research in Australla as previous studies Incorporate factors that have been 
Identified In International research, which may not be relevant to the Australian 
context. Generally factors researched In disaster studies have been determined by 
researchers, there ere few studies that utillze the community in determining the 
factors. 
Second, the present study took a systemic view of the disaster experience 
to Incorporate both indMdual and community level variables. In other words this 
study utilized an ecologlca! framework that Included multiple levels (Individual and 
community) and multiple factors (self-efficacy, soclal networks, coping styles, 
sense of community and community competence). In addition to this the context 
was taken Into consideration through examining the disaster experience in five 
different disaster communities utillzing both qual!tative and quan6tatlve 
methodology. 
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Third, the thesis attempts lo use a number of variables sJmultaneously In 
order to Include a number of different variables to enhance the abllUy to understand 
the concept of res!llence. This may allow future research to develop 
comprehensive ecological models to assist research within the resillence area and 
the development of Intervention programs. The Inclusion of community 
competence Js a unique approach not Cocumenled prevlously In the literature. 
This assists in researchers and emergency management profess!onals to 
understand the capacity of JndMduals In disaster communities and the way In 
which they react during a natural disaster. 
The present study includes the variable posttraumatic growth which allows 
the research lo understand the role of positive and negative results for people that 
live In disaster prone areas. ThE.. lncluslon of this variable also enables the 
researcher and emergency management profess!onats to appreciate that In the 
face of adversity post traumatic growth may assist Individuals to undergo beneficial 
changes rather than the detrimental effects of the disaster. 
A strength of the current approach Is the Inclusion of qualitative and 
quantitative methodo!og!es. This allowed understanding of the context prior to 
investigating the variables within the different communities. 
Finally, few psychological studies have been undertaken ofWestem 
Australian disaster communities and therefore there is relatively lltue Information 
available to others that are interested In rural and reg Jona I WA or to those 
Interested Jn disaster research In WA. 
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Contribution to Polley and PracUce 
This research builds on the practice of community psychology that 
advocates for policies and practices to take Into account local needs and 
conditions (Buckle, 1999; Boughton, 1998). This study supports the notion that 
one size does not fit all and that needs and asselfl are different. Polley Intervention 
programs for post disaster recovery would be baiter targeted If the needs and 
assets were better identlfi&d. 
This study has used different approaches and methods to understand the 
experience of people who have made the decision to live and work In areas which 
are prone to natural disasters. This provided participants with the opportunity to 
understand their role within the communlty and the ways In which they may 
contribute lo the wellbeing of that community during a disaster. 
This research has practical Implications In each community for Intervention 
and prevention programs for Individuals and communities. Programs aimed at 
Increasing community competence and Increasing the attachment of Individuals to 
their communities creates reslllent communlt!es. Programs aimed at Increasing 
individuals self-efficacy will result In less stressed Individuals after a disaster event. 
With regard to the professional bodies that administer emergency 
management to the northern WA communities this study indicates the value of 
understanding loca! communltles at the soclal or psychological level, when trying to 
aid communll!es in prevention and Intervention In disaster events. 
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Limitations 
The focus of the present study was to e)(amlne the disaster e)(perience In 
Westem Australian commun!lies. Central to this focus was to examine variables ln 
context, and In doing difficulties emerged In choosing to analyze the data as 
separate communities. For each Individual community there was a reduction In the 
total numbers Included in each community analysis. Although no assumptlona were 
vlolaled, and Iha ratio of parameters to respondents was deemed acceptable, the 
Inclusion of more residents from each community would strengthen the results 
obtained. 
lmportanUy, II must be noted that this sample did not set out to include or 
identify Indigenous Auslral!ans. The present study did not set out to speclfically 
address the disaster e)(perience of Indigenous Austral!a and therefore did not use 
methods appropriate to obtain Information from this populatron. Indigenous 
Australians in the northern WA region were being researched at the time and 
therefore It was decided that to include that populatron would over burden rt. 
Hence the sample is limited given the proportion of Indigenous Australians In the 
communities utlllzed In the present study. 
Clearly there was an Issue with response rate (12%); however there are a 
number of points that need lo be made concerning this. First, the e)(clus!on of 
methods used to access Indigenous Australians reduced the actual populatlon 
being targeted. Second, there are Issues to do with lower levers of llteracy In rural 
and region al areas of northern WA. Thtrd, other emergency management 
researchers have Indicated that research carried out In areas north of the 23'° 
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parallel often delivers reduced response rates however there has not been any 
published material the! Indicates the reasons for this. Finally, there may be Issues 
to do with the length of the survey and the types of questions asked. The survey 
contained 154 questions, which would require al least a year 10 reading level. 
Although pilot testing was carried out the above Issues were not mentioned. 
The cross-sect!onal nature of the present study makes II difficult to draw 
definitive conclusions from one community to another. The condus!ons drawn In 
the current study are based more on the information In the literature because of a 
lack of knowledge about the communlUes Investigated. The current research 
utilized multiple variables to examine the disaster experiences however 1t must be 
noted that in particular path analysis builds a model on the bases of the variables 
measured. It may be the case that not all of the variables relevant to the actual 
disaster experience were being measured end may account for results obtained for 
Exmouth and Kununurra. 
This research sought to understand the experiences of Individuals and the 
community experience w!th!n a defined context. The researchers was aware that 
the provision of programs amt response lo emergencies is the responslblllty of a 
number of slate and federal authorities (e.g. EMA, FESA) however thls research 
did not attempt to Investigate the role of these organizations and !heir areas of 
responslblllty. It Is hoped that professional from these organizations will view these 
results posltively. 
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Future Research 
The present study provides a starting point for future disaster research Jn 
Western Austral!a. In utilizing an ecological approach to understanding the 
disaster experience the benefit to the community Is an understanding of the real 
state of their community disaster experience. 
There are o number of methodological addillons refinements that would 
benefit future studies of this type, The examination of these communities 
longitudinally would provide an opportunity lo develop an understanding as to how 
these communities changa and adapt after and before the cyclone Impact. This 
would also build up Iha knowledge base about northern WA communlties, as at the 
present lime there is very little research to draw upon. Second, the Inclusion of 
more qualitative data would allow for further exploration of the variables studied in 
the current research, the Identification of other variables and the Inclusion of other 
parts of the population for example Indigenous Australia would also be beneficial in 
bullding up a more comprehensive picture of these disaster communities. 
The ecological approach taken by this study was Hmlted lo the levels of the 
Individual and community. Arialysls that involves the level of policy would be 
benaflcial to the rural and remote areas of WA as the Impact that state and federal 
health and welfare policies has on the provision of services for disaster 
communities is a big Issue for these communities. 
Although the current study Included residents from the local com mun mes 
another group of stakeholders Is the emergency mansgement professionals 
Involved in pre and post disaster Impact and planning. This group has a vested 
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lnleresl In these communlUes and therefore It would be beneficial to Include thls 
group In future research. 
FJnally research carried out In different contexts, other parts of Auslralla, or 
wlth technological disaster communlUes would benefit from the approach taken In 
the current study. 
Soflnall 
The view that I have for psychology Is that It Is usefu'1 for the human race, 
that It ls connected to the real world. That it invests llme and effort into 
understanding how we as people can make our lives better. Psychology has not 
been a very good advocate for itself; It has not marketed itself well to many of the 
people and communities that would benefit from the psychological knowledge we 
have produced. 
During 19961 became fascinated by a number of disaster events, Port 
Arthur where 35 people were killed in a gun massacre, the death of Princess Diana 
and the flooding devastation at Moora, a small town in the wheal bell region of 
Western Australla. Atl of these events were so vastly different however the 
commentaries coming forth from communities, from around world were about the 
strength and resilient spirit that people and communities possess. So I had a 
thesis top!c I wanted to know what are these processes that make communllles 
and people reslllent. I saw thls as a legitimate area for psychology to be able to 
add to the Hves of Individuals and communities. lfwe understand what Is taking 
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place In communities that are not coping then as a psychologist I can help 
communities survive better, even thrive after an adverse event. 
I soon began to realize that, when vJslling these communities, they already 
survive, possibly not In the way !n which the literature defines JI, but the 
communities exist and will continue to do so in some form or another. So what ls It 
that I have done? 
I have become an even stronger advocate of community. I have learnt that 
community can nurture individuals and vise a versa. That a commun!ty Is the 
expert In ils own life and if we as professionals want to know something about a 
community you need to ask Ille community. Do not assume what Is best, do not do 
things to or for communities, work In partnership. In all that progresses from this 
research I hope I never rose sight of this. 
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A P P E N D I X  A  
Thank you for agreeing to Participate. 
Information on this Study 
My name is Julie Ann Pooley and I am currently researching, as part of my Phd what 
your experience of living in a bushfire threatened community is like. In undertaking this 
research we hope to better understand what factors (ie how individuals cope and how the 
community copes, how attached to the community you feel) affect different communities 
ability to deal with different seasonal threats. This information will enable us to be 
better prepared for and help in the recovery of future seasonal threats. 
Please let me assure you that your participation is totally voluntary, confidential and 
anonymous. I am not collecting any information that will enable me to identify you 
personally. I would greatly appreciate your participation in this W estem Australian 
study and would encourage you to contact me if you have any queries at all. 
Alternatively you may also contact my supen1isor Dr Moira O'Connor on 
or email 
I wish to thank you, in advance, for your time and participation. 
Julie Ann Pooley 
School of Psychology 
Edith Cowan University 
Perth, V.,T estem Australia. 
A P P E N D I X B  
RESEARCH INTERVIEW CONSENT FOR1VI 
Having Read the information sheet please read the following questions and provide a 
response to them (Please Circle) 
I have read the information sheet 
I am satisfied that I am aware of 
what is required of me 
I am aware that I may withdraw 
from this study at any time 
I agree to participate in this research 
Please initial and date this form 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
A P P E 1 \ 1 D I X  C  
Page2 
Community Responses to Seasonal Natural Disasters 
n.the survey I will be referring to the seasonal cyclones or floods as "the event". There are 
. ree parts to this survey. The first part asks about you, the way you cope, and how you feel 
d think about the event and in general. Part one contains five sections. The second part 
ks about your community, how you feel about the community and what happens in it. The 
cond part contains three sections. The final part contains one section of background 
formation. Please be aware that each section has a different way of answering, instructions 
e given for each section. 
he following is a list of difficulties people sometimes have after stressful life events. Please 
ead each item and then indicate how distressing each difficulty has been for you during the 
ast 7 days with respect to the event. How much were you distressed or bothered by these 
1culties? 
Please use this scale on the following statements Not at Extremely 
(Please Circle your response) All 2 3 4 5 
l Any reminder brought back feelings about it. 2 3 4 5 
I had trouble falling asleep or staying asleep because 1 2 3 4 5 
of pictures or thoughts that came into my mind 
Other things kept making me think about it. 2 3 4 5 
I felt irritable and angry 2 3 4 5 
5 I avoided letting myself get upset when I thought 2 3 4 5 
about it or was reminded of it 
6 I thought about it when I didn't mean to. 1 2 3 4 5 
k I felt as ifit hadn't happened or wasn't real. 2 3 4 5 
r 
rs I stayed away from reminders of it. 1 2 3 4 5 
19 Pictures about it popped into my mind. 2 3 4 5 
: 10 I was jumpy and easily startled. 1 2 3 4 5 
11 I tried not to think about it. 2 3 4 5 
12 I was aware that I still had a lot of feelings about it 2 3 4 5 
but I didn't deal with them. 
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My feelings about it were kind ofnumb. 1 2 3 4 5 
I found myself acting or feeling like I was back at 2 3 4 5 
that time. 
I had trouble falling asleep. 1 2 3 4 5 
I had waves of strong feelings about it. 1 2 3 4 5 
I tried to remove it from memory. 1 2 3 4 5 
I had trouble concentrating. 1 2 3 4 5 
Reminders of it caused me to have physical 1 2 3 4 5 
reactions, such as sweating, trouble breathing, 
nausea, or a pounding heart. 
I had dreams about it. 1 2 3 4 5 
I felt watchful and on guard. 2 3 4 5 
I tried not to tallc about it. 1 2 3 4 5 
ection Two 
his section is designed to help to know how you feel. Read each item and indicate the reply 
at comes closest to how you have been feeling in the past week. Don't take too long over 
our replies; your immediate reaction to each item will probably be more accurate than a 
. ong thought out response. 
Please circle the answer to each item that best 
describes your recent self 
23 I feel tense or 'wound up': Most of the Alotofthe From time Not at all 
time time to time 
24 I still enjoy the things I used to enjoy? Definitely as Not quite so Only a Hardly at all 
much much little 
25 I get sort of frightened feeling as if something Very definitely Yes, but not A little, Not at all 
awful is about to happen: and quite bad!} too badly but it 
doesn't 
worry me 
26 I can laugh and see the funny side of things: As much as I Not quite so Definitely Not at all 
always could much now not so 
much now 
27 Worrying thoughts go through my head: A great deal A lot of the From time Only 
of the time time to time but occasionally 
not too 
often 
28 I feel cheerful: Not at all Not often Sometimes Most of the 
time 
29 I can sit at ease and feel relaxed: Definitely Usually Not Often Not at all 
30 I feel as if I am slowed do\\n: Nearly all of Very often Sometimes Not at all 
the time 
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I get a sort of butterflies feeling in the stomach: Not at all Occasionally Quite often Very often 
I have lost interest in my appearance: Definitely I don't take I may not I take just as 
as much care take quite much care as 
as I should as much ever 
' care 
33 I feel restless as if I have to be on the move: Very much Quite a lot Not very Not at all 
indeed much 
34 I look forward with enjoyment to things: As much as I Rather less Definitely Hardly at all 
ever did than I used less than I 
to used to 
35 I get sudden feelings of panic: Very often Quite often Not very Not at all indeed often 
36 I can enjoy a good book or radio or TV program: Often Sometimes Not Often Very seldom 
Section Three 
How strongly do you agree or disagree 
that .... 
Please use this scale on the following statements 
(Please Circle your response) Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
agree Disagree 
37 I have little control over the things that happen to 1 2 3 4 5 
me. 
38 There is little I can do to change many important 1 2 3 4 5 
things in my life. 
39 There is really no way I can solve some of the 1 2 3 4 5 
problems I have. 
40 I often feel helpless in dealing with the problems of 1 2 3 4 5 
life. 
41 Sometimes I feel that I am being pushed around in 1 2 3 4 5 
life. 
42 What happens to me in the future mostly depends on 1 2 3 4 5 
me 
43 I can do just about anything I really set my mind to 1 2 3 4 5 
do. 
Section Four 
How have you coped with the event? I usually I usually 
don't do do this 
Please use this scale on the following statements this at all alot 
(Please Circle your response) 
44 I concentrate my efforts on doing something about it. 1 2 3 4 5 
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s I take additional action to try to get rid of the 2 3 4 5 
problem. 
I make a plan of action. 1 2 3 4 5 
7 I try to come up with a strategy about what to do. 1 2 3 4 5 
8 I focus on dealing with this problem and if 2 3 4 5 
necessary, let other things slide a little. 
9 I put aside other activities in order to concentrate on 2 3 4 5 
this. 
0 I hold off doing anything about it until the situation 2 3 4 5 
permits. 
I force myself to wait for the right time to do 1 2 3 4 5 
something. 
I try to get advice from someone about what to do. 2 3 4 5 
I ask people who have had similar experiences what 1 2 3 4 5 
they did. 
54 I put my trust in god. 1 2 3 4 5 
ss I seek god's help. 2 3 4 5 
S6 I get upset and let my emotions out. 2 3 4 5 
57 I let my feelings out. 1 2 3 4 5 
,ss I make jokes about it. 2 3 4 5 
I try to get emotional support from friends and 2 3 4 5 ,S9 
l relatives. I 
i 
' 
f 60 I talk to someone about how I feel. 1 2 3 4 5 
i 
, 61 I try to see it in a different light, to make it seem 1 2 3 4 5 
more positive. 
62 I look for something good in what is happening. 2 3 4 5 
63 I learn to live with it. 2 3 4 5 
64 I refuse to believe that it happened. 2 3 4 5 
65 I pretend that it hasn't really happened. 2 3 4 5 
66 I use alcohol or drugs to make myself feel better. 2 3 4 5 
67 I try to lose myself for a while by drinking alcohol or 2 3 4 5 
taking drugs. 
68 I keep others from knowing how bad things are. 2 3 4 5 
69 I wish that the situation would go away or somehow 2 3 4 5 
be over with. 
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I make light of the situation, I refuse to get too 2 3 4 5 
serious about it. 
I go on as if nothing happened. 2 3 4 5 
I turn to work or other substitute activities to take my 2 3 4 5 
mind off things. 
I try to keep my feelings to myself. 2 3 4 5 
Section Five 
Indicate for each statement below the I did not Very A A A 
degree to which this change occurred in experience small small moderate great experienced 
your life as a result of the event. this change degree degree degree degree this change as a result as a result 
ofthe the event 
Please use this scale for the following statements event 
(Please Circle your response) 
My priorities about what is important in life. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
An appreciation for the value ofmy ov;rn life 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I developed new interests 1 2 3 4 5 6 
A feeling of self-reliance. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
A better understanding of spiritual matters 2 3 4 5 6 
Knowing that I can count on people in times of 1 2 3 4 5 6 
trouble 
IO I established a new path for my life 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.81 A sense of closeness with others 2 3 4 5 6 
12 A willingness to express my emotions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
83 Knowing I can handle difficulties 2 3 4 5 6 
84 I'm able to do better things in my life 2 3 4 5 6 
f 85 Being able to accept the way things work out. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
86 Appreciating each day 2 3 4 5 6 
87 New opportunities are available which wouldn't 2 3 4 5 6 
have been otherwise 
88 Having compassion for others 2 3 4 5 6 
89 Putting effort into my relationships 2 3 4 5 6 
90 I'm more likely to try to change things which need 2 3 4 5 6 
changing 
91 I have stronger religious faith 2 3 4 5 6 
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2 I have discovered that I am stronger than I thought I 
was 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
I learned a great deal about how wonderful people 
are 
I accept needing others 
PART TWO: Your Communit 
The following sections pertain to how you 
relate to your community? 
Section Six 
Please use this scale on the following statements 
(Please Circle your response) 
I think my neighbourhood is a good place for me to 
live. 
People in this neighbourhood do not share the same 
values. 
My neighbours and I want the same things from the 
neighbourhood 
I can recognise most of the people who live in my 
neighbourhood. 
I feel at home in this neighbourhood. 
Very few ofmy neighbours know me. 
I care about what my neighbours think of my 
actions. 
I have almost no influence over what this 
neighbourhood is like. 
If there is a problem in this neighbourhood people 
who live here can solve it. 
It is very important to me to live in this particular 
neighbourhood. 
People in this neighbourhood generally don't get 
along with each other. 
I expect to live in this neighbourhood for a long 
time. 
Strongly 
agree 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
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Section Seven 
Never Rarely Occasionally Frequently 
Please use this scale on the following statements 
(Please Circle your response) 
07 Do people in this community go elsewhere for fun? 1 2 3 4 
08 Are there any private and government, or service 2 3 4 
organisations that people in your community belong 
to? 
109 Would you say that more than half of the people in 2 3 4 
your community belongs to one or more of these 
organisations? 
110 In the past year has this community ever had a 2 3 4 
neighbourhood activity either for fun or because 
there was a problem? 
.111 At present, are there neighbourhood activities 2 3 4 
underway in your neighbourhood? 
112 Are there future plans for neighbourhood activities? 2 3 4 
f 113 \\Then it comes to getting things done in this 2 3 4 
i community, how often do the same few people end 
up doing all the work? 
114 How often do people volunteer for community 2 3 4 
activities? 
115 How often do people around here feel that they see 2 3 4 
positive results when they participate in community 
activities? 
116 How often do people here feel that they have an 2 3 4 
active part in keeping this community going? 
117 How often do people around here come to care about 2 3 4 
how the community looks? 
118 How often do people around here feel that what this 2 3 4 
community does and what happens to this 
community can affect their own lives? 
119 We have strong opinions about the way things are 2 3 4 
done by local government. 
120 Local Government seriously considers our opinions. 2 3 4 
121 How often does the local government try to 2 3 4 
influence what goes on in your community? 
T 
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122 Will people around express an opinion even though 1 2 3 4 
they know it will be unpopular? 
,123 Here are some different ways that people can use to Never Rarely Occasionally Frequently 
work out their differences. Are these used in your 
community? 
A • One side is forced to give in? 2 3 4 
B • One side volunteers to give in? 1 2 3 4 
C • Both sides give in? 1 2 3 4 
D • Something else happens? 1 2 3 4 
124 In general, how often do you feel that people living 2 3 4 
in this community try to influence what goes on in 
their shire? 
125 Compared with other communities in the shire, how 1 2 3 4 
well does yours do in having most citizens 
participate in making decisions? 
, 126 How often do people in your community lend time, 1 2 3 4 
money, things or an extra hand to one another? 
127 How often do people around here offer a shoulder to 1 2 3 4 
cry on or a sympathetic ear to one another? 
126 How often do people around here give advice or 1 2 3 4 
information to one another? 
129 For each of the following things that people can do Very Some Not Very Not At All 
to have a say in this community please tell me if Willing what Willing Willing 
people are Willing 
A • Phone calls to local councilors? 1 2 3 4 
B • Personal conversations about community 1 2 3 4 
issues with local councilors? 
C • Write a letter to the editor about what he/she 2 3 4 
thinks should be done around here? 
D • Encourage someone he/she knows to 1 2 3 4 
personally run for local government or run 
him/herself? 
E • Help work during a political campaign? 1 2 3 4 
F • Write a letter to a member oflocal 1 2 3 4 
government to express his/her views? 
G • Serve on a local committee or board? 2 3 4 
H • Start a service he/she feels this community 1 2 3 4 
needed? 
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Section Eight 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
In terms of the people living in this community would you say that __ 
have their friends living here? (Please circle one of these) 
During the past few weeks, how many times did you get 
together with friends - I mean things like going out together or 
visiting in each other's homes? 
About how many neighbours do you lmow well enough to visit with? 
What are the organisations such as church and school groups, 
social groups that you take an active part in? 
How often do you visit with family and relatives who live outside the home? 
In an average day, how many people would you say hello 
to, either on the phone or in person? 
Thinking of your best friend you now have, how close 
are you to that friend in being able to share your innermost 
thoughts, worries and feelings? (Please circle your response) 
most 
some 
just a few 
none 
Share Nothing Share everything 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
PART THREE: Background 
Information 
7 8 
This section is looking at background information 
Section Nine 
9 
13 7 What would you rate the impact the crisis has had on you personally? 
(Please Circle your response) 
Not at All 
1 2 3 4 
Extremely High 
5 
10 
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38 What would you rate the impact the crisis has had on your family? 
(Please Circle your response) 
ot at All 
1 2 3 4 
Extremely High 
5 
I 
:140 
141 
What would you rate the impact the crisis has had on the community? 
(Please Circle your response) 
Extremely High 
2 3 4 5 
What is your age? (Please Tick) 
18-30 D 
31-40 D 
41-50 D 
51-60 D 
61-70 D 
71 over D 
\\'hat is your gender? (Please Tick) M D 
F D 
142 Do you (Please Tick) 
Own your own home D 
Rent D 
Board D 
Other (Please State) D 
143 \"\'hat is your cmrent postcode? 
144 How long have you lived in this community? ___ _ 
THANKYOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO C01\1PLETE THIS SURVEY 
A P P E N D I X D  
Dear Resident 
My name is Julie Ann Pooley and I am currently researching, as part of my Phd, how 
you and your community respond to seasonal threats like cyclones and floods. In 
undertaking this research we hope to better understand what factors (ie how 
individuals cope and how the community copes, how attached to the community you 
feel) affect different communities ability to deal with different seasonal threats. This 
information will enable us to be better prepared for and help in the recovery of, future 
seasonal threats. 
I would be very pleased if you were able to participate in this study. If you are 
willing to participate then please fill in the following survey , it will take about 10-15 
minutes, and return it to me via the reply-paid envelope. The return date for this 
survey is by 15 March 2000. 
Please let me assure you that your participation is totally voluntary, confidential and 
anonymous. I am not collecting any infonnation that will enable me to identify you 
personally. Your community is one of six that has been approached to be part of the 
study. 
I would greatly appreciate your participation in this V-l estem Australian study and 
would encourage you to contact me if you have any queries at all. Alternatively you 
may also contact my supervisor Dr Moira O'Connor ~ or email 
I wish to thank you, in advance, for your time and participation. 
Julie Ann Pooley 
School of Psychology 
Edith Cowan University 
Perth, Western Australia. 
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Correlation Matrix between subscales for Combined Model 
PTGI 
IES 
cc 
.soc 
SN 
SE 
TC 
AC 
EC 
Disaster 
Experience 
Variables 
PTGI IES 
.377** 
Community 
Resilience 
Variables 
cc soc 
.063 .083 
-.019 .044 
.363** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Individual 
Resilience 
Variables 
SN SE 
.020 -.103 
.028 -.228** 
.071 .209** 
.132* .214** 
-.017 
TC AC 
.199- .115* 
.087 .186* 
.058 -.070 
.045 -.004 
-.037 -.030 
.146* -.280** 
.132* 
PTGI Posttraumatic Growth Index; IES Impact of Events; CC Community Competence; Soc 
Sense of Community ; SN Social Networks; SE Self-Efficacy; TC Task Focused Coping; AC 
Avoidant Coping; EC Emotion Focused Coping 
EC 
.278** 
.123* 
.114 
.090 
-.022 
.086 
.515** 
.070 
